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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nothing endures but change.
Herakleitos, Philosopher, circa 535 – 475 BC
The world is witnessing phenomenal growth in the field of information technology during the last few decades.
Throughout the growth, the scientific and consumer market remained the major driving force behind. Chiefly,
applications such as wireless communication, network processing, video games ramped up with ever increasing
complexity. This complexity is handled simultaneously by two drivers in the system design community. First, there
is continuous downscaling of fabrication technology [135] allowing tremendous processing power to be crammed
in on a single integrated circuit. Second, there is a design trend of having multi-component systems to address the
conflicting requirements of increasingly complex applications. The system components typically include processors,
Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). In this twin trend of
system design, the system-level design upscaling clearly failed to leverage the advantages offered by the current
mainstream fabrication technology. This failure, referred as crisis of complexity [96], boosted strong research in the
field of Electronic System Level (ESL) design.
ESL design automation tools, in varied form, attempt to answer one primary concern. That is, to determine
the optimal combination of components for targeting a particular application domain and integrate them. This
indicates a strong requirement of tools to explore the huge design space of system components and their integration
aspects within a short time-to-market window. The challenge on ESL design tools have grown even more due to
the shortening time-to-market window and fast-evolving applications. Furthermore, the high-paced technological
growth resulted into skyrocketing mask production cost. In a nutshell, the designers have to find the best-in-class
system for the application within a short time with a long time-in-market potential to amortize the design costs. This
fuelled an increasing attention towards designing flexible, yet high-performance systems. As can be seen in figure
1.1, flexibility is traded off with performance across different system components.
Flexibility in a digital system can be planted in two forms. First, there are the systems which contain soft
flexibility e.g. processors. However, the degree of soft flexibility in a processor varies. A General Purpose Processor
(GPP) is more flexible than an Application-Specific Instruction-set Processor (ASIP). The higher degree of flexibility
arises from a more universal nature of the Instruction-Set Architecture (ISA) of the processor. ASIPs employ special
instructions and corresponding hard-designed functional units targeted towards a set of applications. Another set of
applications may not map well to this application-specific ISA. Contrarily, the GPP keeps on delivering a standard
performance over various set of applications. Second, there are other sets of systems offering hard flexibility e.g.
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Figure 1.1. Power-Performance-Flexibility Analysis of System Components
Programmable Logic Devices (PLD). For these kind of devices, the hardware can be customized by changing the
interconnects between various functional blocks. Due to the explicit parallelism offered by PLDs, it delivers high
performance in regular data-driven applications. For control-driven applications, PLDs cost high power overhead
due to the long running interconnects over the complete device. In order to reap the benefits of both kinds of
flexibility, a new architecture class have emerged over the years. This architecture contains a fixed processor part
coupled with a re-configurable block. We refer to these architectures as re-configurable ASIPs (rASIPs). The re-
configurable block can be statically or dynamically re-configurable, depending on which, the architecture is called
s-rASIP or d-rASIP respectively. The degree of flexibility offered by a rASIP can be tuned at various levels. By
having the base processor, soft flexibility is already available in form of the ISA. Further soft flexibility can be
introduced by reserving some instructions to be locally decoded and executed by the re-configurable block. The
resulting instruction-set of the rASIP is morphable i.e. can be extended to cover a new application domain. Finally,
the customizable hardware architecture in form of PLDs provides rASIPs with hard flexibility.
From the perspective of design productivity, rASIPs threw up a new challenge to the processor design community.
The complete processor, re-configurable block and the interfacing must be designed to suit a range of applications.
Figure 1.2 shows several alternative rASIP designs. The re-configurable block, as shown in the figure, can connect
to the base processor in a loosely coupled manner i.e. through an external bus. It can be tightly coupled to the base
processor, where it acts like an internal functional unit of the processor. Leaving apart the position and selection of
the re-configurable block, the base processor architecture (RISC, VLIW, SIMD) and the FPGA architecture of the
re-configurable block presents with numerous design choices. The design space offered by rASIP is huge, of which
the optimum point must be determined within a competitive time-to-market window.
This book presents a solution to this design complexity problem by providing a workbench for rASIP design
space exploration. A high-level language is developed for modelling the rASIP architecture. The necessary tools for
pre-fabrication and post-fabrication rASIP design space exploration are either derived from the high-level language
automatically or are generically developed standalone. Several case studies show the feasibility of this language-
based rASIP design approach. Furthermore, the framework opens a new horizon of possibilities by allowing to
model partially re-configurable processors using language-based abstraction. This approach not only benefits rASIP
design, but also can be applied to modelling of PLDs standalone. Given the capacity of the proposed language to
seamlessly model a range of components, it can very well be pitched as a candidate for modelling all varieties of
programmable systems.
This book is organized as following. The following chapter, chapter 2 provides the background of processor de-
2
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sign and the development of processor description languages. This chapter chronologically outlines the development
of processor description formalisms. Chapter 3 describes the related work in the field of partially re-configurable
processor design methodology and sets the motivation of this book. The advantages and drawbacks of various ap-
proaches are also clearly mentioned. The rASIP design space is elaborated in chapter 4 followed by an overview
of the proposed rASIP design flow. Chapter 5 and 6 concentrates on pre-fabrication design space exploration and
design implementation for rASIPs, whereas chapter 7 gives detailed account of the tools and methodologies for
post-fabrication design space exploration and design implementation respectively. Several case studies, which uses
the proposed methodology of this book, partially or fully, are performed during the development of this work. Those
case studies are detailed in chapter 8. The summary and outlook of this book are presented in chapter 9.
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Background
Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a
fire.
William Butler Yeats, Poet, 1865 – 1939
2.1 Processor Design : A Retrospection
To develop computers which are going to be software compatible, IBM originally designed System/360, the first
commercially available Complex Instruction Set Computing (CISC) processor. In the process of achieving software
programmability, system /360 also made a clear separation between architecture and implementation[63]. There the
architecture was described as the attribute of the system as seen by the programmer. The logical design, organization
of the data flow and controls were classified as implementation. CISC processors typically contained a complex
instruction-set i.e. an instruction capable of performing a series of sequential and/or parallel operations on a set
of data. During the mid-1970s, several research projects demonstrated that the processors with numerous complex
instructions are overdesigned for many applications. Another fallback of the CISC processors was that the high-level
language compiler was inefficient compared to a manual assembly programmer. This led to underusage of many
features offered by CISC. Consequently, the philosophy of Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) dawned
with several parallel research endeavors [89][82]. The first processor developed at Berkeley RISC project, known as
RISC-I, outperformed the other single chip design at that moment with only 32 instructions [41]. The small set of
instructions, typical of RISC paradigm, encompassed a wider range of applications without wasting hardware area.
Clearly it was more flexible and easier to adapt than CISC processors. With the advent of ubiquitous computing
during 1990s, a demand of high-performance (to meet the application complexity) yet flexible (to be designed and
retargeted for a wide domain of applications) processors rose. RISC processors fitted the bill perfectly. As a result,
RISC philosophy were widely adopted for embedded microprocessors.
However, it was noted that, the flexibility coming from the programmability of the processor sacrifices perfor-
mance and power. Therefore, efforts were made to balance between the flexibility over a range of applications
and performance. This resulted into the interesting swing of system design community among customization and
standardization, leading to the postulation of Makimoto’s Wave[187] (see figure 2.1). According to this wave, the
design community swings between standardization and customization of system components. Needless to say, this
4
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wave is visible within the processor design arena as well. With customization the processor instruction set is de-
rived by studying the application, thereby presenting the class of Application-Specific Instruction-set Processors
(ASIPs) [65]. ASIPs can be classified as a resurgence of CISC-like instructions within the RISC paradigm. With
standardization, a wider range of applications are targeted by designing domain-specific processors [193]. With cus-
tomization, a narrow domain of application is targeted with highly specific computation engines. Understandably,
the embedded processor design community required an ever stronger support from the design automation tools to
explore the choices and rightly settle the flexibility-performance trade-off.
Standard
Discretes
Custom LSIs
For TV, 
Calculator
Memories,
Micro-
Processors
ASICs
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Field
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Figure 2.1. Makimoto’s Wave
The design of a processor is a highly involved task requiring diverse skills. Once the target group of applications
is selected, an Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) and the micro-architecture needs to be designed. Furthermore the
tools for mapping the application, typically written in a high-level language, to the ISA and the micro-architecture
needs to be designed. As observed in case of the early CISC processors, a poor mapping tool can drastically
undermine the true performance potential of the processor. Since the design of software tools in contrast with
the hardware micro-architecture requires different skill-set, traditionally the processor design is performed by two
separate groups of designers. First, one group does the ISA design, software tool development and then the other
group works on the micro-architecture modelling as per the ISA specification. This kind of sequential design
approach is time-consuming. It is also difficult to account for late design changes. To get rid of this, parallelization
of the software development and hardware development for the processor is advocated. Even then, the following
issues remain.
1. Correct Functionality : The interface between these two groups need to be uniquely determined throughout
the complete design and verification. Lack of proper synchronization between the two groups may lead to
functional error or long re-design cycles. The interface can be a high-level specification. For correct func-
tionality and early validation, it is important that this specification is executable (at least on a host processor).
2. Optimality : Design changes in the ISA and/or in the hardware micro-architecture need to be taken into
account by the other group to ensure optimal performance. For example, the handling of data-hazards may
be covered by the hardware dataflow organization by having data forwarding paths. The C-compiler must be
aware of that in order to do the optimal scheduling.
These issues become even more challenging due to the large number of design options. The alternative design
decisions need to be weighed against each other to reach the optimal point in the entire design space. With a slow
and error-prone design methodology, this is hardly possible.
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2.2 High-level Processor Modelling
To reduce the complexity of processor design, researchers proposed abstract modelling of the entire processor.
The abstract processor model, in effect can serve as an executable specification for early design space exploration.
The major example of this abstract processor modelling is found in Architecture Description Languages (ADLs)
[10] [68] [56] [75] [119]. Using an ADL, the entire processor can be described. To hold both the ISA and the
micro-architecture in the same description, the ADL allows constructs such as assembly syntax along with data-
flow description. From the ADL description, software tools e.g. C-compiler, instruction-set simulator as well as the
hardware micro-architecture can be automatically or semi-automatically generated. With the above characteristics
in common, the ADLs differ in their focus, efficiency and modelling style. A brief overview of prominent ADLs are
given in the following paragraphs. A detailed discussion of prominent ADLs is available at [151].
nML nML architecture description language is based on the concept of hierarchical instruction-set organization.
The instructions with common dataflow are grouped and placed higher in the organization. The special
dataflow is placed in the elements lower in the hierarchy and termed as Partial Instruction (PI). The partial
instructions can be grouped in their parents by two kinds of rule e.g. AND-rule and OR-rule. The OR-rule
specifies two or more alternative PIs corresponding to an instruction. The AND-rule, which can be existent
orthogonally to the OR-rule, specifies the composition of parts of an instruction. A complete instruction is
formed by traversing down the tree following a particular branch. The following code snippet (refer to figure
2.2) helps to understand the concept.
opn instruction = loadoperate | control
opn loadoperate(l:load, o:operate)
image  = "010"::l.image::o.image
syntax = format("\%s || \%s", l.syntax, o.syntax)
action = 
{
l.action();
o.action();
}
Figure 2.2. Part of an nML Description
Here, the two PIs loadoperate and control are connected via the OR-rule within the topmost instruc-
tion indicating that the instruction can be of either of these two types. Within PI loadoperate, PI load
and PI operate are again connected via the AND-rule. This means that the PI loadoperate is com-
posed of the two PIs load and operate. Each PI consists of several sections for describing the instruction
coding (image section), assembly syntax (syntax section) and the execution behavior (action section). While
generating a complete instruction by traversing through the tree, these sections can be combined to form the
overall instruction syntax or coding. To model the structural organization of the underlying processor micro-
architecture, nML uses two kinds of storage elements. Firstly, there are static storage elements, which hold
the value until it is overwritten. These are used to model memories and registers in the processor. Secondly,
there are transitory storage elements, which hold the value for a given number of cycles only. These storages
can be explicitly synchronized to model the effect of pipeline registers, thereby implicitly dividing the entire
dataflow into pipeline stages.
nML is one of the first ADLs to introduce hierarchical instruction-set organization, combining ISA and execu-
tion behavior in the same model. These novel features allowed easy generation of the instruction-set simulator
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and retargetable code generator for the compiler. From nML, software tools and RTL description of the pro-
cessor can be automatically generated. nML can also be used to generate test patterns for early processor
verification. Currently, nML and its associated tools are commercially available [191].
LISA In LISA, an operation is the central element to describe the timing and the behavior of a processor instruction.
The instruction may be split among several LISA operations. Similar to nML, the LISA description is based
on the principle that the common behavior is described in a single operation whereas the specialized behavior
is implemented in its child operations. With this principle, LISA operations are basically organized as an n-ary
tree. However, specialized operations may be referred to by more than one parent operation. The complete
structure is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) D = 〈V,E〉. V represents the set of LISA operations, E the
graph edges as set of child-parent relations. These relations represent either Behavior Calls or Activations,
which refer to the execution of another LISA operation. Figure 2.3(a) gives an example of a LISA operation
DAG. A chain of operations, forming a complete branch of the LISA operation DAG, represents an instruction
in the modelled processor. In a modelling extension over the existing nML description, LISA allowed explicit
pipeline stage assignment for the operations. Each operation can be explicitly assigned to a pipeline stage.
The corresponding LISA Operation DAG looks like as shown in the figure 2.3(b).
instruction
Load
LoadStore
Store
Writeback
Arithmetic
Multiply Add
MemAccess
(a) w/o Pipeline Stage Assignment
instruction
Load
LoadStore
Store
Writeback
DC stage
EX stage
WB stage
Arithmetic
Multiply Add
MemAccessMEM stage
(b) with Pipeline Stage Assignment
Figure 2.3. LISA Operation DAG
The processor resources (e.g. registers, memories, pipeline registers) are declared globally in the resource
section of a LISA model, which can be accessed from the operations. Registers and memories behaved like
static storage in contrast with the transitory storing nature of pipeline registers. Apart from the resource dec-
larations, the resource section of LISA is used to describe the structure of the micro-architecture. For this
purpose the keywords pipeline and unit are used. The keyword pipeline defines the instruction pipeline of
the processor with the corresponding order and name of the pipeline stages. The pipeline register is used to
define the pipeline registers between the stages. Using the keyword unit, the designer can define a set of LISA
operations (within a pipeline stage) to form an entity (VHDL) or module (Verilog) in the generated HDL
code. LISA allowed one further designer-friendly feature by allowing arbitrary C-code to model the LISA
operations’ execution behavior. A more detailed description of the LISA language elements is provided in 4.
LISA has been used to generate production-quality software tools, C-compiler and optimized HDL descrip-
tion. The language and its associated tools are currently available via [33].
EXPRESSION An EXPRESSION description consists of two major sections namely, behavior and structure re-
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flecting the separation between the ISA and the micro-architecture. The behavior section comprises of three
sub-sections. Firstly, there is an operation sub-section. Within the operation sub-section, the opcode, operands
and the execution behavior of the operation is specified. Secondly, there is instruction sub-section. Each
instruction contains slots which contain operations to be executed in parallel. Each of these slots again cor-
respond to a functional unit in the micro-architecture. Finally, there is an operation mapping sub-section for
specifying information needed for code selection and performing architecture-dependent compiler optimiza-
tion.
The structure section of the EXPRESSION language is again composed of three sub-sections. These are com-
ponent, memory subsystem and pipeline/data-transfer path. The component sub-section describes functional
units, pipelined multi-cycle units, ports and connections. The memory subsystem provides the description
of different storage components such as SRAM, DRAM, cache with their detailed access information. The
pipeline/data-transfer path sub-section describes the overall processor in a netlist representation, albeit in
a coarse-grained manner. The pipeline path specifies the units of which a pipeline stage is composed. A
data-transfer path specifies all valid data-transfers between the elements of pipeline, component and memory
subsystem. In the following figure 2.4, a processor architecture is shown indicating different elements of
EXPRESSION language.
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Figure 2.4. A Processor Architecture from EXPRESSION’s viewpoint
In contrast to LISA and nML, EXPRESSION offered more rigor in the language organization. In EXPRES-
SION, the instructions are modelled in the structural part of the language. As an outcome, the freedom of
modelling arbitrary execution behavior is more limited in case of EXPRESSION. On the flip side, due to
strong emphasis on structures, resource sharing between instructions, extraction of reservation tables for su-
perscalar architectures become easier for EXPRESSION.
The language and toolkit for EXPRESSION is available as an open source release in the public domain [195].
All the ADLs encourage the processor designer to take a workbench approach. The ADL can be used to describe
the initial version of the processor. The associated tool suite can be generated automatically or semi-automatically.
These tools help to map the high-level application on to the processor. A high-level simulation of the mapped
application reveals the scopes of optimization both in the application and in the architecture. Once the processor
description is finalized, the hardware generation from the ADL enables to proceed towards lower level of abstraction.
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Depending on the offered modelling style, the ADLs are typically classified in structural, behavioral or mixed
classes. The more emphasis an ADL puts on behavioral aspects, it becomes easier for the designer to explore design
options in early stage. The same ADLs typically find it difficult to generate efficient hardware or make several
implicit assumptions during micro-architecture derivation phase. Alternatively, the more structurally rigorous an
ADL is, the less freedom it offers to describe highly irregular and wayward architectures. These ADLs, on the other
hand, offer advantages in the phase of hardware generation. Independent of these characteristics, for all ADLs, the
generation of efficient High Level Language (HLL) compiler turned out to be a major challenge. Usually, the ISA is
sufficient for the code generation part of the compiler. However, several micro-architectural aspects need to be taken
into account for efficient code generation. For instruction scheduling and register allocation, especially for pipelined
micro-architectures, more detailed information is required. This challenge is addressed in ADLs by introducing
separate sections in the description. For example, the operation-mapping sub-section carries these information for
EXPRESSION ADL. For LISA, semantic section is introduced for capturing the instruction semantics [94] during
pipelined execution. To increase the efficiency of the compiler, further manual tuning via GUI is also suggested
[118].
A particularly strong critique against abstract processor modelling approaches is its long design cycle, which
is kind of paradoxical. The abstraction is introduced at first place to reduce the complexity, thereby reducing the
design cycle. However, the abstraction needed to be passed to lower levels of detailing and each such elaboration
calls for another level of verification. In absence of any pre-verified macro, this task is surely demanding. The key
of the paradox is the fact that, the abstract processor models encompasses a huge number of design alternatives,
exploration of which in itself introduces a new task in the processor design. Several worthy attempts are made
to address the verification bottleneck in ADL-driven processor design. Property-driven verification and symbolic
simulation are integrated with ADL EXPRESSION [132] [152]. From LISA, automatic test generation and assertion
generation are supported [140] [1]. Coverage-driven test pattern generation and full-coverage test pattern generation
are also integrated in various ADLs [133] [2]. Even after these efforts, new design is considered more and more
risky in presence of skyrocketing fabrication costs. As a result, ADL-based processor modelling is often pitted only
as a high-level exploration methodology.
2.3 Library-based Processor Design
Library-based processor modelling (popularly referred as configurable processor design) [67] [21] addresses the
verification challenge directly. In this approach, the components of processor are available as pre-verified. The
designer can select among these components and plug those to design the complete processor. Given a number of
alternative components are present, the various combinations for the complete processor is limited and thus, can
be verified completely. Therefore, the library-based modelling approach can, up to a certain extent, guarantee the
correct functionality of the complete processor for any configuration.
ARC ARC [21] commercially licenses configurable cores for digital signal processing. It offers a basic set of RISC-
based processor families, which can be extended to meet various constraints. The extensions include floating
point operations, advanced memory subsystem with address generation, special instruction extensions (e.g.
viterbi, 24 X 24 MAC). A GUI-based configuration tool, named ARChitecht, allows the designer to select
from the pre-configured options and/or create custom instruction extensions. ARC configurable processors
allow mixing between 16-bit and 32-bit instructions without any switching overhead to optimize code density.
Tensilica Another leading example of library-based processor modelling approach is Tensilica [192]. A Tensilica
core named, Xtensa 7 is shown in the following figure 2.5.
As can be observed from the figure, a large number of configurable or designer-defined extensions can be
plugged in to the basic processor core. Custom instructions for application-specific runtime speed-up can be
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Source : http://www.tensilica.com
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Figure 2.5. A Tensilica Configurable Processor Architecture
plugged in using Tensilica Instruction Extension (TIE) language. Additionally, Tensilica offers a tool-suite
for automatically identifying hot-spots in an application and correspondingly deriving the custom instruction.
The complete tool-flow allows fast design space exploration down to the processor implementation. For every
possible processor configuration, software tools e.g. compiler, simulator as well as the synthesizable RTL for
the micro-architecture can be generated. Verification of various processor configurations is much more easily
tackled than ADL-driven processor design. For most of the processor configurations, correct functionality
is guaranteed [121]. Tensilica cores demonstrated high performance over a wide variety of contemporary
processors.
By having a primary core and additional configurations, Tensilica processors attempted to partition the pro-
cessor design space. With such coarse partitioning it is difficult to conceive irregular architectures suited for
several application domains. Several primary processor settings e.g. memory interface, register file architec-
ture can also turn out to be redundant or sub-optimal.
Conceptually, the library-based processor modelling can be considered as a natural course of path adopted earlier
by gate-level synthesis. In gate-level synthesis, the RTL structure is mapped to existing libraries containing pre-
verified logic cells. Gate-level synthesis also do not allow modelling of arbitrary transistor circuit, unless the circuit
is present in the library of cells. Clearly, the physical optimization is sacrificed for library-based modelling to
cope with the huge complexity of transistor-level design. However, the optimization of RTL structure is done
effectively. The optimization goals like area, timing and power minimization are mapped onto definite mathematical
formulations [157] [130]. The problems are solved by employing algorithms known to deliver optimal or near-
optimal results.
The same kind of optimization approach is hardly feasible when applied to processor synthesis. Unlike a fixed
hardware block, the processor retains its flexibility through ISA after fabrication. Therefore, the processor designer
must chose between flexibility and performance. It is non-trivial to map this goal to a mathematical formulation
because of the difficulty to capture flexibility mathematically. This directed the researchers to adopt intuitive and
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fast design space exploration as the prime mean of processor design. Library-based modelling allowed to reduce the
verification effort, while sacrificing the design space. In contrast, ADL-based processor design allowed the wider
design space at the cost of increased verification effort.
2.4 Partially Re-configurable Processors : A Design Alternative
Partially re-configurable processors contain a re-configurable hardware block along with the base processor,
thereby enhancing the post-fabrication flexibility of processors. Although there is a significant research and com-
mercial effort pouring on partially re-configurable processors in recent times [179] [23], the idea of combining these
two are not so new [149] [35]. The early attempts, as we will see in the next chapter, met with the huge challenge
of primitive processor design tools and lack of sophisticated re-configurable block architectures.
Any processor remains flexible after the fabrication phase via the software programmability. This kind of flexi-
bility, referred henceforth as soft flexibility, is the key to wide design re-use and compatibility across applications
[63]. Field-programmable hardware architectures [198] [172] provide another kind of hard flexibility by allow-
ing the designer to alter the hardware configuration after fabrication. Field-programmable hardware blocks can
be defined as array of fine/coarse-grained functional units, the functionality and interconnection of which can be
programmed after fabrication. Commercially available Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [199] [19] and
Field-Programmable Object Arrays (FPOAs) [129] are major examples of such programmable hardware block.
FPGAs are traditionally limited to the role of prototyping hardware circuits. The huge speed advantage provided
by FPGA compared to software simulation of hardware blocks justified such approach. However, with increasing
interest in flexible solutions, FPGAs are making their way to the final implementation [179].
By containing the field-programmable hardware, partially re-configurable processors increase its post-fabrication
flexibility drastically. The merger of hard and soft flexibility in one processor look promising with the following
advantages over traditional non-reconfigurable processors.
• Leveraging FPGA Computing Power: When targeted for the massively parallel computing jobs, FPGAs
are demonstrated to outperform the high-end micro-processors designed for the same tasks [9]. The raw
computing power over the same area is much higher in case of a field-programmable hardware. In field-
programmable hardware, the functional units are connected by the designer-directed configuration. Once the
connection is established, the state of each computation is passed to the next functional unit, thereby reducing
the effort of temporary storage access and instruction decoding, which are usually prevalent in a processor.
In case of processors, the overall processing state is stored in a compact manner via instruction encoding.
Therefore, processors turn out to be advantageous in case of infrequent, irregular computation. Due to this
complementary nature of computing advantage, a field-programmable hardware tied with a base processor
delivers a high-performing coverage over wide application range.
It is interesting to compare this regular-irregular combination of partially re-configurable processors with the
macro-world of SoC. In the modern [39] and future [79] SoCs, few general purpose processors are existent to
perform the control-intensive functions, whereas a large array of Data Processing Elements (DPE) are present
to manage the data-intensive, regular functions. The figure 2.6 shows the similar nature of architectural
organization done in SoC as in typical partially re-configurable processors. What is more important in both
of the pictures is, that both of these designs are scalable for catering to the increasing design complexity.
• Increasing Design Re-use: According to the System-On-Chip (SoC) productivity trend charted by Interna-
tional Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)[78], 38% of the overall design is currently re-used.
This percentage is predicted to rise steadily up to 78% in ten years from now. This design re-use is required to
maintain the current productivity trend. The system complexity and size becomes prohibitive towards a new
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design. Re-configurability in hardware adds to the overall system flexibility. The flexible system can be used
to fulfill new tasks without being re-designed and without sacrificing required performance. Clearly, partially
re-configurable processors promotes design re-use keeping in tandem with the SoC productivity trend.
• Reduced Verification Risk: The complexity of modern systems makes it impossible to detect all possible
bugs before the system is fabricated. With even pre-verified components, new faults may trigger due to
hitherto untested external interfacing. This makes it often imperative to fix design errors after the system is
fabricated. Partially re-configurable processors enable designers to perform exactly this via soft changes in
the program code or via hard changes in the field-programmable hardware.
The advantages provided by partially re-configurable processors prompted designers to experiment with this class
of architectures [35] [124] [23] [179]. Partially re-configurable processor architectures can be broadly classified in
two classes on the basis of the coupling between the processor and the re-configurable hardware. The classification
was originally suggested at [173] and later adopted by [54] for a survey on design of partially re-configurable pro-
cessors. A slightly more detailed classification is suggested in [100]. In the following figure 2.4, these organizations
are shown.
For the loosely coupled co-processor variant, the re-configurable hardware block is placed next to the base pro-
cessor or next to the memory architecture of the base processor. This kind of arrangement is justified when little
communication between the base processor and the re-configurable hardware is required. Prominent examples of
these class of partially re-configurable processors are [91] [31]. The architectural arrangement shown in the figure
2.7(b) is useful when the amount of communication is much higher. With tight coupling, the re-configurable block
is also allowed to access several architectural components, which are not visible in the ISA (e.g. pipeline registers).
Here, the re-configurable block can be used here to model custom instructions giving rise to a morphable [46] or
dynamic [126] instruction set, thereby adding a degree of customizability to the ISA.
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Figure 2.7. Various Coupling organizations of Partially Re-configurable Processors
Due to the broader horizon of architectural possibilities in tightly coupled partially re-configurable processors,
this class remains in the primary focus of current book.
2.5 Synopsis
• To increase flexibility without sacrificing performance, various processor micro-architectures and ISAs are
experimented with.
• For quick design space exploration among these alternatives, abstract processor modelling and library-based
processor modelling design methodologies are proposed.
• With post-fabrication customizability, field-programmable hardware is currently viewed as final implementa-
tion choice instead of being used as a prototype.
• Partially re-configurable processors emerge as a new class of processors to combine the merits of irregular
control-intensive processor with regular data-intensive FPGA.
• Primary focus of the current book is on tightly coupled partially re-configurable ASIP, referred as rASIP
henceforth.
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Related Work
We are all something, but none of us are everything.
Blaise Pascal, Mathematician, 1623 - 1662
In this chapter, the related work in the field of rASIP design is traced. Initially, various design points are identified
by chronologically studying the evolution of partially re-configurable processors. Following that, a brief overview
of separately evolving design tools is presented. Finally, the most general approaches of design space exploration
and implementation are elaborated. To analyze the existing work in the field of rASIP design, separate emphasis is
made on how (to understand the design flow) and what (to understand the design point) is designed. To appreciate
the design methodology, the following items are reviewed as available in the published literature.
• ISA Modelling, Exploration and Implementation
1. Representation of ISA.
2. ISA design alternatives.
3. Evaluation of ISA alternatives.
4. Generation of software tools for design space exploration.
• Micro-architecture Modelling, Exploration and Implementation
1. Representation of the micro-architecture.
2. Design alternatives of the base processor micro-architecture.
3. Design alternatives of the re-configurable hardware block.
4. Design alternatives for the rASIP coupling.
5. Evaluation of the design alternatives.
6. Mapping of the micro-architecture to physical implementation.
• Interaction of the ISA and the micro-architecture
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3.1 A Chronological Overview of the Expanding rASIP Design Space
The traditional processor design approach is adopted for most of the early rASIPs. In this approach, the processor
software tools and the micro-architecture implementation are developed in a decoupled manner. As the design
points kept on increasing, the approach of design space exploration, re-targetable tool-flow and generic design
methodologies appeared.
Splash-2 Splash-2 [35] [88] was designed in an era, when processor design itself was a quite demanding task.
Including the re-configurable block during the ISA design phase would make the process prohibitive to man-
age. Splash-2 is conceived as an attached special-purpose parallel processor aiding the host Sparcstation [180]
processor. No ISA modelling or modification is considered. The micro-architecture of the splash-2 host is
fixed beforehand. Although no public literature is available showing design space exploration for the micro-
architecture and ISA of splash-2, yet the design reflects several features allowing flexibility in the execution.
The re-configurable hardware block is developed to exploit spatial or temporal parallelism in the application.
To access large data streams from the host processor, high I/O bandwidth is allowed. The interface board
allows fast data access via DMA from the host. It also contains FIFO storages to decouple the re-configurable
block from the host. The computing elements in the re-configurable block are arranged in a linear array. Fur-
thermore, they are fully connected by a crossbar switch. The host processor can access to the memories of the
computing elements, set up the DMA channels, receive interrupts from the DMA channels and the computing
elements. In that manner, the host processor controls the re-configurable block closely.
PRISM-I, PRISM-II Several novel ideas about rASIP designing were introduced with PRISM-I [149]. In PRISM-
I, it is noted that an adaptive micro-architecture can not be designed by the high-level programmer. This is
simply because of his/her expertise either in software or in hardware programming. This task is imposed
on the High Level Language (HLL) compiler by PRISM-I team. Thus, the challenge is to build a compiler
capable of doing hardware-software partitioning, generating software instructions and the corresponding hard-
ware implementation. This idea, termed as instruction-set metamorphosis, enable the processor to retain its
general-purpose nature while being application-specific when it is demanded. The task of hardware-software
partitioning in PRISM architectures is accomplished by configuration compiler. Configuration compiler is
responsible for identifying function hot-spots (done with manual interaction), generating access functions to
replace those and creating a hardware image to be mapped to re-configurable platform. The system archi-
tecture consists of a host processor coupled with a re-configurable block. Neither the host processor, nor the
re-configurable block are designed for PRISM-I via design space exploration. PRISM-II [125] offer more
advanced version of configuration compiler, where a larger subset of C programming language is supported
for hardware synthesis. It is also observed that a tighter integration between the host processor and the re-
configurable hardware will reduce the data movement penalty. This problem is addressed by designing a
system architecture with efficient communication mechanism.
PADDI, PADDI-2 In a notable effort to drive the architecture design by identifying the application domain, the
processor PADDI was conceived [42] [18]. PADDI specifically targeted digital signal processing algorithms.
It is noted in [42] that, contemporary processors fail to match with the increasing demand of DSP algorithms
for intensive computation and data bandwidth. It also identified the limited ability of the existing FPGAs
to perform coarse-grained, arithmetic computations in an efficient way. The PADDI micro-architecture con-
tains 4 clusters, each of which is again a collection of 8 execution units (EXUs) connected via a crossbar
switch. These EXUs contain dedicated hardware for fast arithmetic computation. Furthermore, the EXUs
are equipped with local controller. This allowed a variety of operations to be mapped onto one EXU. In this
regard, PADDI marked one of the earliest examples of a multi-FPGA chip with coarse granularity and lo-
calized control. PADDI offered an advanced programming environment with a automated compilation from
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high-level language, an assembler and a GUI-based simulator. The simulator offered debugging environ-
ment for the complete PADDI chip with the ability to single-step through execution and modify registers and
instructions in runtime.
Spyder Spyder [28] proposed an architecture with several features for the first time in partially re-configurable pro-
cessor design. It identified the bottlenecks of existing general purpose computing as having a fixed ISA, which
fails to model sequence of operators. Furthermore, the existing processors did not allow data-processing with
arbitrary data-width. Contemporary FPGAs did solve exactly these issues. The earlier works on partially re-
configurable processor attempted to integrate FPGAs in the processor die, mostly focussing on the processor
design. On the other hand, the significance of Spyder was to define an easy programming model for high-level
programmer.
The programming model of Spyder consists of three well-separated parts e.g. an application program running
on the base processor with special subroutine calls for re-configurable block, a file containing the Spyder
microcode and the configuration file for the re-configurable hardware. The programmer needs to write these
three parts separately in a language subset of C++. The C++-subset description can be directly compiled to
a format compatible to FPGA tools. Easy debugging of the complete application program is also allowed by
simulating the high-level re-configurable hardware descriptions. The micro-architecture of Spyder is based on
pipelined harvard architecture. The memory bandwidth problem for multiple re-configurable execution units
running in parallel is addressed by Spyder. To solve this issue, registers are banked and shared among the
re-configurable units. To take advantage of the parallelism offered by re-configurable hardware, Very Large
Instruction Word (VLIW) model of instructions is used.
Nano Processor The earlier partially re-configurable processors combined a general purpose processor with a re-
configurable block. The idea was to retain the general purpose nature with application-wise performance
enhancement. Though the PRISM concept is termed as the metamorphosis of instructions, yet in essence it
was a function call to the attached processor with special directives. Nano Processor [120] made one of the
early attempts to consider the ISA of the processor in a wholesome way.
The core processor is defined to have 6 essential instructions. Around this, new custom assembly instructions
can be developed. For each custom instruction, assembly syntax, opcode and the instruction length need to
be specified. The flexible assembler, named as nano assembler, takes the custom instruction definitions to
generate program files. The advantage of these custom instruction is obvious. The instruction-set remained
completely flexible like previous design propositions. Additionally, the custom instructions had access to the
processor internal registers allowing tight coupling. The complete organization reflects a processor designed
for re-targeting up to the assembly level. The custom instruction behaviors are defined using standard syn-
thesis and schematic tools. The execution behavior of the custom instruction are to be verified beforehand
using those in an assembly program. To limit the design space within manageable size, several limitations
are imposed on the micro-architecture organization. For example, the sub-tasks of a custom instruction are
mapped on well-defined pipeline stages.
DISC A conceptual derivative of Nano Processor, DISC [126] advanced the rASIP design space by taking several
technological advancements of re-configurable hardware into account. It is noted at [126] that the number
of custom instructions is limited by the hardware space. At the same time, run-time re-configuration of the
hardware block was becoming a promising approach. With the ability to dynamically re-configure the entire
hardware block, the Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) were able to deliver a higher computation
density. DISC leverage this feature to improve the overall performance. Even with the slow re-configuration
available at that time, it demonstrates reasonable performance improvement. To minimize the recurring partial
re-configuration of the FPGA, the custom instruction modules are arranged in a specific order in the FPGA.
PRISC Programmable RISC, abbreviated as PRISC [166] marked another milestone in the evolution of rASIP ar-
chitectures. During the design of PRISC, it was correctly observed that the data communication between the
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programmable hardware and the processor is slow in earlier board-level interfaced rASIPs [35]. To ameliorate
this shortcoming, the custom functional unit is entirely placed on the processor chip. However, the rest of the
processor is not built with re-configurable fabric like in [126] or in [120]. In this concept, PRISC is derived
from PRISM [149]. In contrast to PRISM, PRISC allow fine-grained ISA extensions. In PRISC, the custom
instructions are modelled via a specific instruction format. In this format, the input-output operands and the
configuring information for executing that particular instruction is stored. If the current configured hardware
matches with the demanded configuration, then the instruction is executed right away. Alternatively, the hard-
ware block needs to be re-configured before the custom instruction executes. All configuration information for
an application are loaded during application compilation to the data segment of application’s object file. It was
also noted that recurring partial re-configuration is cost-prohibitive. The ISA extensions from the application
were identified in a manner to minimize this. Once the candidate custom instructions are selected, hardware
implementation is done from the custom instructions’ Control Data Flow Graph (CDFG). The PRISC micro-
architecture places the custom functional unit in parallel with the regular functional units, thereby allowing
a tight coupling with the base processor. The re-configurable implementation of functional unit is inherently
slower compared to the dedicated hardware implementation of the same. With parallel processing of regular
data-path units and the custom functional unit, there is an evident issue of latency mismatch. The balancing
of latency was avoided by earlier rASIP designs, where the overall system clock was slowed down. PRISC
tried to limit the logic levels of the custom functional units. By this it is ensured that the latency of a custom
instruction would fit within 1 cycle of the contemporary high-speed microprocessors. On the other hand, this
limited the possible number of custom instructions.
OneChip, OneChip-98 In the design of OneChip [170] processor, two key hurdles against achieving high-
performance rASIP were identified. Firstly, the inflexible co-processor access protocol. Secondly, the low
bandwidth of co-processor access. Interestingly, flexible interfacing was reasoned citing embedded controllers
as example. This reflects that still partially re-configurable processors were viewed as an advancement of GPP
computing. It also shows that the contemporary embedded computing demanded more flexibility out of their
systems. OneChip attempted to couple the re-configurable hardware block with a MIPS core in a more close
nature than the earlier designs. The re-configurable block is connected to one stage of the MIPS pipeline. It
is reasoned that the re-configurable logic integration over the complete pipeline will not result in more gain
compared to the cost of extra logic and routing hardware. The programmable functional units are modelled
like multi-cycle instructions. This adjustment solves the latency mismatch issue with fast micro-processors
in another method than done in PRISC [166]. The ISA is not modified to retain the compatibility of existing
MIPS-compiled binaries.
A more advanced version, termed as OneChip-98 [80], addressed this ISA modelling issue by mimicking
PRISC [166]. A particular instruction format is used for custom instructions. A field in the custom instruction
points to the memory location storing FPGA configuration bit-stream. Due to the multi-cycle modelling of
custom instructions, issues with memory coherence appear here. In OneChip-98, it is noted that, parallel
execution of processor and the re-configurable block may be desirable unless there is a dependency between
two instructions. These issues are elaborated in detail along with specific solutions for each. To monitor the
instruction sequence in the FPGA, reservation stations are used.
RaPiD As the scientific interest on binding an FPGA with general purpose computing kept on increasing, the chal-
lenges were mounting on the available FPGA technology. RaPiD [27] attempted to solve this issue. The
challenges were pinpointed to two specific items. Firstly, the available re-configurable hardware platforms
were too generic. Those were good for random logic implementation but, performed poorly for general
arithmetic functions. Secondly, the automated compilation of an algorithm written in high-level language to
a fast and efficient implementation was still missing. RaPiD focussed on the design of coarse-grained re-
configurable block and associated tool-suite. The final goal was to integrate this with a RISC architecture.
The micro-architecture of the re-configurable block is pipelined. The pipeline stages are segregated by reg-
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isters providing static and dynamic control signals. With this organization, the mapping of signal processing
algorithms were shown to be efficient [26]. Furthermore, a suitable language is developed for describing
the functions to be mapped on the RaPiD re-configurable architecture. The language RaPiD-C aided by the
corresponding compiler allows the designer to configure the architecture from an high level of abstraction.
In a case study presented at [26], it is shown that the partially re-configurable processor architectures with
specially designed coarse-grained FPGA blocks are able to strike a good balance between the ASIC and the
DSP implementations.
MATRIX In [49] and [9], the computational density versus functional diversity of processors and FPGAs are
compared using definite models. In [49], it is argued that FPGAs fare excellent for regular data-intensive op-
erations but, perform poorly when high functional diversity is required. This is due to the scarcity of resources
for distributing the instructions locally around the FPGA. To make the FPGAs capable of serving a variety of
functions while retaining its computational advantage over processors, the MATRIX re-configurable architec-
ture is proposed. The architecture is fully re-configurable with the Basic Functional Units (BFU) supporting
restricted control logic. The localized control observed in MATRIX was earlier reported by PADDI [42].
Apart from the control logic, the BFU consists of a memory and a versatile Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU).
Therefore, the BFU is capable of performing a different variety of tasks in the re-configurable block. Addi-
tionally, the BFU can be pipelined at the input port. Another important design contribution of the MATRIX
array is to have a dynamically switchable network connection. Different network connections e.g. nearest-
neighbor connection, global bus are allowed. Depending on the network routing delay, pipeline delay stage
between the producer and the consumer can be established.
RAW The RAW machine [52] presented a completely new paradigm in processor architecture. The micro-
architecture in RAW is proposed to be made of multiple identical tiles. Each of the tiles contain its own
memory file, register file, ALU and configuration logic. It differed from superscalar processors in the way
the memory and register file is shared, which leads to costly hardwired scheduling techniques for the later. It
also differed from the existing coarse-grained re-configurable logic arrays by completely doing away with the
data bandwidth problem. The re-configurable systems, as proposed by MATRIX [49] or PADDI [42], have
local controls. However, the switching interconnect for them is distributed among the local memories. For
RAW, the memories are kept separate. However, the interconnects and switching matrix is distributed around
the functional units of the tiles. In a nutshell, RAW was a novel proposition attempting to move the issues
to the software side and baring everything to the programming environment. RAW micro-processor was hy-
pothesized to be connected with a host processor, managing off-chip memory and streaming I/O devices. The
RAW compiler is assigned with a wide range of tasks. The initial compilation phase is to identify parallelism
in the code. Following that, placement of the threads to physical tiles is done. Finally, routing and global
scheduling of the network resources is done to minimize the program runtime. It is noted in [52] that dynamic
support for identification of parallelism or resolving dependencies are necessary. Hardware-based solution
of these problems are conceptually different from RAW paradigm. Therefore, several software-based solu-
tions for resolving memory dependence, message passing are outlined. It is also noted that, often hardware
implementation of such checks can be more efficient.
Garp With the architectural organization of partially re-configurable processors heading towards a widely open
topic, Garp [91] offered another design point. The ISA of Garp is based on MIPS. The software tool-flow
is enhanced to include a configurator, which converts the re-configurable block configurations from a
high-level description to a bit-stream. Garp software environment also include a modified MIPS simulator
and a modified MIPS assembler. The selection of custom instructions are done manually. A significant
research investment for Garp is done to get past the limitations of re-configurable hardware technology.
Especially, the effect of run-time re-configuration overhead, memory access from re-configurable hardware
and binary compatibility of executables across versions of re-configurable hardware are taken into account.
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The organization of functions in a re-configurable block is done with clear separation between control
blocks (for loading configuration), memory access and data blocks. For repeated loading of recently used
configurations, a configuration cache is kept. Specific functions e.g. multi-bit adders, shifters are designed
with more hardware than typical contemporary FPGAs. In that regard, Garp made the first step to integrate a
coarse-grained re-configurable hardware block in a partially re-configurable processor.
In a further enhancement of Garp, significant research was made to enable plain C code to be executed on
a Garp Processor [185]. For a processor-incognizant designer, the C compiler is assigned to perform the
following tasks.
1. kernel identification for executing on re-configurable hardware.
2. design of the optimum hardware for the kernels. This includes the module selection, placement and
routing for the kernels on to the re-configurable hardware. [186]
3. modification of the application to organize the interaction between processor instructions and the re-
configurable instructions.
The single-most important contribution of Garp was the development of this compilation tool, named Gama.
The tool handles several aspects of C to re-configurable block synthesis as outlined above. Gama features
novel approaches to reduce the routing delay in coarse-grained FPGA mapping. To take the advantage of
run-time re-configurability in Garp processor, the compiler had to solve this mapping, placement and routing
problem in a linear-time dynamic programming algorithm. Though the effort was commendable, it admittedly
resulted into sub-optimal solution.
NAPA NAPA [31], abbreviated form of National Adaptive Processor Architecture, marked one of the first com-
mercial offerings of partially re-configurable processors. In a major effort to bring adaptive processors to
mainstream computing, a system with several NAPA processors were conceived.
The application written for NAPA is automatically partitioned by NAPA C compiler into fixed processor in-
structions and re-configurable block. Alternatively, the programmer is free to manually migrate portions of C
code via NAPA constructs to the re-configurable block. Furthermore, the programmer can resort to an ensem-
ble of CAD tools for programming the re-configurable block and place the appropriate subroutine call in the
C program. To improve the complex processor interfacing for high-level programmers, NAPA provides an
extensive support for debugging. The fixed processor contained hardware support for breakpoints, instruction
tracing and single stepping. The re-configurable block can be also single-stepped all through or for selected
portions. The complete processor debugging is accessible to the software debugger via JTAG interface. NAPA
also provides a rich simulation environment for tuning the application and the content of the re-configurable
logic [87]. The simulator is specifically targeted for NAPA processor. However, it offers early evaluation and
benchmarking opportunity for the software developer. The simulator is built by combining a cycle-accurate
RISC simulator of the core processor and an event-driven logic simulator for the re-configurable block.
REMARC REMARC [188] (abbreviated form of REconfigurable Multimedia ARray Coprocessor) proposed an-
other processor architecture specifically targeted for multimedia domain. Similar to earlier partially re-
configurable processors, REMARC noted that the FPGAs must be coarse-grained and adapted to the tar-
get application domain for ensuring better performance. The main focus of the work was to design the
re-configurable co-processor. Like contemporary academic works, the ISA of MIPS [131] is used as the base
ISA. Definite instruction extensions for configuration, memory load-store operations are done. For compiling
a C code for REMARC, a specific REMARC assembler is developed. The C code can host direct assembly
instructions via special directives. For simulation purposes, a multiprocessor MIPS simulator is extended
with REMARC functions. The micro-architecture of REMARC re-configurable block is divided into a global
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control unit and a two-dimensional array of processing elements, referred as Nano Processor. A number of
arithmetic, logical and load store operations are supported for each Nano Processor.
Hybrid As pointed out in [148], FPGAs were particularly suited for data-intensive computations but, fared poorly
for control-intensive tasks. The purpose of Hybrid was to explore various processor-FPGA combinations
targeted for digital signal processing applications. Unlike earlier RISC-based partially re-configurable pro-
cessors, it is argued in [148] that Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) make a better candidate as the base pro-
cessor for signal processing applications. The reasons are cited as low-power processing capabilities of DSP,
availability of multiple memory banks allowing high data bandwidth and the deterministic nature of DSP ap-
plications providing well-defined scheduling of custom instructions for re-configurable block. Especially with
high run-time re-configuration overhead and multi-cycle execution of re-configurable block, the scheduling
was a challenge in earlier designs. On the other hand, the difficulty of integrating a DSP with a re-configurable
block is the unavailability of sophisticated re-targetable tools. At that time, most of the DSPs were manually
designed with extensive effort for designing the HLL compiler. The micro-architecture of Hybrid offers a new
design point in rASIP design space. To do away with the memory bandwidth bottleneck, the re-configurable
block of Hybrid is attached as a co-processor, accessing memory ports independently of the base proces-
sor. At the same time, to ensure close coupling, the register file of the base processor is made visible to the
re-configurable block.
PipeRench PipeRench [173] approached the problem faced by most of the earlier rASIP designs. The re-
configurable hardware blocks available in form of FPGA were slow in re-configuring dynamically. The
pipelined re-configurable architecture built by PipeRench supported pipelined re-configuration to solve the
aforementioned problem. The configuration of parts of the PipeRench architecture can be scheduled along
with the execution of other parts. This reduced re-configuration overhead. Alternatively, this is possible by
scheduling the re-configuration call in the base processor well ahead of the re-configurable block execution
call. The application kernels to be synthesized on PipeRench can be written in a C-like intermediate language,
where from automatic place-and-route are supported. The re-configurable hardware elements are chosen to
fit the target application kernels with pipelining constraints.
Chimaera A partially re-configurable dynamically scheduled superscalar processor was reported at [174] and
[203]. The Chimaera processor design focussed on general programmability by re-targeting a GNU C com-
piler [66]. The basic ISA in Chimaera is as in MIPS. It is extended with the re-configurable instructions along
with a abstract modelling of their latency. The SimpleScalar [184] tool-set is used to build the simulation en-
vironment for Chimaera. The Chimaera compiler is equipped with optimizations like branch collapsing and
Single-Instruction- Multiple-Datapath (SIMD). The first optimization enables parallel execution of multiple
branches of an application in the re-configurable block. The second optimization leverages the re-configurable
block computations of sub-byte range. On top of these optimizations, there is support for identification of ap-
plication kernels suitable for re-configurable block. The instructions targeted for re-configurable block are
associated with a configuration and a unique id. Before the execution of the instruction, the configuration is
loaded by initiating a trap instruction. Understandably, this incurs strong penalty performances for repeated
loading of configuration bits from memory. This problem, to some extent, is alleviated by having a dedicated
configuration cache unit in the Chimaera micro-architecture. To allow out-of-order execution of all the in-
structions, a scheduler for the re-configurable instructions is maintained. The re-configurable block is allowed
to access up to 9 registers in one cycle and write to 1 register after one instruction execution is done. These
registers, termed as shadow registers, are partial, physical copy of the host processor’s general purpose reg-
ister file of the host processor. These shadow registers helped to avoid the data bandwidth problem between
re-configurable block and the base processor to some extent.
MorphoSys In [73], MorphoSys, a partially re-configurable processor is described. The base processor of Mor-
phoSys is a pipelined RISC one. The multi-context re-configurable array acts as a co-processor. To ad-
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dress the data bandwidth bottleneck, a DMA controller is maintained between the global memory and the
re-configurable array. Moreover, the data, which is recently used in the re-configurable array, can be cached
in a frame buffer. Several instruction extensions are done in the base RISC processor to enable loading of con-
text, data and broadcast the data and context around the re-configurable array. A new compiler is developed for
MorphoSys by re-targeting SUIF [123] frontend. The high-level algorithm, written in C, is to be partitioned
manually by the designer using special directives. The code to be executed on the re-configurable array is
translated from C to Hardware Description Language (HDL) representation by automatic translators. For ver-
ifying the performance of the re-configurable array, an HDL simulator is developed. The micro-architecture
of the base processor in MorphoSys is kept simple with major emphasis on the data transfer and instruction
decoding for the re-configurable array. The re-configurable array is designed specially for supporting highly
parallel and computation-intensive applications. Each cell of the re-configurable array is able to perform sev-
eral logical and arithmetic operations including multiplication, addition and multiply-accumulate functions.
The routing network is designed in three hierarchical levels to provide various levels of data-transfer between
cells. Additionally, global buses are designed to broadcast data and context over the complete array. In a re-
cent paper [176], the MorphoSys architecture is evaluated for cryptographic applications, where it advocates
the use of local memory elements in the re-configurable array elements.
Chameleon A key motivation for the Chameleon [61] project was to achieve energy-efficiency for mobile multi-
media systems. It was realized that with limited battery resources and increasing performance demands, the
systems must be less power-hungry. Furthermore, to cope with the changing requirements, it is prudent to
have a strong adaptability. Chameleon is essentially a SoC, where coarse-grained re-configurable processors
are the building blocks. The key tile processor, named Montium, is targeted towards digital signal processing
algorithms. To achieve energy efficiency, the control overhead is minimized and most of the scheduling is
done statically. This required a high-level compilation framework. As part of this, a mapping algorithm from
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) to Montium tile is developed [113]. Important observations are made from
the overall Chameleon project in [61]. It is mentioned that to achieve energy-efficiency, locality of reference
acted as a guiding principle. Instead of communicating the input and output data throughout the design, it is
better to store the relevant data close to the functional unit. The importance of striking the right balance of
flexibility and specialization is also pointed out. Several design decisions are cited to show how it affected
the performance or over-achieved the flexibility. The lessons clearly indicate the need of an architectural
exploration for this complex design space.
Zippy In [158], the design parameters of partially re-configurable processors are listed as following.
1. Integration of host processor and the re-configurable block. This includes the coupling level, ISA and
the operands.
2. Re-configurable unit parameters. This consists of the logic granularity, interconnect topology and the
re-configuration methodology i.e. configuration caching, static/dynamic re-configuration.
3. Programming model, which is about the tool-flow for software and hardware implementation.
To handle this complex set of parameters, a design methodology for systematically designing and evaluat-
ing re-configurable processors is proposed in [158]. Accordingly, an architectural simulation model, termed
Zippy, is proposed in [30]. The simulation environment for Zippy is a based on a co-simulation model. The
software tool-flow includes a modified GNU C compiler [66], a place and route tool for mapping data flow
graphs to Zippy architecture model. The Zippy micro-architecture is organized as per the loosely coupled
co-processor model. The parameterizable re-configurable array of Zippy is built as a multi-context architec-
ture. Several configurations for the re-configurable array can be stored in the configuration memory. The
re-configurable unit can switch quickly between different configurations. To minimize the re-configuration
overhead, a dedicated unit called context sequencer is maintained. To increase the computation density over a
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limited re-configurable area, Zippy proposed a hardware virtualization technique, which was earlier used by
PipeRench [173].
XiRISC XiRISC [12] marked one of the early re-configurable processors with a VLIW paradigm. The ISA of
XiRISC is RISC-based with special extensions for the re-configurable array. Two types of processor in-
structions are appended to the basic ISA namely, instructions for loading the configuration and instructions
for executing it. To explore the ISA extensions, while quickly re-targeting the complete simulator, XiRISC
resorted to ADL-based tool-suite generation [13]. The base processor ISA is completely modelled using
ADL LISA [10], while the re-configurable block is emulated via dynamically linked libraries. For debug-
ging purposes, the verbose version of the emulation library can be used. XiRISC simulator [29], for the
first time, offered a comprehensive and re-targetable simulation environment capturing all the effects of the
re-configurable hardware as well as the ISA. Due to the emulator environment, no high-level modelling of
the re-configurable operations’ latency [174] is required anymore. The emulator library is designed to be
completely target-specific. No methodology to explore the re-configurable array is specified.
The runtime re-configurable array in XiRISC is organized in the micro-architecture like any other VLIW slot
with a capability to access general purpose registers, memory and other internal processor resources. The
re-configurable array is designed to perform operations with multi-cycle latency. To increase the throughput,
the complete re-configurable array is pipelined. The control sequence of the pipelined re-configurable block
is extracted from the C-based application kernel by instruction scheduling. The re-configurable logic cells
are fine-grained in nature with special extensions for fast carry propagation. To reduce the re-configuration
overhead, configuration caching as well as multi-context decoding is supported.
MOLEN The major challenges of rASIP design, as identified in [46], were firstly, the instruction space explo-
sion and secondly, the limited bandwidth between base processor and the re-configurable block. MOLEN
proposed a polymorphic instruction-set paradigm, which is essentially a one-time instruction-set extension
accommodating a wide number of possibilities of re-configurable instruction. The extended instruction-set
included instructions for loading and pre-fetching the configuration, executing and pre-fetching the execution
microcode, load-store instructions and a break instruction. The break instruction can be used to synchro-
nize the host pipeline and the re-configurable block executions. The load-store instructions (movtx, movfx)
are used to move data between the host pipeline’s general purpose register file and the special register file
dedicated for the re-configurable block. By these special registers, re-configurable block is supported with
a high data bandwidth. However, a number of instructions are spent for data movement, thereby possibly
achieving the same performance improvement as previous rASIP designs. The pre-fetch instructions for con-
figuration and execution are used to prepare the re-configurable block for execution well ahead of the actual
re-configurable instruction triggers. To take the complete advantage of the MOLEN extended ISA and show
admirable performance gain, an excellent HLL compiler is required. The SUIF [123] compiler front-end
is re-targeted for PowerPC processor [76], which acts as the base processor for prototype MOLEN imple-
mentations. An instruction scheduling algorithm for MOLEN is implemented in the compiler [51]. Another
interesting work in this context is to allocate the FPGA area among target application kernels, so as to mini-
mize the dynamic re-configuration overhead while maximizing overall speed-up performance [50].
Others Several partially re-configurable processors are designed and presented at [189], [190]. The major contri-
bution of these designs is to come up with a FPGA template tailored for arithmetic operations. The FPGA
template can be parameterized for input-output ports of various logic elements, alignment of logic elements in
the cluster, number of routing channels and segmentation for the interconnects etc. These parameters can be
passed to a Datapath Generator for obtaining a fully placed and routed custom FPGA. A simple mapping tool
is designed to map applications to an arbitrary FPGA macro. The mapper-generated bitstream and the FPGA
layout is passed to existing commercial tools for obtaining realistic simulation results on power, area and
timing. In [189], the custom FPGA is demonstrated to outperform commercial FPGAs in arithmetic-oriented
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applications. In [190], the custom FPGA is attached with two different RISC processors. In a noteworthy
effort, an existing VLIW-based partially re-configurable processor is compared with these proposed designs
for cryptographic and multimedia applications.
3.2 rASIP Design : High-level Modelling Approach
The high-level rASIP modelling, albeit in a limited form, is attempted by the following methodologies.
Pleiades In [124], it is pointed out that re-configurable computing offering faster computation came at the cost
of increased area or power. This necessitated a design space exploration with accurate cost models. With
the era of embedded applications heralding, Pleiades put the focus on designing low-energy re-configurable
processors for digital signal processing and multimedia applications. Pleiades provided the first framework
of architecture exploration for partially re-configurable processors.
The architecture template of Pleiades consists of a programmable base processor and heterogeneous comput-
ing elements, referred as satellites. The communication primitives between the architecture and the satellites
are fixed by this template. For each algorithm, an architecture instance from this template can be created by
specifying the number of instances for each satellite. Essentially the satellite works as an accelerator. The
satellite instances can be Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) and/or FPGA or a mix of both. The
satellite and the micro-processors are initially characterized with power-delay-area models. The algorithm is
mapped to a micro-processor and then computation-intensive kernels are extracted from that. Standard gcc-
based profiling tools are extended to identify the computation kernels. The power-delay-area cost of mapping
a kernel to a satellite are computed analytically on the basis of the initial characterization. Depending on the
evaluation results, semi-automatic partitioning of the application are performed. For each mapping of a kernel
to a satellite, a kernel-specific simulator can be instantiated. A further exploration of the re-configurable block
interconnect architectures can be performed to minimize power. It is noted in Pleiades that, the interconnect
architectures consume most of the power in a re-configurable hardware. The most prominent interconnect
architectures namely, multi-bus, irregular mesh and hierarchical mesh structures can be evaluated for a given
application using Pleiades framework.
ADRES The most recent work on a high-level rASIP exploration is reported in [23] [24] [153]. The ADRES
architecture is essentially a combination of a VLIW base processor with a re-configurable array of functional
blocks. Contrary to previous RISC-based [149] [188] [124] and DSP-based [148] rASIPs, ADRES argued that
the VLIW host machine allows the designer exploit the limited parallelism available in the application, which
cannot be mapped to a re-configurable array. Furthermore, the VLIW alignment of the functional blocks
releases the pressure of data bandwidth between host processor and the re-configurable block faced by almost
all earlier rASIPs. Conceptually, the task of loading data to the parallel re-configurable functional blocks
are moved upwards to the software programmer. This entailed a robust compiler framework for ADRES
architecture instances. The software programming environment of ADRES is essentially based on an existing
VLIW compiler framework [194]. A single ADRES architecture instance can be simulated in a co-simulation
environment. During architecture exploration, the designer is allowed to investigate the effect of following
parameters on the performance.
1. Number of functional units. One functional unit is instantiated in one slot of the host VLIW processor.
Each VLIW slot again connects to a row of functional units, resident in the re-configurable block.
2. The size of register file. One register file can be associated with every functional unit in the re-
configurable block. This leads to energy-efficiency as observed earlier in Chameleon [61].
3. The number of register files.
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4. The operation set supported by the functional units.
5. Latency of the target architecture.
6. Interconnect topology of the re-configurable array.
The aforementioned parameters can be specified in an architecture description in XML format. The architec-
ture description is used to generate the simulator as well as the compiler [25]. During compiler generation for
a particular instance, an earlier VLIW parallelization technique [122] is adopted. The novel modulo schedul-
ing algorithm employed in [25] considers not only the available parallelization but also, the limits imposed
by the interconnect topology and the resource constraints in the re-configurable array. To demonstrate its
modelling capability, MorphoSys, an earlier rASIP [73], is modelled using ADRES.
3.3 rASIP Design : Library-based Approach
KressArray KressArray [161] offered the first design space exploration environment for fully re-configurable ar-
chitectures with the ability to select from a library of architectures. The KressArray design space include the
following items.
• The size of the re-configurable array.
• The functions covered by the re-configurable Datapath Units (termed as rDPU).
• Number of nearest-neighbor ports.
• Interconnect topology of the re-configurable array.
• The number of row and column buses.
• Areas with particular rDPU functionality i.e. specific area of the re-configurable array can be designed
to contain a certain rDPU function, different from other areas.
• The number of routing channels through a rDPU.
• Location of peripheral ports and their grouping.
For design space exploration, the designer needs to write the application using a high-level ALE-X language.
From this language, internal tools estimate the minimal architecture requirement and trigger the designer-
driven exploration process. With each design cycle, the designer can update the architectural parameters
and perform mapping and scheduling [168]. The mapping of the application to the architecture instance is
driven by a simulated annealing-based algorithm. The scheduling phase decides precise start time of each
operation in order to satisfy the resource constraints for providing data from the main memory. Several high-
level optimization steps are performed before mapping to increase parallelism in the application kernel. The
output of these tools are in the form of statistical data, providing valuable feedback. The application and the
architecture can be simulated by a simulation environment, too. Once an optimum re-configurable array is
defined, the Verilog HDL representation of that can be generated automatically.
Stretch Stretch [179], a natural extension of library-based processor modelling approach of Tensilica [192], marked
the first commercial offering of library-based partially re-configurable processor modelling environment.
Stretch’s S5000 family of software programmable processors consist of the 32-bit Xtensa-based processors
offered by Tensilica [192]. With that, Stretch embeds a coarse-grained re-configurable block, termed as
Instruction-Set Extension Fabric (ISEF). To alleviate the data bandwidth issues, the ISEF is connected to the
base processor and memory via 128-bit wide register ports. The register file dedicated for the ISEF is itself
organized as 32 128-bit wide registers, whereas the base processor is aided with a separate 32-bit wide reg-
ister file. For S5000 family of processors, 3 input operands and 2 output operands are allowed for the ISEF.
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Stretch provides an advanced GUI-based software programming environment referred as Integrated Devel-
opment Environment (IDE). The IDE consists of a cycle-accurate simulator for early performance tuning,
Stretch development board for system verification and an in-circuit debugging environment via JTAG inter-
face to the target system. The identification and extraction of application kernels are supported by Stretch C
compiler. The compiler is able to automatically identify program hot-spots, generate the configuration code
for the ISEF and replace the hot-spot via the custom instruction calls. Recently, another family of partially
re-configurable processor family (S6000) is announced by Stretch. In S6000, the ISEF is equipped with an
embedded RAM for storing heavily used data locally. The processor is also extended with several dedicated
programmable accelerators.
The huge amount of design space, as extended and explored by aforementioned designs and tools, makes the task
of establishing a generic design methodology extremely challenging. To head of a wholesome approach of designing
rASIPs, a collection of design points is required. Several surveys and classifications for re-configurable processors
are done in [54] [100] [167] [160]. In the following figure 3.1, a representation of the complete design space is
drawn without broadly classifying the processors in any category. The design space is essentially a hyperspace with
multiple intertwined design dimensions. The dimensions are represented with the arrows. The design points are
mapped on the arrows following an outward evolutionary path i.e. the innermost points represent earliest designs.
As can be easily understood, the current rASIP design approaches cover the complete design space partially.
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Figure 3.1. Partially Re-configurable Processor Design Space
3.4 Independent rASIP Design Tools
The overall rASIP design flow necessitates several tools, which can be used in other contexts than rASIP. The most
prominent of these is a high-level profiling environment for characterizing the application domain. A follow-up tool
of high-level profiling is the kernel extraction and mapping tool, which identifies the hot-spots in the application and
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maps that to the processor or the re-configurable block. Apart from several tools integrated into the aforementioned
rASIP design environments, an impressive research work is performed in those two areas independently. The
following section outlines major steps in those areas.
3.4.1 Profiling
Several standard tools exist for source code level profiling. These tools (e.g. GNU gprof [66]) are used by
software developers for obtaining statistics about the CPU time consumed by different functions. The profiling
results can be used to modify the C/C++ code with the target processor in mind. The profiling results obtained in
high-level abstraction can be misleading when a rASIP / ASIP is considered. This led to the development of target-
specific profiling techniques in existing processor designs or processor design frameworks. There the profiling is
performed at the machine-specific assembly code level. Such profilers are mostly machine-specific (e.g. SpixTool
[181] for SPARC or VTune [77] for Intel processors). In ADL-based processor design approach, re-targetable
assembly-level profilers are embedded. This kind of profiling is referred as fine-grained profiling compared to
the earlier high-level coarse-grained profiling at C/C++-level. Fine-grained profiling requires an initial architectural
implementation and delivers a high accuracy of results. Whereas, coarse-grained profiling can be done in a machine-
agnostic manner. But, the profiling accuracy is compromised. Several profilers are presented to strike a balance
between profiling accuracy and target-independence. The SIT toolkit [128] presents an approach to obtain fine-
grained profiling results by using operator overloading techniques. A novel code instrumentation technology and
consequently profiling at Intermediate Representation (IR) level is reported in [104]. Due to the profiling at IR, the
high-level C optimizations can be enabled. This avoids several potentially misleading statements, encountered in C-
level coarse-grained profiling approach. In another extension of this work, a capability to profile dynamic memory
access is shown [103].
3.4.2 Automated Kernel Synthesis
Recent interest in the design of programmable processors have increased the motivation of automatic kernel
extraction. In most general form, this kernel is mapped to an ASIP instruction or synthesized on the re-configurable
hardware. In either case, the task is to determine the part of an application, which will fit the target architecture
without costing much overhead in synchronization. A significant amount of research in this area is performed
during the evolution of partially re-configurable processors [168] [149] [23] [179]. In the following, the independent
research done in this field are briefly reported.
Typically, the kernel extraction is performed in a high-level language framework. The problem is attacked by
constructing a DFG for the basic blocks of application, where the nodes represent the operations and the edges
represent the data dependency. Clearly, the solution quality of this problem is largely dependent on this DFG con-
struction. By performing various compiler optimization, the size of the DFG can be increased. A larger DFG, in
turn, allows more scopes of finding suitable kernels. The kernel extraction from the DFG focuses on two things.
Firstly, the sequence of atomic operations, which can be mapped onto pipelined re-configurable hardware. Sec-
ondly, the operand constraints. More input/output operands allow a larger DFG to be mapped onto re-configurable
hardware at the cost of increased data bandwidth, which must be supported. A greedy approach presented at [111]
can determine the maximal Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) patterns. An iterative algorithm exploiting instruc-
tion level parallelism for VLIW architectures is reported at [114]. This method can detect Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) patterns. A significant extension over [111] is described in [98]. The paper describes a branch-
and-bound algorithm which selects maximal-speedup convex subgraphs of the application dataflow graph under
micro-architectural constraints. This approach can identify MIMO patterns. An improvement over [98] is presented
at [154]. This algorithm partitions the DFG into several regions and finds the patterns within each region. By this
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approach, strong runtime improvement over [98] and better scalability is achieved. More recently, a heuristic algo-
rithm with polynomial-time complexity is reported by [147]. In this heuristic, a MIMO DFG pattern is identified
within a basic block. The computational complexity of this heuristic is reported to be O(N I+O), where I and O
are the cardinality of the input and output sets respectively. In an interesting development of these approaches, an
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation is presented for the first time by [97]. Using this ILP formulation,
it is shown that, the runtime is much better than the previously presented heuristics. Another ILP-driven algorithm
is presented in [163]. The importance of this approach is that, it handles several designer-specified area, latency as
well as architectural constraints. Being targeted towards a flexible ADL-based [33] back-end, this algorithm can be
potentially used for any processor with a fast design space exploration loop.
With ILP-driven approaches offering low-runtime identification of large DFG patterns, the other important re-
search problem remains is to integrate the identified custom instructions to the base processor without much cost
overhead. It is reported at [99] that by setting extremely high input-output bounds it is possible to identify custom
instructions with high runtime speed-up potential. However, high number of inputs and outputs may not be sup-
ported due to interface restrictions. Therefore, in [99] the data are moved to the local register file of the accelerator
block hosting custom instructions. The presence of local memory elements in the re-configurable block is exploited
in [146]. There, the genetic algorithm-based approach tries to identify larger DFG and places the data movement to
the local memory before the kernel. Another algorithm to release the data bandwidth pressure by employing shadow
registers while identifying custom instructions is presented in [84]. In [110], the register access is distributed over
the complete pipeline to reduce the number of register ports for high input-output DFG pattern. Another work
reported in [162] tries to utilize the pipeline data forwarding paths as inputs to the custom instructions.
In an important cost-driven approach of custom instruction identification, an automatic methodology is presented
at [55]. For each of the potential custom instructions, hardware mapping on the target processor is done to estimate
the impact. The impact of high-level optimizations on instruction-set customization is reported in [14], where
arithmetic optimizations and symbolic algebra are used for enhancing the performance improvement potential of a
kernel. Applications with a high number of arithmetic statements benefit significantly from this approach. Another
processor-dependent approach for kernel synthesis is presented at [138]. The significance of this approach is that,
the complete kernel extraction and synthesis is performed dynamically. During compilation, hints about the potential
kernels are embedded into the code.
An ASIP design methodology for the control-dominated domain is proposed in [58]. This paper uses the ILP
technique for synthesizing kernels to custom instructions. The overall task is divided there into two decoupled
optimization problems. Firstly, the operator sequences are identified to meet the timing constraints. Secondly, the
number of parallel instruction issues are reduced by grouping pairs of instructions. For embedded systems with
real-time constraints, the instruction set extensions must be identified with worst case execution scenario. This is
done in [155].
For rASIPs, it is also important to re-use the custom instructions as much as possible. In [99], the template
custom instructions are first identified and those are matched over the complete application for finding opportunity
to re-use that. The template matching is performed via checking graph isomorphism.
In the context of dynamic re-configuration, it is important to re-visit the kernel synthesis algorithms, as investi-
gated in [45]. It is shown there that, for a fine-grained FPGA (Xilinx Virtex 2 Pro), the re-configuration time for the
entire FPGA can be quite high (ranging from 20 ms for the device XC2VP20 to 47.55 ms for the device XC2VP50).
To recuperate from the losses in the dynamic re-configuration, various strategies for the kernel synthesis can be
adopted. Obviously, the simplest is to statically re-configure it. However, the application may require multiple
custom instructions, which cannot be fit together in the pre-execution mode. In such a case, the FPGA can be parti-
tioned and separate area for each custom instruction can be allocated. The temporally exclusive custom instructions
can be mapped on the same area as done in [45]. This requires, however, the FPGA to have partial re-configuration
capability. The dynamic re-configuration overhead is comparatively less for coarse-grained re-configurable fabrics.
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Even then, when connected to a base processor, this accounts for few thousand cycles [72] for a processor running
at hundreds of MHz. In [72], a dynamic programming-based algorithm is proposed to obtain the optimal spatial (for
spatially exclusive custom instructions) and temporal (for temporally exclusive custom instructions) partitioning.
3.5 Motivation
The concept of flexibility was introduced with the expansion of design space of digital systems. The most flexible
digital system consists of a GPP realized on a post-fabrication customizable hardware. When these systems are tar-
geted for selected application domains, they perform poorly compared to say, an ASIC targeted exclusively for that
application domain. On the other hand, exclusively designed ASIC incur high NRE cost and long design cycles due
to poor flexibility. The art of system design is essentially to perform trade-off between the extremes of specializa-
tion and generality. Application-Specific Instruction-set Processors (ASIPs) offer a fine balance between generality
and specialization. With ASIPs, flexibility for an application is retained by having it software-programmable and
specialization is achieved by special micro-architectural features. With the ASIPs being partially re-configurable,
another knob to engineer the trade-off between generality and specialization is established. More importantly, the
flexibility of the ISA and the computational organization can be retained even after the fabrication.
A major aspect of the modern system design is to achieve longer time-in-market in the view of increasing NRE
cost. With the fast evolution of application areas such as signal processing and multimedia, it can be conjectured
that software programmability alone may not be sufficient for a system to deliver high performance over long time.
Controlled post-silicon flexibility, in form of re-configurable hardware, appears to be a judicious approach. From a
technical point of view, an ASIP with post-silicon flexibility allows maximum opportunity to extract the performance
over the complete evolution of target application(s).
The lack of a convenient modelling framework restricted most of the early rASIP designers to remain limited
within a few design decisions. The early rASIP designs plainly demonstrate the evolution of rASIP design space
with each design adding new design points. Only the recent rASIP designs approached the overall design space by
performing some design space exploration. This is done either via library-based modelling approach [179] [24] or
via abstract modelling approach for a part of the complete tool-flow [29]. The only methodologies to offer abstract
model-based rASIP exploration are Pleiades [124] and ADRES [24]. The Pleiades methodology concentrates on
a heterogeneous system-on-chip model with specific micro-processors as base and a definite architecture template.
Without the initial set of well-characterized micro-processors and re-configurable blocks, the design space explo-
ration can not be initiated. Furthermore, no design space exploration methodology for overall ISA and/or the FPGA
basic blocks are specified. The ADRES architecture template is modelled as per VLIW paradigm. The design space
exploration is limited by the template constraints.
In this book, the abstract processor modelling approach is extended to cover the complete rASIP design space.
The ISA modelling, software tool-suite generation, re-configurable hardware modelling and the automatic rASIP
implementation are done in a fully generic manner. This enhanced degree of freedom enables the processor designer
to do the best performance-flexibility trade-off. However, for fast rASIP implementation or re-using legacy IP, the
design space can be suitably curbed. In other words, the proposed language-driven rASIP exploration framework
provides a common platform for every processor designer without any loss of generality.
3.6 Synopsis
• rASIP designs evolved with early board-level FPGA-processor coupling to latest custom FPGAs residing
within processor as a functional unit.
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• The designs attempted to blend the contrasting advantages of processor and FPGA, while addressing the
discrepancies via software or hardware mechanisms.
• Regardless of design choices, a significant gain for the rASIPs in terms of performance over classical proces-
sors are shown.
• Due to the huge and complex design space of rASIPs, the design space exploration and trade-off are often
limited within a sub-space.
• A high-level design space exploration and implementation framework based on abstract processor modelling
approach is proposed in this book.
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rASIP Design Space
The whole is more than the sum of the parts.
Aristotle, Philosopher, 384 – 322 BC
In this chapter, the design space of rASIP is elaborated from an architectural perspective. For each design point,
the effect of other design points are highlighted. Consequently, the design space is mapped to the modelling en-
vironment. The complete modelling environment, which includes an extended ADL, is described formally and
using suitable examples. On the basis of the proposed rASIP description, the overall rASIP design methodology is
presented.
4.1 Architecture Design Points
The classification of processor architectures has been suggested in various literatures [115] [40]. A broad sep-
aration, from an architectural perspective, is suggested in [115]. This classification, widely referred as Flynn’s
taxonomy, is as following.
• Single Instruction, Single Data stream (SISD) : This refers to a scalar processor without any spatial paral-
lelism.
• Single Instruction, Multiple Data streams (SIMD) : This refers to a vector processor. These kind of processors
have the ability to compute on multiple data streams for a single instruction stream.
• Multiple Instruction, Single Data stream (MISD) : This is a rather uncommon combination as, for any practical
multiple instruction processor architecture, multiple data stream needs to be present. Theoretically, a vector
processor without any parallel data processing belongs to this class.
• Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data streams (MIMD) : This refers to multi-processor systems.
In this work, we concentrate on uni-processor systems and therefore, we restrict our design space discussions
within SISD and SIMD architectures. Obviously, the results can be extrapolated to the realm of MISD or MIMD
architecture classes.
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For a finer understanding of the interaction between various architecture choices, we divide the rASIP design
space across ASIP architecture, re-configurable block architecture and the interface. This is shown in the following
figure 4.1. In the following sections, each of these architectural sub-spaces are discussed.
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Figure 4.1. rASIP Design Points
4.1.1 ASIP Architecture
Within the ASIP architecture two overlapping design spaces exist. Those are the data flow organization and the
control flow organization. Within each of these, numerous design points are present. In the following, the salient
design points and their influence on the overall rASIP design decisions are discussed.
Data flow
Pipelining : To benefit from the temporal parallelism available in the application, pipelining is almost stan-
dardly used in modern micro-processors. In pipelining, each instruction is divided and mapped to different parts
of the micro-architecture. The instruction passes through these parts sequentially. By having separate parts of the
micro-architecture (referred as stages of the pipeline) performing separate tasks, multiple instructions can execute
in parallel. Once the pipeline is loaded fully with the instructions, the throughput increases although the instruction
latency remains intact. The following figure 4.2 shows an example of pipelined data flow. In the figure, the diagonal
dotted arrow indicates the flow of an instruction over the complete pipeline.
The pipelining of the data flow includes several design decisions of its own.
Firstly, the distribution of hardware tasks of an instruction into pipeline stages. This distribution needs to be
generic enough for allocating some task for all instructions in each pipeline stage. Otherwise, instructions pass
through stages without performing anything. This decreases the area efficiency of the entire design. The distribution
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Figure 4.2. Pipelined Data flow
of hardware can be too dense for being accommodated in one single stage resulting into long critical path. In such
cases, the pipeline is elongated by dividing the corresponding stage.
Secondly, several sequential instructions running into the pipeline may have a data dependency between them
causing a hazard in the data flow. The instructions, typically, read the data in a particular stage and write the data
after computation in another specific stage. The stages, which lie in between these two stages may contain obsolete
data, loaded intermediately before the writing is performed. To solve this issue, the dependent instructions can be
scheduled in a manner to avoid this. Alternatively, more flexibility in reading and committing of data in the pipeline
can be introduced. More about these techniques can be found in standard literature [36].
Thirdly, the pipelining decision may need to take into account the reading and writing of data from/to syn-
chronous memories as well as cache miss penalties. This necessitates the address generation, request transmission
and the data access. Without proper distribution of these tasks across the pipeline stages, several memory-
independent instructions might become stalled in the pipeline.
Effect on rASIP Design : The re-configurable block can be conceived as a single functional unit within one stage
of the base processor pipeline. Additionally, it should be noted that the same operation may result in higher latency
when mapped to FPGA compared to ASIC. Under such circumstances, the re-configurable block dictates the critical
path of the overall architecture, slowing down the clock speed and reducing the performance improvement (if any).
Alternatively, the re-configurable block can be considered as a multi-cycled functional unit within the span of one
pipeline stage of the base processor. In this case, either the pipeline needs to be stalled (shown in the following
figure 4.3) to ensure the completion of the re-configurable block execution or the hardware mechanism must be
employed to allow independent instructions to go ahead. There can be another kind of organization, where the re-
configurable block itself is pipelined. This case is discussed in the data flow organization of re-configurable block in
detail. As far as the base processor pipelining is concerned, the re-configurable block needs to be synchronized with
it. The synchronization options include single-stage single-cycled execution, single-stage multi-cycled execution or
multi-stage multi-cycled execution. The options offer different design points in the area-time trade-off.
SIMD VLIW and Non-VLIW: Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) organization can be applied orthogonally to
the pipelined data flow. VLIW is a technique to exploit the spatial parallelism present in the application. The parallel
functional units of VLIW are known as slots. Each slot receives a specific instruction to decode and execute. To
organize the data coherence between the slots, the storage system is distributed across the slots. Again for each
slot, a specific portion of storage can be reserved, leading to clustered storage concept. Some of the functional
units are replicated and present in each slot, whereas some functional units are present in selected slots. This
organization calls for a compile-time analysis of the instructions, thereby exploiting as much Instruction-Level
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Parallelism (ILP) as possible in view of the given VLIW organization. The following figure 4.4 provides an abstract
view of VLIW data flow organization. A general SIMD implementation is also possible without having long (and
different) instruction as in VLIW. In this case, the instructions have the decoding logic centralized across the slots,
only issuing the control signals to each functional unit. According to this control logic, the data is processed in
parallel by several homogeneous or heterogeneous functional units. For such an organization it is necessary to
despatch data in parallel to the functional units, requiring the data to be aligned.
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Figure 4.4. VLIW Data flow organization
Similar to the pipelined data flow organization, the partitioning of processing elements into slots calls for an
understanding of the target application domain. The division of slots needs to be done to allow the applications to
run with high parallelism and at the same time, without wasting slots during execution. A free slot in a large in-
struction word is usually filled up with no operation (nop). This results into empty data propagation across registers
and useless decoding, decreasing area-efficiency i.e. under-utilizing the processing resource. The scheduling and
packing of parallel instructions in VLIW is performed statically by the compiler.
Effect on rASIP Design : Apart from any other issues, the VLIW data flow organization addresses the single
biggest challenge of rASIP design i.e. the data bandwidth between the processor and the re-configurable block. The
re-configurable block in a VLIW data flow organization can be arranged vertically or horizontally to the slot organi-
zation. In one case, the re-configurable block acts like a slot (or part of a slot). In another case, the re-configurable
block is composed of several slots to match with the base processor organization. The two different organizations
are presented in the figure 4.5(a) and figure 4.5(b). In both the cases, the storage organization of VLIW need to be
done in order to synchronize with the re-configurable block. On another note, the task of detecting parallelism and
bundling the instructions into a long instruction word needs to be done statically. This issue, existing in any VLIW
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Figure 4.5. VLIW Data flow Organization with Re-configurable Block
processor, becomes even more challenging in case of rASIPs, particularly due to the different nature of data path
organization. For the re-configurable block acting as a slot, the synchronization of data flow is difficult in presence
of the globally accessible storage. This is due to the inherently longer (possibly unknown during compilation time)
latency of the operations mapped to the re-configurable block. For re-configurable blocks laid across the slots, this
problem is faced differently. For this organization, the processing elements in the re-configurable block need to be
fine-grained enough for remaining flexible over the range of instructions processed in every slot. This might require
a high number of pipeline stages in each slot to process a complex instruction. For the processing elements being
coarse-grained, the rASIP runs the risk of being too target-specific.
For the re-configurable block arranged to process the complete data flow (i.e. in perpendicular to the base pro-
cessor flow) this offers an interesting data point, as demonstrated in [23]. For the re-configurable acting as a slot, an
implementation is proposed in [12].
Single/Multi Issue : Multiple issue slots in the processor hardware presents another way of SIMD organization.
While the SIMD organizations presented earlier rely on the HLL compiler for scheduling and packing of the instruc-
tions, the multi-issue superscalar processors perform this dynamically via hardware. This extra hardware contributes
significantly to the silicon area and energy overhead. Consequently for embedded computing, superscalar processors
are rarely used. As our primary focus is in embedded computing domain, an elaboration of superscalar processor
design space is omitted here.
Functional Units : The data path of a processor is modelled using a number of functional units. The functional
units can have various design choices as listed below.
• Operation Granularity : The operations can have various granularity ranging from bit-level to word-level or
even higher.
• Parallelism : The functional unit can offer parallelism within it. A further design choice is the number of
parallel data flows allowed by it.
• Functionality : This is dictated by the target set of applications. The signal processing algorithms often
require subsequent multiplication and accumulation for filtering. In this case, it is useful to have this operation
(multiply-accumulate or MAC) in a functional unit.
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Effect on rASIP Design : It is important for a rASIP designer to partition the functionality between the base
processor and the re-configurable block prudently. The functional units present in the base processor should not be
susceptible to future changes in the application.
Storage System : The state of the processor is defined by the storage system. In the following figure 4.6, a generic
storage element hierarchy is presented. As shown, the smallest and fastest memory is organized in form of a register
file within the CPU. The register file is typical of modern micro-processors, which follow RISC-like load-store ISA.
In CISC architectures, direct memory-based computations are observed. The storage elements following the register
are arranged in the order of increasing size and access time. After the register, the cache memory is located followed
by the main memory.
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Figure 4.6. Generic Memory Hierarchy in ASIP
The storage system design choices with the factors influencing the choices are presented below.
• Size, width and organization of the Registers : The target applications are studied to identify the working set
and corresponding register requirements. This can be used directly to define the register size. Generally the
register file size is fixed to an integral power of 2 to utilize the full scope of address bits. The number of
registers is also driven by the requirement of available ports and the size of each register. For aiding temporal
parallelism as in pipelined architecture, intermediate special-purpose registers for carrying pipelined data are
used. For spatially parallel functional units as in VLIW architectures, multiple clustered registers or banked
registers are used. Apart from these, several special-purpose registers for custom functional units, ALUs are
reserved.
• Register Access Pattern : The special-purpose dedicated registers have straightforward access pattern from
the corresponding functional units. The general purpose registers are designed to have minimum number
of ports without compromising performance. Higher number of ports result in increased area overhead due
to multiplexing but, offers increased parallel operations on data. Especially for SIMD architectures this is
important. There, it is achieved by partitioning the register into several clusters. Each parallel data flow is
allowed to access to one cluster of the entire register file. Another technique is to divide the register file
in several windows (contexts), where the currently executing functional unit can only access one window [64].
Another important classifier for the access pattern is the commit point of data in the processor. Especially for
pipelined data flow, the temporal separation between access point and committing point directly controls the
cause of data hazards. This can be avoided by bypassing the data between intermediate pipeline stages.
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• Size, width, organization and location of the Memories : The overall memory subsystem can be unified for
data and program (von Neumann architecture), can be completely separated (Harvard architecture) or partially
unified (modified harvard architecture). These design decisions largely rely on required program and data
space and access patterns. The memories can be located on-chip or off-chip depending on required access
speed, shared or distributed nature of memory and area-energy considerations. The cache memory is updated
dynamically during the program execution to accommodate the latest data or instruction. For computation-
intensive applications, an alternative organization is achievable by user-defined scratchpad memory [156].
• Memory Access Pattern : The memory (data and/or program) can be single or dual ported. Each port can allow
either read access or write access or both of those. Furthermore, for increasing parallelism the memories can
be banked.
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Figure 4.7. Memory Access Possibilities in rASIP
Effect on rASIP Design : Data communication being a prime focus of rASIP design, the memory subsystem
needs to be designed with extreme care. To avoid the re-configurable block from being starved of data, enough
communication ports must be provided for data transmission between the memory subsystem and the re-configurable
block. The choices can be as following.
Firstly, the base processor may act as a communication media between re-configurable block and the memory.
This preserves the load-store nature of the RISC ISA without increasing the memory port requirements. In this case,
the data is loaded from memory to registers, which in turn is passed on to the re-configurable block. This approach
usually results in low data bandwidth for re-configurable block. A possible solution to this is offered by VLIW
approach, where the register file size is huge [23] or by maintaining special purpose registers for supplying data to
the re-configurable block [174] [84].
Secondly, the re-configurable block can have direct access to the cache or main memory. In that case, the memory
ports need to be shared between the base processor and the re-configurable block.
Finally, the re-configurable block can contain a local scratchpad memory as well as local register file. For all
cases of sharing the memory subsystem between the base processor and the re-configurable block, data coherence
needs to be maintained. This problem is especially challenging in case of simultaneous data flow of base processor
and the re-configurable block. These possibilities of design space are shown in the following figure 4.7. Note that,
these possibilities are orthogonal to the data flow organization of the base processor, though several weak and strong
influences between those exist.
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Control flow
The control flow of a processor can be viewed as the basic agent for changing the processor state (preserved in
the storage elements) via instructions. The control flow can be sub-divided into the instruction encoding-decoding
part and the hazard control part.
Decoding : The aspect of flexibility in programmable processors entails the decoding of instruction word. The
decoded control signals trigger the functional units to perform necessary computation. For a pipelined data flow, the
decoding mechanism can be categorized to either time-stationary or data-stationary one.
In a time-stationary control mechanism the control signals for the entire pipeline in a single time unit are gener-
ated from a global controller. The complete decoding is performed in one unit and the decoded signals are passed
to the execution units in all the stages. In this mechanism, the entire state of the pipeline needs to be handled at a
single instance by the controller. The maintenance of all the states consume extra storage area. Nevertheless, this is
beneficial for obtaining better layout due to singularly devoted area for irregular control circuitry. Time-stationary
control is also easier to design and verify, as those start from a state-machine abstraction of the target application.
Hence, it is often preferred among ASIP designers [60].
In a data-stationary control scheme, the control of each pipeline stage is propagated along the pipeline and the
decoding is done locally. This is comparatively more difficult to design due to the distributed nature of irregular
controlling circuitry.
Orthogonal to the above control mechanisms, the instruction op-code plays an important part in the control flow
of the processor. The instruction set architecture can be coded with a highly compact code leading to a small
instruction-width or can be completely micro-coded resulting in a very wide instruction.
Effect on rASIP Design : Due to the irregular nature of control signal routing across functional units, local
control flow within re-configurable block is limitedly applied. This requires the derivation of control signals for re-
configurable block within the base processor itself, which can have data-stationary or time-stationary control. If the
re-configurable hardware is considered to be a part of the pipeline stage, even then the data-stationary control part
of this stage can reside in the base processor. This also indicates that the interface between the base processor and
the re-configurable block is fixed with the particular control signals, thereby limiting the flexibility of the design.
The alternative to this is to pass the instruction word within the re-configurable block. This allows data-stationary
control inside the re-configurable block at the cost of irregular routing paths.
As per the instruction encoding is concerned, it is important for the rASIP to have instruction encoding reserved
for the future ISA extensions. This can be done by specifying a group of op-codes for the future instructions.
This group of op-codes also determine the upper limit of the number of instructions, which can be added to the
re-configurable block. This op-codes can have definite placeholders for instruction operands or can remain open to
the arrangement of those.
Interlocking : A pipelined data flow organization strongly requires the ability to stop the execution and data
flow fully or partially across the pipeline. This is required for pipeline hazards e.g. multi-cycle execution, data
dependency, cache miss, memory access latency or false branch prediction. In such cases, the pipeline can be
stalled or flushed via the pipeline controller. Such hardware schemes are commonly known as pipeline interlocking.
Pipeline interlocking design is closely correlated with the compiler’s instruction scheduling and data forwarding
between different pipeline stages. The interlocking mechanism is applied only between the stages, where the above-
mentioned hazards can occur. The following figure 4.8 presents such a situation. It can be observed here, that the
stage 3 is accessing data memory. Due to memory access latency, the operation may take several cycles to execute.
Consequently, the entire pipeline data flow needs to be stalled. In an alternative implementation, the address of
the data access can be provided to the memory several stages earlier than the actual data access. This prevents the
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Figure 4.8. Pipeline Controller in ASIP
stall. However, it requires an early calculation of the memory address. To aid this, modern ASIPs often consist of a
specific address generation unit [106].
Effect on rASIP Design : Similar to the issues with localized decoding, localized control affects the regularity
of a re-configurable hardware block. However, in case of a pipelined data flow within the re-configurable block, it
might be necessary to contain a local pipeline controller. In order to avoid that, several design points need to be
discarded for re-configurable block design. For example, memory access from a pipelined re-configurable block
may not be suitable without any local control logic (ensuring the pipeline stall during to possible cache miss). In
addition to that, the control signals for assessing data dependency within the re-configurable block needs to be fully
derived in the base processor itself.
Special-purpose Control : Several application-specific control schemes can benefit the designer strongly. Major
examples of these are zero-overhead loop stack, conditional instruction execution. Zero-overhead loop implements
a special hardware for storing and decrementing the loop counter, thus avoiding costly processor cycles to compute
this. For nested loops, a stack of such hardware can be implemented. For deeply pipelined data flow, conditional
instruction execution offers a possibility to evaluate the condition at par with the execution. This saves the control
hazard penalty originating from branch and jump instruction.
Effect on rASIP Design : The special-purpose controls can be employed in the base processor or in the FPGA
part depending on which set of instructions it is targeted to. These usually results in higher routing overhead in re-
configurable hardware and therefore, preferably implemented in the base processor with the control signals leading
to the FPGA if required.
4.1.2 Re-configurable Block Architecture
The design of re-configurable block evolved from early Programmable Logic Array (PLA), Programmable Array
Logic (PAL) structures to the modern fine-grained and coarse-grained Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs).
FPGAs, due to their higher flexibility of structure compared to other programmable logic devices, are the most
common form of re-configurable hardware in use today. An FPGA consists of the following major elements.
• Logic Element : This refers to the basic circuitry replicated throughout to build the FPGA. The logic element
can be organized in hierarchical manner, where the innermost modules are grouped to form a larger module.
This larger module is referred in trade literature as Configurable Logic Block (CLB), Cluster etc. A larger
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module may contain heterogeneity in it by having few other circuitry for storage and/or control apart from the
fundamental logic elements. The logic blocks are field-programmable i.e. they can be configured to model a
wide range of functions.
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Figure 4.9. CLB of Xilinx [199] Virtex 5 FPGA
Figure 4.9 presents the CLB of a modern commercial FPGA [199]. As shown, the four leftmost logic elements
can be configured to perform the function of a RAM, a Shift Register (SRL) or a 6-input Look-Up Table
(LUT). These logic blocks can be combined via the OR-gate or can be used stand alone. To enable fast
arithmetic computation, dedicated carry logic is maintained within the CLB. The results can be stored in local
registers.
• Interconnect : Interconnects are the routing resources for connecting the logic blocks in an FPGA. The inter-
connects are field-programmable in order to allow various possible wiring among the logic blocks. Similar to
the logic blocks, the interconnects can also be arranged in a hierarchical style. The routing resources are also
responsible for connecting the logic blocks to the peripheral I/O blocks. An exemplary routing structure is
depicted in the following figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10. Basic Actel FPGA Structure [17]
• Configuration Control : The field-programmability of an FPGA is achieved via numerous memory bits, which
set/reset connecting wires as well as configure the logic blocks. The configuration bits are usually stored in
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a memory location, the address of which is passed via the instruction. The configuration controller is re-
sponsible for loading the configuration bits from the memory and dispatching it to the configuration layers of
the FPGA. The configuration layer can be single or multi-context. Each context is stored in a configuration
layer. This is particularly useful for dynamic re-configuration. Additionally, the re-configuration time can
be reduced by caching the configuration bits. For partially re-configuring the FPGA, while the other part
is still executing, segmented configuration is possible. Figure 4.11 captures all the possibilities of configu-
ration controls. The number of segments and layers in the configuration control depend on the application
requirements. Apart from receiving and dispatching of the configuration bits, the configuration controller
may perform further tasks. For example, the configuration controller can stall the processor execution until
the current instruction’s configuration is ready. This is done by checking, whether the required configuration
is present in the contexts. If it is, then the context is switched to the active one. Otherwise, the configuration
bit is fetched from memory/cache and one context is replaced.
Configuration
Controller
configuration layer
interconnect layer
interconnect layer
logic layer
configuration layer
Configuration
Cache
instruction
Memory
segments
FPGA
Figure 4.11. Exemplary Configuration Control
In the following, the design points introduced by different elements of an FPGA are discussed. Orthogonal to
these design sub-spaces, the data flow and the control flow organization possibilities are also outlined. With the
design decisions of the re-configurable block architecture, the design space of base processor are also affected.
Following each design point elaboration, the effects are studied.
Logic Granularity
The granularity of logic blocks in an FPGA indicates the bit-width of the basic operators, routing wires and
the class of operators. For example, a fine-grained FPGA operates on bit-level with the fundamental logic block
being an LUT. A k-input LUT is capable of modelling any k-input boolean function. This fine-grained modelling
style is typical of commercial FPGAs. With fine granularity, it is possible to map an arbitrary boolean function
using these LUTs. This can result in less logic levels than a boolean function implementation with a limited set of
cells in the library, as shown in [92]. Less logic levels with same logic structures result in faster implementation.
However, operators with larger bit-width need to be composed of several parallel bit-level operators. This leads
to a large routing overhead, thereby causing performance degradation. Coarse-grained FPGAs consists of wide
operators and routing resources, addressing this problem. Additionally, fine-grained FPGAs need to be configured
for every bit, thereby requiring a high volume of configuration data. For fast dynamic re-configuration or storage
of the configuration, this may lead to a serious disadvantage. Besides that, high configuration data requires lot of
switching, increasing power dissipation.
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Effect on rASIP Design : The selection of logic granularity is conceptually similar to the problem of designing
an ISA. The fine-grained version offers more flexibility, at the expense of increasing configuration data and routing
overhead (similar to increasing code density in RISC ISA). The coarse-grained FPGA limits the flexibility, whereas
offers faster implementation if chosen with a set of application in mind. The granularity of FPGA logic has serious
implications for the overall rASIP. A fine-grained FPGA means almost any function can be mapped to the FPGA.
A coarse-grained FPGA limits this flexibility. The ISA of the base processor and the custom instructions for FPGA
needs to be determined according to this. The granularity affects dynamic re-configuration overhead, which needs
to be taken into account for scheduling the application binary. The granularity also affects the implementation
efficiency of a custom instruction. This is to be considered for determining the synchronization mechanism between
the base processor and the FPGA.
Interconnect Architecture
The effective usage of FPGA logic resources is reliant on the interconnect architecture. To permit high flexibility
in connection, a large area of the FPGA (up to 80% - 90%) is reserved for the interconnect. The design space of
interconnect architecture is extremely large, ranging from simple crossbar, mesh array, nearest neighbor connection
to multi-level interconnect architectures with programmable switches and channels. Depending on the desired flex-
ibility and logic granularity, the interconnect architecture can have heavy (as in [199]) or light contribution to the
FPGA area (as in [150]). The granularity of the logic block contributes to the required fan-out and fan-ins. With
increasing heterogeneous input-output requirements for individual logic blocks, an extremely flexible interconnect
architecture is demanded. Usually, such architecture is realized with channels and switch matrices. Commercial FP-
GAs targeted towards a diverse set of application prototyping generally implement such routing architecture. With
coarse-grained application-specific FPGAs, local dedicated interconnects are maintained instead. These dedicated
interconnects take the form of mesh, nearest neighbor, crossbar etc. The decision is dependent on the target appli-
cation area. For example, arithmetic-oriented FPGAs prefer to have nearest neighbor local interconnect schemes,
as that encompasses the connection requirements of a large number of arithmetic implementations (see figure 4.12).
A crossbar type of connection, as depicted in figure 4.12, offers the most dense networking possibilities in coarse-
grained FPGAs. However, this comes with high implementation cost. Therefore, the number of I/O points to a
crossbar is limited by the adjacent logic blocks. In case of partially re-configurable FPGAs, the interconnect wire
need to have the ability to route in between segments.
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Figure 4.12. Various Interconnects
To introduce controlled flexibility for the interconnecting schemes, coarse-grained FPGAs often offer a hierarchi-
cal topology. In bottom-most level of the hierarchy, the local interconnects are placed. Upper layers of hierarchy are
dedicated for hopping the data across logic blocks or performing global broadcasting. One such example is shown
in figure 4.13.
Effect on rASIP Design : As the interconnects bear the prime responsibility of passing data through the re-
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Figure 4.13. Hierarchical Interconnects
configurable block, they affect rASIP design apart from the FPGA specific design issues. The presence of global
broadcasting interconnects are important for fast exchange of data in between the base processor and the FPGA.
The implementation efficiency of a given application kernel is also dependent on the routing constraints [25]. A
relaxed routing constraint incurs high implementation cost but, allows arbitrary control flow to be mapped on the
FPGA. Therefore, the routing topology design must be done together with the targeted application domain analysis
and area-performance trade-offs.
Configuration Control
By configuration control, we denote the organization of configuration layers as well as the controller responsible
for loading, checking and switching configurations. For FPGAs with the possibility of partial and/or dynamic re-
configuration, configuration control plays an important role in overall performance. The decision of having an
FPGA to be statically re-configurable or not is a trade-off between FPGA area overhead, re-configuration time and
the application performance improvement. If the FPGA is statically re-configurable then during the application
run-time, no new configurations can be loaded. This leads to the situation that all possible custom instructions
of the chosen application(s) must be fit within the FPGA area. To reduce the FPGA area - dynamic or partial
re-configuration can be supported. However, long re-configuration time can defeat the purpose of having custom
instructions at all. Such trade-offs are studied in [50].
After the basic decision to have runtime/partial re-configuration, further FPGA area can be invested to reduce
the re-configuration overhead. By increasing configuration layers, employing configuration cache and enabling
segmented configuration loading, the re-configuration time can be reduced. With complex configuration mechanism,
a dedicated configuration controller becomes necessary. The configuration controller can also enable fast loading of
configuration bits by having special interfacing with the configuration memory.
Effect on rASIP Design : The configuration control mechanism of FPGA affects the ISA of rASIP directly. For
low FPGA area requirements, the custom instructions must be selected to enforce high re-use. This reduces the
runtime re-configuration overhead. The instructions for loading configuration bits must also be scheduled well
ahead of the custom instructions to be executed on FPGA. Partially re-configurable FPGAs allow re-configuration
of some segments, while execution in other segments are ongoing. This necessitates the identification of parallel,
independent custom instructions. For statically re-configurable FPGAs, the application runtime performance is to be
optimized under the given FPGA area constraint. The custom instructions must fit the FPGA without overlapping.
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Re-usable custom instructions also bear strong advantage in this case. However, re-usable custom instructions tend
to be more flexible and hence less rewarding as far as performance gain is concerned.
Data flow
The overall data flow in the FPGA can be purely combinatorial. There the custom instruction receives the data
from the base processor, performs the combinatorial processing and returns the result to the base processor. In
such an FPGA, repeated loading and storing to the base processor registers might be necessary, thus creating strong
pressure on the data bandwidth. The pressure can be released by local storage elements in the FPGA. The custom
instructions, under such freedom, can process data independent of the base processor. The pressure of repeated
memory access from the FPGA can also be released by loading the memory segments currently used to a local
scratchpad memory of the FPGA. In case of coarse-grained FPGA the storage elements are often associated with
each Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) since, the routing resources are limited and the CLB is capable of perform-
ing large computations stand-alone.
The local storages in FPGA can form a pipelined data flow, too. This allows the exploitation of temporal paral-
lelism among successive custom instructions. More importantly, pipelining reduces the critical path significantly.
As the FPGA technology naturally results in longer critical path timing than ASIC technology, pipelining in FPGA
helps to bridge the timing gap. With close critical path timing, the FPGA and the base processor can run at the
same clock frequency. Alternatively, the base processor clock frequency needs to be compromised for running at
the same clock. Another possibility is to run the base processor and the FPGA with different clocks, leading to
a multiple clock domain rASIP realization. Pipelining the FPGA data flow also introduces other issues e.g. data
hazard. Hardwired solution of data hazard inside the FPGA is costly as it requires long, irregular interconnects.
Effect on rASIP Design : The base processor register file size, the data bandwidth of the interfacing and the clock
frequency of the overall rASIP is to be designed taking the FPGA data flow into account. For pipelined FPGAs the
instruction scheduler need to avoid data hazards or Register Update Unit (RUU) need to be maintained at the base
processor.
Control flow
Conceptually, the control flow is about transmitting the data to a data processing block. FPGA can have various
degrees of control flow, offering various flexibilities. The possibilities are outlined in the following.
• Routing-dependent Control: This is typical of fine-grained FPGAs, where the data flow between CLBs and
within CLBs are completely dependent on the routing resources.
• Localized Control: In coarse-grained FPGA design space, several designs have been proposed to include
limited [49] or detailed control [52] in the CLBs. This is a marked shift from the data-processing oriented
fine-grained FPGAs. This localized control is highly suitable for coarse-grained FPGAs. Due to wider and
coarse-grained operators in the CLBs, bigger application blocks can be mapped to one CLB. Without the
ability to process the control flow locally, a portion of the CLB can remain unused and/or multiple data
transfers among the CLBs are required. This is again limited by typically low routing resources in coarse-
grained FPGAs. However, for an application-specific FPGA, the routing can be organized to fit the control
requirements. In such cases, the localized control is not required.
• Dedicated Control Region: Another possibility is to reserve a portion of the FPGA for control blocks, which
drives the data-processing blocks in the rest of the FPGA [91]. Here the routing resources need not be as
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flexible as the fine-grained FPGAs demand but, still keeping the ability to perform local controlling. This
organization is especially challenging from the perspective of multi-context and segmented configuration
control.
Effect on rASIP Design : In case of data-processing oriented FPGAs, the base processor need to drive the control
signals to the FPGA. These control signals need to be fixed in the interface, largely limiting the flexibility of mapping
arbitrary custom instructions to the FPGA. This problem is avoided with localized control in FPGAs. With that, the
issue is to leverage the control flow during selection and mapping of custom instructions.
4.1.3 Interface
The above discussions on various design points of re-configurable hardware shows that it is practically irrelevant
to discuss the interfacing possibilities independently. In large number of cases the interfacing is clearly governed
by the ASIP or FPGA design choices. Nevertheless, the interface decisions can be taken a priori to suit the system-
level requirements e.g. memory port upper bound. Also during evolution of partially re-configurable processors,
the interfacing scheme is highlighted as major design shifts. Consequently, this is taken as a basis for the processor
classification in literature as well [158] [100] [54]. In the following text, a brief outline of these classifications are
presented.
• Loose Coupling: In loose coupling, the FPGA acts as a stand-alone device. In this class, the FPGA interacts
with the base processor via standard I/O interface or via co-processor access protocols. Here the data transfer
between the processor and the FPGA is time consuming. Such a combination is designed for applications,
where parallel blocks can be processed without much intervention. With co-processor like interfacing, the
FPGA is often allowed to access memory independent of the base processor. Early partially re-configurable
processors are prime examples of such coupling [149].
• Tight Coupling: An interface is denoted as tight when the FPGA is allowed to access internal CPU resources
directly and vice versa. Tight coupling makes the task of maintaining data coherence much more difficult than
loosely coupled variant. On the other hand, tightly coupled partially re-configurable processors (or rASIPs)
bear the advantage of mapping arbitrary portions of the applications to the FPGA. This can be done without
having to abide by stringent interface restrictions. Examples of this kind of coupling is found in several
modern rASIPs [80] [12] [23].
4.2 Language-based rASIP Modelling
The interdependent design points of rASIP make it nearly impossible to explore parts of the design space without
considering the whole. There are also numerous design decisions which are difficult to parameterize. In this book, a
language-based rASIP modelling is proposed. The following sections elaborate the language elements for modelling
rASIP.
4.2.1 Intuitive Modelling Idea
Before starting with the language semantics, it is useful to understand the key ideas of the modelling. The
complete rASIP is viewed as an Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) first. The ISA captures the syntax, encoding and
the behavior of the instructions. Such a model is referred as purely behavioral model. On top of this description,
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Figure 4.14. Development of rASIP Model
we keep on adding structural information. Alternatively, the ISA is then mapped to a structural description. The
structural information includes a timing model for each instruction, clocked behavior of registers and many more
of such features. Structural information also includes the decision to map a part of the processor to FPGA. After
these extensions of the basic model with structural information, the structure of the FPGA is modelled. The portions
of rASIP, targeted for the FPGA, are then mapped to the FPGA structure. This mapping is similar to the mapping
of an application to the processor. At the end of this process, two refined, structurally detailed descriptions exist.
One description reflects the structure (including base processor-FPGA partitioning) and ISA of the base processor.
Another description captures the structure of the FPGA. Together, the complete rASIP description is formed. This
process of rASIP modelling is shown in the figure 4.14.
4.2.2 ISA Modelling
The aforementioned modelling concept is same as applied during processor modelling for ADLs. For this work,
the ADL LISA [11] is used and extended for rASIP modelling. The basic ISA modelling remained same. For
completeness, the LISA ISA modelling is described in the following.
LISA Operation DAG
The ISA comprises of syntax, encoding and behavior of processor instructions. LISA uses a modular modelling
style for capturing the ISA. In LISA, each instruction is distributed over several operations. The LISA operation
acts as a basic component, which are connected together by activation. The common behavior, syntax and encoding
are put together in a single LISA operation. These common operations are triggered via activation from their parent
operations. One common operation can be activated by multiple parent operations. Again, one operation can activate
multiple children operations.
The complete structure is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)D = 〈V,E〉. V represents the set of LISA operations,
E the graph edges as set of child-parent relations. These relations represent activations. For a LISA operation P the
set of children CP can be defined my CP = {c | c ∈ V ∧ (P, c) ∈ E}. The entire DAG can have a single or multiple
LISA operations as root(s).
Group G of LISA operations are defined as G := {P |P ∈ V } such that the elements of P are mutually exclusive to
each other.
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Behavior Description
LISA operations’ behavior section contains the behavior description. The behavior description of a LISA opera-
tion is based on the C programming language. By the behavior description, the combinatorial logic of the processor
is implemented. In the behavior section, local variables can be declared and manipulated. The processor resources,
declared in a global resource section, can be accessed from the behavior section as well. Similar to the C language,
function calls can be made from LISA behavior section. The function can be an external C function or an internal
LISA operation. In case of a function call to LISA operation, this is referred as behavior calls. The behavior call can
be made to either a single instance of LISA operation or a group of LISA operations. Though referred as a group,
the behavior call is eventually made to only one member of the group. The grouping reflects the exclusiveness of
the member LISA operations.
Instruction Encoding Description
LISA operations’ coding section is used to describe the instructions’ encoding. The instruction encoding of a
LISA operation is described as a sequence of several coding elements. Each coding element is either a terminal
bit sequence with “0”, “1”,“don’t care” bits or a nonterminal. The nonterminal coding element can point to either
an instance of LISA operation or a group of LISA operations. The behavior of a LISA operation is executed only
if all terminal coding bit patterns match, all non-terminal instances match and at least one member of each group
matches. The root LISA operation containing a coding section is referred as the coding root. Special care has to
be taken for the description of the coding root(s). A LISA model may have more than one coding root, e.g. for the
ability to use program code with different instruction word sizes.
This set of coding roots Rc contains coding roots that are mutually exclusive to each other. For RISC architectures
with a fixed instruction word size Rc contains only a single element. For VLIW architectures, each coding root
r ∈ Rc decodes a set of parallel instructions.
Instruction Syntax Description
The syntax section of LISA operation is used to describe the instructions’ assembly syntax. It is described as a
sequence of several syntax elements. A syntax element is either a terminal character sequence with “ADD”, “SUB”
or a nonterminal. The nonterminal syntax element can point to either an instance of LISA operation or a group of
LISA operations. The root LISA operation containing a syntax section is referred as the syntax root.
An exemplary LISA operation DAG with different root operations are shown in the figure 4.15.
4.2.3 Structure Modelling : Base Processor
LISA Resources
LISA resources are a subset of general hardware resources, namely memory, registers, internal signals and ex-
ternal pins. Memory and registers provide storage capabilities. Signals and pins are internal and external resources
without storage capabilities. LISA resources can be parameterized in terms of sign, bit-width and dimension. LISA
memories can be more extensively parameterized. There the size, accessible block size, access pattern, access
latency, endian-ness can be specified. LISA resources are globally accessible from any operation.
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The LISA language allows direct access to the resources multiple times in every operation. From inside the
behavior section, the resources can be read and written like normal variables. Memories are accessed via a pre-
defined set of interface functions. These interface functions comprise of blocking and non-blocking memory access
possibilities.
LISA Pipeline
The processor pipeline in LISA can be described using the keyword PIPELINE. The stages of the pipeline are
defined from left to right in the actual execution order. More than one processor pipelines can be defined. The
storage elements in between two pipeline stages can be defined as the elements of PIPELINE REGISTER. With
the pipeline definition, all the LISA operations need to be assigned in a particular pipeline stage. An exemplary
LISA pipeline definition is shown in the figure 4.16.
Activations
Activations schedule the execution of child operations. In an instruction-accurate LISA model, the activations
are simply triggered along the increasing depth of the LISA operation DAG. For a cycle-accurate LISA model,
the activations are triggered according to the pipeline stage assignment of an operation. A LISA operation can
activate operations in the same or any later pipeline stage. Activations for later pipeline stages are delayed until
the originating instruction reaches the stage while operations in the same pipeline stage are executed concurrently.
Activations are described in activation sections which are special parts of the description of LISA operations.
An activation section contains a list AL of activation elements Ae. All elements Ae ∈ AL are executed concur-
rently. Ae may be a group, a LISA operation or a conditional statement. For groups, only the correctly decoded
LISA operation is activated. Conditional activations Ac = 〈Aif,Aelse〉 are basically IF/ELSE statements which
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RESOURCE {
PIPELINE pipe = {FE; DC; EX; WB };
PIPELINE_REGISTER IN pipe
{
unsigned int address1;
unsigned int address2;
unsigned int operand1;
unsigned int operand2;
unsigned int result;
}
}
OPERATION fetch in pipe.FE
{
BEHAVIOR { .. }
ACTIVATION { decode }
}
OPERATION decode in pipe.FE
{
CODING { .. }
BEHAVIOR { .. }
ACTIVATION { .. }
}
FEFE DC EXEX WBB
decodefetch
pipe FE/DC DC/EX EX/WB
Figure 4.16. Pipeline Definition in LISA
again consist of the activation elements Aif and Aelse. Therefore, any level of nested conditional activation is possi-
ble.
Partitioning the Instruction-Set Architecture (ISA)
The instructions, to be mapped to the re-configurable block, need to be allocated a definite space in the overall
ISA. This allocation is similar to any regular ISA branch. The speciality is attributed when this particular branch is
decoded locally in the re-configurable block. Under such circumstances, the parent node of the LISA coding tree
(which is resident in the base processor) needs to be aware that the following branch may incorporate new nodes
even after the fabrication. This is ensured by denoting the top-most group of LISA operations to be mapped to
FPGA, as a FULLGROUP.
Partitioning the Structure
The entire processor structure developed using the keywords so far need to be partitioned into fixed part and
re-configurable part. The partitioning can be done in several levels, as listed below.
• Set of LISA Operations : A set of LISA operations can be grouped together to form an UNIT in LISA. This
unit can be termed as RECONFIGURABLE in order to specify that this belongs outside the base processor.
More than one units within one or in multiple pipeline stages can be put into the re-configurable block in this
way.
• A pipeline : An entire pipeline structure can termed as RECONFIGURABLE and thereby moved outside the
base processor. This allows modelling of custom instructions with local pipeline controlling capability.
• Set of LISA Resources : The special purpose and general purpose registers, residing within the base processor
can be moved to the re-configurable block by setting an option to localize register in the LISA RTL synthesis
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step. By having this option turned on, all the registers which are accessed only by the re-configurable opera-
tions (i.e. operations belonging to the re-configurable pipeline or unit) are moved to the re-configurable block.
In case of units of adjacent pipeline stages being re-configurable, the pipeline registers accessed in between
the units are also mapped to the re-configurable block.
• Instruction Decoder : The decoding of LISA operations from an instruction word is done in a distributed
manner over the complete processor pipeline. A designer may want to have the decoding for re-configurable
instructions to be performed in the re-configurable block itself. This can be done by setting an option to
localize decoding in the re-configurable block. By this, the decoder of re-configurable operations is moved to
the re-configurable block.
• Clock Domains : The base processor and the FPGA can run under different synchronized clock domains.
Usually, the FPGA runs under a slower clock (or a longer critical path) for the same design implementation.
The integral dividing factor of the clock is denoted by the LISA keyword LATENCY. For the custom instruc-
tions mapped onto the FPGA, the root LISA operation need to have a latency for marking a slower clock
domain.
4.2.4 Structure Modelling : FPGA Description
The structure modelling [8] for FPGA blocks have three parts. First, the logic blocks. This part defines the
functionality and I/O specification of an individual logic block. These logic blocks are arranged hierarchically in
the topology part of the FPGA description. Finally, the interconnect part organizes the connection between the logic
blocks.
Logic Block
A logic block can be written using the ELEMENT keyword. Within an element, the I/O ports are defined. For each
I/O port, attributes can be specified. An attribute can be either REGISTER or BYPASS indicating that particular
port can be held or bypassed while connecting. The behavior of the element is captured within BEHAVIOR section
of element in form of plain C language. In order to specify a wide number of possible operators, configurable stati-
cally or dynamically, the keyword OPERATOR LIST is used. An exemplary element definition and corresponding
hardware representation can be observed in the figure 4.17. From the OPERATOR LIST and the ATTRIBUTE def-
inition, configuration bits are automatically inferred during RTL implementation. Note that, the logic blocks can be
used for the purpose of routing, too. This is exemplified with the outport z in the figure 4.17.
Topology
The TOPOLOGY section of LISA FPGA description contains several CLUSTERs. Similar to the logic element,
I/O ports and corresponding attributes can be defined inside these clusters. Within the LAYOUT part of cluster, the
previously defined elements can be put together in a ROW. Several rows can be then defined consecutively, building
a 2-dimensional structure. A cluster can be formed using previously defined elements and/or clusters. By this
process, a hierarchical structure can be formed. A completely flattened topology is nothing but a 2-dimensional
structure with the basic logic elements as its nodes. An exemplary topology definition is shown in the figure 4.18.
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ELEMENT alu {
PORT{           
IN unsigned<16> a,b;            
OUT unsigned<16> y,z;            
}        
ATTRIBUTES {            
REGISTER(y);            
BYPASS(y);        
}        
BEHAVIOR {            
OPERATOR_LIST op = {<<,>>,+};
y = a op b;
z = a;        
}    
}
register
<<
>>
+
a
b
y
configuration
z
Figure 4.17. FPGA Logic Block Definition in LISA
TOPOLOGY {      
CLUSTER cluster_alu {
PORT{ .. }
LAYOUT{
ROW row0 = {alu, alu};
ROW row1 = {alu, alu};
}
ATTRIBUTES{ .. }
}
CLUSTER cluster_fpga {
PORT{ .. }
LAYOUT{
ROW row0 = {cluster_alu, cluster_alu};
ROW row1 = {cluster_alu, cluster_alu};
}
ATTRIBUTES{ .. }
}
Figure 4.18. FPGA Logic Topology Definition in LISA
Interconnect
The interconnects between the clusters and the elements can be specified in CONNECTIVITY section of the
LISA FPGA description. For each cluster, a set of BASIC rules are described. Within one cluster’s context several
such rules connect the I/O ports of the cluster and its children entities. Furthermore, the rules are bound by a definite
style. Currently supported connectivity styles include mesh, point-to-point, nearest neighbor, row-wise and column-
wise. In case of several rules implying multiple inputs to a single port, a multiplexer is inferred as the virtual routing
resource for dynamic resolution. As also can be observed in the figure 4.19, the connectivity style is associated with
a parameter to indicate the hop-length of the connections. The default parameter is 1. More on this is discussed in
the following paragraph on connectivity stride.
Guided by this interconnect rules and style, the flattened FPGA structure takes the form of a directed multigraph.
The graph can be defined as G = 〈V,E〉. V represents the set of clusters, elements and routing resources, E
represents the multiset of specified connectivity. In a completely flattened FPGA structure, V is only formed by
elements and routing resources. In a non-flattened FPGA, V can contain either clusters or elements. Figure 4.19
shows an example of connectivity declaration and corresponding graph.
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CONNECTIVITY{
RULE cluster_alu {
STYLE(MESH, 1);
BASIC (alu,alu) {
alu.y TO alu.a OR alu.b;      
}
}
alu
virtual routing resource
connectivity
Figure 4.19. FPGA Connectivity Definition in LISA
Connectivity Stride
To allow a more diverse set of coarse-grained FPGAs to be modelled using the proposed description style, con-
nectivity stride is included in the interconnect description. For every connectivity style specification, an optional
non-zero positive connectivity stride can be specified. The connectivity stride decides the number of hops the inter-
connect makes to allow a direct connection within the specified connectivity style. By this way, a mix of different
connectivity styles at different hops can be established, as shown in the figure 4.20.
CONNECTIVITY{
RULE cluster_alu {
STYLE(NEARESTNEIGHBOUR, 1);
STYLE(MESH, 2);
BASIC (alu,alu) {
alu.y TO alu.a;      
}
}
logic element
connectivity
Figure 4.20. Interconnect Stride Definition in LISA
A similar modelling formalism for coarse-grained FPGA have been recently proposed at [90]. However, no details
of the corresponding mapping-placement and routing tools are mentioned, which makes the modelling available only
for simulation purpose. The painstaking job of mapping the application on the FPGA has to be performed manually.
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4.3 Language-based rASIP Design Flow
The design space exploration and implementation of rASIPs can be naturally sub-divided into two phases. The
focus of these two phases are presented in the following.
Pre-fabrication Design Flow: This phase of design happens before the rASIP is fabricated. Here, the complete
design space is open. The decisions involving all design sub-spaces are to be taken in this phase. Finally, the design
is implemented partially on fixed and partially on re-configurable hardware.
Post-fabrication Design Flow: This phase of design happens after the rASIP is fabricated. In this phase, the base
processor and the interfacing hardware is fixed. The architecture design space is limited to the possible configura-
tions of the re-configurable block only.
4.3.1 Pre-fabrication Design Flow
The pre-fabrication rASIP design flow is shown in figure 4.21. The design starts from the analysis of the ap-
plication(s). This analysis is done using static and dynamic profiling [163] of the application in an architecture-
independent manner. The profiling helps to narrow down the architectural design space. With the aid of the profiler,
the decisions concerning the memory hierarchy, number of registers, processor architecture (e.g. RISC, VLIW) can
be taken. The designer uses LISA language for describing the target rASIP. The Coding Leakage Explorer analyzes
the coding contribution of different LISA operations and determines the free coding space a.k.a coding leakage.
The higher the coding leakage in a particular branch of the LISA operation DAG, the more number of special in-
structions it can accommodate. The rASIP software tools e.g. simulator, assembler, linker, profiler are automatically
generated from the LISA description. With the aid of the LISA simulator and coding leakage explorer, a partitioning
of data flow as well as control flow is done. The partitioning need to consider the future evolution of target applica-
tion(s). Accordingly instruction space, storage space, interface bandwidth etc. must be reserved. The LISA-based
RTL synthesis tool automatically generates the RTL description of the base processor and the re-configurable block
as per the designer-directed partitioning. The partitioning generates the processor-re-configurable block interface
automatically. The complete interface is stored in the XML format. The storage of the interface is necessary in
order to ensure that the interface restrictions are not violated during the post-fabrication rASIP enhancements. The
generated HDL description for the base processor can be further synthesized using commercial gate-level synthesis
flows [182]. The re-configurable part of the processor is internally taken from the RTL synthesis tool and then
mapped, placed and routed on to the FPGA as per the structural specification. The output of this is a bitstream,
which is passed on to the RTL description of the FPGA for simulation. Alternatively, the re-configurable block can
be synthesized to an RTL description for obtaining area-timing-power results for another gate-level/FPGA library
than what is modelled in the LISA FPGA description. For simulation purposes, the LISA FPGA description is
mapped to a structural RTL description via an RTL synthesis flow.
In the following the design decisions to be taken in the pre-fabrication phase are listed.
1. Overall ISA.
2. Base processor micro-architecture.
3. Re-configurable block micro-architecture.
4. rASIP data flow and partitioning.
5. rASIP control flow and partitioning.
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Figure 4.21. Pre-fabrication rASIP design flow
These decisions are key to play the trade-off between the flexibility and the performance of the rASIP. For
example, the availability of local decoding inside the re-configurable block allows flexibility in adding custom
instructions. On the other hand, the decoder structure, being irregular in nature, adds to the interconnect cost and
power budget of the re-configurable block. The decisions taken during the pre-fabrication design flow constrain
the optimization benefits (or in other words, the design space) achievable during the post-fabrication design. For
example, the interface between the fixed processor part and the re-configurable block is decided during the pre-
fabrication flow. This decision cannot be altered once the processor is fabricated.
4.3.2 Post-fabrication Design Flow
The post-fabrication rASIP design flow is shown in figure 4.22. In this phase, the rASIP is already fabricated.
Due to this, several parts of the design cannot be altered (labelled dark). The major design decision, which needs to
be taken, is the selection and synthesis of custom instructions to reduce the application runtime. Consequently, the
custom instructions need to be mapped, placed and routed on the coarse-grained FPGA.
Several custom instruction synthesis tools and algorithms have been proposed in the literature [145] [98]. In the
proposed flow, the custom instruction synthesis tool (ISEGen) presented in [163] is used. This tool is able to accept
generic interface constraints and produce custom instructions in LISA description format. Apart from that, manual
custom instruction modelling is also possible via LISA description. During the custom instruction selection, several
hard design constraints must be maintained. Those are listed below:
• The special-purpose or custom instructions must not violate the existing interface between re-configurable
block and the base processor. Actually, the custom instruction synthesis tool used in the presented flow
accepts this interface as an input constraint. Even after that, during the RTL synthesis phase, the fabricated
interface is matched with the new generated interface.
• The additional number of instructions must not exceed the number allowed by the free coding space available.
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Figure 4.22. Post-fabrication rASIP design flow
• The overall area of the newly designed custom data path should be within the area budget of the existing
re-configurable block.
In the post-fabrication design flow, ISEGen generates the custom instructions with potentially high speed-up.
The calls to these custom instructions are embedded in the application. The behavior of the custom instructions
are generated in form of LISA operations, which can be directly plugged in to the existing LISA model. The
software tool suite for the modified rASIP description is generated automatically. The re-configurable block, as in
pre-fabrication flow, is subjected to the FPGA mapping, placement and routing flow.
4.4 Synopsis
• The rASIP design space is enormous. It consists of several overlapping sub-spaces namely, base processor
architecture, re-configurable block architecture and the processor-re-configurable block interface.
• The design space is captured by extending ADLs. An independent description format for the FPGA structure
is presented.
• The rASIP design flow is organized into two sequential phases namely, pre-fabrication and post-fabrication
phase. A language-based design flow is proposed for both phases.
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Pre-fabrication Design Space Exploration
The difficulty in life is the choice.
George Moore, Novelist, 1852 – 1933
The continued performance benefits of the target rASIP architecture, as it will be eyeing a longer time-in-market,
is largely dictated by the quality of the pre-fabrication design space exploration. Conceptually, the pre-fabrication
design decisions limit the designer with the configurability and the flexibility available in the rASIP. The post-
fabrication design enhancements try to excel within these preset limitations. What makes the processor design
space exploration in general more difficult than, say an ASIC design, is the lack of definite parameters to quantize
flexibility. For rASIPs, in addition, the configurability needs to be taken into account. These makes the task of
pre-fabrication design space exploration more challenging and, when it is done with care, more rewarding.
In this chapter, a generic pre-fabrication design space exploration methodology for rASIP is proposed. The
methodology is first described with the aid of a figure (see figure 5.1). Following that, the pre-fabrication design
decisions are categorized. The application characterization is the key to the design judgements. An outline of the
facets of such characterization is presented here. Later on, the LISA language support specifically for the pre-
fabrication design space exploration as well as the additional exploration tools are explained in detail.
Figure 5.1 shows the pre-fabrication exploration loop for rASIP. The exploration starts from the application(s)
described in a high-level language, typically C. On the basis of static and/or dynamic profiling of the application
as well as the designer’s knowledge the initial rASIP model is written. From the rASIP description, the software
tools (e.g. Compiler, Assembler, Profiler, Instruction-set simulator) are automatically derived. These software tools
are useful in providing an early estimation of the application-architecture performance. Simultaneously, a part of
the rASIP description is devoted for the FPGA. A priori to that, it is necessary to partition the rASIP in the base
processor and the FPGA part. This is essentially a question of future flexibility. Once important part of that is in
which part of the complete ISA, the re-configurable instructions will be placed. Coding Leakage Explorer is the
tool to aid the designer in that respect. Once the partitioning is done, the chosen instructions of the processor can
be mapped to the FPGA description via the DFG generator and the automatic Mapping-Placement-Routing tool.
As a result of these phases, a high-level estimate of the FPGA area utilization and critical path can be obtained.
These profiling results can be useful to tune the FPGA description, the application or the base processor-FPGA
partitioning. Although the FPGA exploration can be suitably done in the pre-fabrication exploration phase, due
to its close connection with the pre-fabrication implementation flow the details of FPGA exploration are presented
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Figure 5.1. Pre-fabrication Design Space Exploration
in the following chapter dealing with pre-fabrication implementation. Evidently, the implementation phase can be
considered as a more detailed exploration phase, if the designer wishes so. The exploration feedback path indicated
by the red line in figure 5.1 shows only a part of the complete exploration. For example, a more accurate estimation
of the critical path can be obtained by performing HDL generation and subsequent logic synthesis tools. Of course,
these can be included in a more detailed exploration loop.
Figure 5.1 shows the points where a manual intervention is necessary to interpret the results and take the course of
actions for reaching the optimal design point. The complete exploration tool-suite is used for aiding an experienced
designer to make the process of alteration and estimation faster.
5.1 Pre-fabrication Design Decisions
The architectural decisions need to be taken in the pre-fabrication phase of rASIP design are enumerated in the
following. In specific cases, the language extensions or tooling useful to make the decisions are mentioned.
The Base Processor Architecture The different possible (RISC, VLIW) architectures of base processor need to be
weighed to select the most suitable one.
The FPGA Architecture The architectural topology, basic logic elements and interconnect structure of the FPGA
needs to be decided. This is specifically aided by the language extension of FPGA description and the FPGA
Mapping-Placement-Routing tool.
The rASIP Architecture The rASIP architecture organization needs to be decided, which involves extra design
space than covered by the base processor architecture alone. For example, the FPGA block can be located
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along-the-flow or across-the-flow of the base processor architecture. In case of pipelined base processor
architecture, the stage-wise synchronization with the FPGA must also be decided.
Partitioning of the Processor and the FPGA For the sake of reserving future flexibility and exploiting FPGA
computational density, a part of the processor is mapped to FPGA. With the aid of LISA language element
RECONFIGURABLE, this can be done.
Partitioning of the ISA between the Processor and the FPGA The custom instructions targeted for FPGA need
to be allocated to one or more branches of the complete ISA. Using the LISA keyword FULLGROUP and the
tool Coding Leakage Explorer, this can be performed.
Partitioning of the Clock Domain In case the FPGA achieves a slower clock frequency compared to the base
processor clock and a multi-clock design is intended, the LISA keyword LATENCY can be used.
Storage Elements for the FPGA and the Processor This decision is crucial considering a lot of early rASIP de-
signs have struggled to alleviate the data bandwidth issue for FPGA-processor communication. The design
decisions involve storage element allocation for the base processor, storage element allocation for the FPGA
as well as the organization of the data transfer between the processor and the FPGA. In cases, the communi-
cation may be unnecessary due to overlapping storage allocation.
5.2 Application Characterization
The preliminary and probably the most important phase of any architecture exploration is to develop a clear
understanding of the application(s). In the following the chief characteristics of the application, which need to be
looked out for, are outlined. The corresponding tools which are used in the proposed design flow are mentioned.
The tools for application characterization have not been developed in the scope of current work. State-of-the-art
tools are used instead. It is also important to appreciate that not all the characteristics of application are revealed
by simply subjecting those to a tool. In the following, a classification is thus proposed. In any case, the application
characteristics can not be directly (or automatically) inferred to make a design decision. This is more since, the
design space is complex and interrelated between various choices.
5.2.1 Quantifiable Characteristics
In the first category, there are are quantifiable characteristics. These characteristics are already apparent in a host-
based profiling environment. When subjected to the target architectural settings, these characteristics are more and
more evident. More notably, these aspects of an application can be definitely quantified. As a result, the quantifiable
characteristics can be tracked early in the design flow.
• Execution Hot-spot : Host-based as well as target-based profiling reveals the applications’ most frequently
executed part (referred as hot-spot). The application hot-spot is usually the ideal candidate for being mapped
to an accelerator outside the base processor. In case of rASIP, an FPGA block acts like an accelerator. For this
reason, hot-spots with highly parallel, data-intensive operations are preferred compared to control-intensive
blocks. The hot-spot can be further sub-divided into a block of special-purpose custom instructions. In the
proposed pre-fabrication exploration phase, host-based profiling with gcc gprof [66], intermediate profiling
with µProfiler [104] as well as the target-based profiling environment of LISA are used.
• Memory Access Pattern : The storage system e.g. the register file architecture and the memory architecture
of the rASIP strongly influences the application performance. The data access pattern of an application can
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be studied beforehand to avoid erroneous decisions. With the aid of µProfiler [103], memory access of an
application can be profiled. The memory access from especially the hot-spots can be determined to model the
ideal storage element access from the FPGA.
5.2.2 Non-quantifiable Characteristics
Non-quantifiable characteristics are more elusive to the early-stage estimation methods. In some cases, it can-
not be subjected to any automated estimation at all. There, the designer’s understanding of the application and
architecture can serve the best. However, the effect of poor understanding of these non-quantifiable application
characteristics are definitely visible in the implemented design via execution speed, power consumption and area.
Another point to be noted is, that the non-quantifiable characteristics can be hardly studied via the results of host-
based profiling.
• Programmability Requirement : The key advantage of a processor is its programmability. This comes via
the composition of the instruction-set. For an ASIP, the instruction-set is more specialized than say, a general
purpose processor. With more specialization faster application runtime is achieved. At the same time, this
limits the ability of the processor to be adapted for a different application. It is a difficult task to identify the
right set of instructions, which provides good performance over a range of applications. Considering the target
set of applications decreasing for more and more specialized processing elements, the achieved performance
can be conceptualized in the following figure 5.2. Here, the programmability is attempted to be quantified
by mapping the system components across a range of applications with corresponding runtime performance
benefits. For the sake of simplicity, the area and power performance are not presented. While the General
Purpose Processor (GPP) delivers a basic performance over a wide range of applications, the ASIPs cover
a smaller set of applications and deliver a much better performance. Therefore, it requires (as shown in the
figure) larger number of ASIPs to cover the application range typically covered by a GPP.
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Figure 5.2. Performance of a System Component over an Application Range
On other hand, the FPGAs, due to its computational density advantage provides good runtime performance
especially for data-driven applications. Moreover, the configurability advantage allow the same FPGA to be
used for a wide range of applications, thereby making it quite general purpose in nature. Understandably,
target-specific coarse-grained FPGAs fare even better in terms of runtime performance. In an effort to quan-
tify, the flexibility aspect of processors can be directly attributed to the range of varying applications it is
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capable of executing. Also, the term programmability can be associated with the ease of re-programming
the system component when mapping a different application on to it. This is suggested in [69]. This aspect
partly depends on the modelling environment and associated tool-support. Nevertheless, to perform physical
optimization of ICs, one needs to deal with much more information than to program an ASIP in high-level
language. Thus, the programmability can be associated with the complexity of input description format for a
given processor/system implementation e.g. in terms of number of lines.
• Configurability Requirement : A characteristic, difficult to estimate and base decisions upon, is configura-
bility. With FPGAs and rASIPs the architecture being equipped with configurability, those can sustain the
performance over a range of applications by changes in the hardware as well as the ISA. Configurability can
benefit the design by two ways. Firstly, the configurability can be used to deliver high performance across a
range of applications. Secondly, the configurability can be reserved for future enhancements or changes of
the application. By the first case, the configurability can increase the range of applications without sacrificing
the performance benefits. In the second case, the configurability can ensure a longer time-in-market for the
architecture. To estimate the requirement of configurability as far as the range of applications is concerned,
one can continue like estimating programmability or flexibility. The configurability requirement down the
evolutionary line of say, a baseband signal processing algorithm, is best envisioned by the application de-
veloper. Alternatively, the history of evolution for the same application can be studied to predict the future
requirements.
• Processor Datapath, FPGA Operator Requirement : The custom instructions identified from the applica-
tion hot-spot need to be specialized enough to give performance boost. This can be manually or automatically
[97] [163] identified. The criteria for being a custom instruction can be related to the size, input-output and/or
memory accesses from the basic block of the application. On the other hand, the specialization based on
these criteria also often prevents the custom instruction to be used repeatedly for the same application or for
other applications. In a typical case of engineering trade-off, the designer has to strike a balance between
the performance goals and the specialization. The generality of the custom instructions can be estimated via
the repeat occurrences of the same custom instruction across the application. Once the custom instruction set
is determined, it can be further decomposed to identify the key operators to be implemented as FPGA basic
blocks. There again, if the operators are implemented separately with the possibility of internal routing, it
might increase the generality of combining those together but, at the cost of less performance. This is evident
from the rise of coarse-grained FPGAs [189] [190] [129]. An approach for formally identifying the FPGA
operators have been presented at [107].
• Parallelism Requirement : Contrary to the simple correlation of large basic block yielding lower application
runtime, the application may need to have explicit parallelism for achieving the same. The call for paral-
lelism can be block-level, instruction-level, word-level or even finer depending on the target architecture. A
sophisticated target-specific C compiler is often capable of extracting a large amount of parallelism exist-
ing in the application. Typically this is done via C-level optimization techniques and dependency analysis.
However, without the target architecture defined, it is difficult to identify the parallelism or to estimate how
much parallelism is enough to achieve the performance goals. In most cases, the application developers are
the best persons to scan through the application manually for identifying parallelism. According to that, the
architecture can be designed.
The decision-making steps in the pre-fabrication, as explained in the previous paragraphs, are shown graphically
in the figure 5.3. The application analysis tools for host-based simulation [66] and for intermediate-level profiling,
custom instruction synthesis [104] [163] are taken from state-of-the-art existing tools. For target-based simulation,
rASIP-based software tool-suite is automatically derived from the rASIP model. For ISA partitioning, coding
leakage explorer is developed. The tools modified or developed within the scope of this work are marked in red
color. In the following sections, the algorithms and technology behind these tools are discussed.
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Figure 5.3. Decision-making via Application Characterization
5.3 Software Tool-suite Generation for rASIP
The software tool s required for design space exploration of a rASIP are the following.
1. C Compiler
2. Assembler and Disassembler
3. Linker and Loader
4. Profiler
5. Instruction-set Simulator (with different levels of abstraction)
For a rASIP the ISA is still viewed as unified as a processor. For this reason, the software tools like, C-compiler,
assembler, disassembler, linker, loader and profiler does not require any specific modification. The LISA-based
automated software tool generation is directly used. The technology involved in these generation are elaborately
covered in [10].
More specifically, the structural partitioning required for rASIP design does not influence these software tools
except the Instruction-set Simulator (ISS). The required changes in the basic ISS generation flow for adapting to
rASIP exploration framework are discussed in the following sub-section 5.3.1. The repeated partitioning of the ISA
and plugging in of new composite custom instructions also require the C Compiler to be updated quite frequently.
In order to reduce the design time, the compiler generation is done incrementally with the help of special features
in the C compiler generator. These are discussed in the sub-section 5.3.2.
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5.3.1 ISS Generation for rASIP
The instruction-set simulator for the processor provides a way to perform the architecture-application co-
exploration without having the final processor implementation in place. From the ISA description of the processor
(in LISA), the instruction-set simulator can be automatically generated as a binary. This instruction-set simulator
can then run on the host machine. The application can be compiled, assembled, linked and loaded on this simu-
lator environment. Since the application is running on a simulator environment, it is slower in comparison to the
host simulation. To accelerate the simulation speed, the ISS can be run on different levels of abstraction namely,
instruction-accurate, cycle-accurate and phase-accurate.
For an instruction-accurate simulator, the abstraction-level is highest as well as the speed of simulation. There,
the simulator mimics the processor as a first-in-first-out buffer with every instruction entering the buffer, executing
it and exiting the buffer. No two instructions can be simultaneously operating in a simple-scalar, non-VLIW mode.
Clearly, the structural partitioning of rASIP does not affect the instruction-accurate ISS. For a cycle-accurate ISS,
the instruction is composed of several cycles. The behavior and state of the entire processor is updated after every
cycle. Therefore, more than one instruction can executing in this ISS, as in typical pipelined processors. For a
phase-accurate ISS, even processor state within a cycle can be tracked. That is needed, for example, in case of
interrupt execution. For both the cycle-accurate and phase-accurate mode of ISS, the structural partitioning of
rASIP may dictate that a group of instructions (or their parts) are executing on a different hardware component,
namely the FPGA. Under such circumstances, it might be required that the FPGA is simulating under a slower
clock cycle compared to the faster clock of the base processor. Note that, this is required since the FPGA synthesis,
for the same design and technology scale, yields longer critical path compared to the ASIC synthesis (applied to
the base processor). A simpler solution to this problem would be to employ multi-cycle instructions, where until
the completion of the instruction in one stage of the pipeline the rest of the data flow needs to be stalled. However,
this is not the most general case. It is possible, for example, to have the base processor instructions executing
independent of the completion of the instructions running on the FPGA part. In a single-threaded processor special
extensions need to be done in order to have the most general case of execution. This is what actually is attempted in
the following modification.
For the ISS generation with multiple clock domains, specific extensions to the ISS generation flow is performed.
In particular we have dealt with the case, where the FPGA clock is slow by an integral factor η compared to the base
processor clock. The factor η is denoted by latency in the discussion henceforth. In the following paragraphs, first,
the working principle of cycle-accurate ISS is explained. Then, the extensions for ISS with latency is elaborated.
Finally, the modifications in the tool-flow for achieving this are outlined.
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Figure 5.4. Cycle-accurate Simulation via LISA Activation
Working Principle of Cycle-accurate ISS : The cycle-by-cycle simulation of LISA operations in an instruction
is controlled by the LISA keyword activation. For every operation to be executed, it needs an activation from
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a parent operation. Once the operation is activated, it is scheduled to be executed. The operation is finally executed
when the execution thread comes to the pipeline stage, where the operation is located. This is explained using the
figure 5.4. As can be observed in the figure 5.4, the instruction A is composed of a series of LISA operations termed
opA 1 to opA 5. The chain of every operation is initially triggered by the special main operation in LISA. In the
given case, opA 2 belongs to pipeline stage 2, opA 4 belongs to pipeline stage 3 and opA 5 belongs to pipeline
stage 4. Although opA 2 activates both opA 4 and opA 5 simultaneously, their actual execution is delayed until the
corresponding pipeline stage. It must be remembered that the activations are coupled with decoding, too. In this
case, it is avoided to stress on the activation issue only.
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Figure 5.5. Principle of LISA-based ISS generation
The implementation of the ISS to achieve the activation timing is explained using the figure 5.5. There, as can
be seen, an activation data-structure is maintained for each pipeline stage. The activation data-structure again is a
set of array, with each array element corresponding to one pipeline stage. Therefore, for n pipeline stages we have
altogether n2 arrays. The complete activation data-structure for each pipeline stage is shifted every clock cycle in
the direction of data flow. At each cycle, two major operations are performed on the activation data structure. Firstly,
the activations emerging from the current stage is checked. All these activations are scheduled i.e. loaded in the
corresponding stage of the current activation data-structure. Here, for example it is shown that the opA 1 schedules
opA 2 and opA 3 in the stage 2 and stage 3 array of the activation data-structure in the n-th cycle. Now, at the
beginning of the (n+1)-th cycle the whole activation data-structure from stage 1 is copied to the activation data-
structure of the stage 2. At stage 2, it is found that the array corresponding to stage 2 contains an entry (basically
opA 2). Thus, this entry is executed.
Extensions for Latency in Cycle-accurate ISS : The extension done to the ISS for accommodating latency is
graphically shown in the figure 5.6. For each pipeline stage of the rASIP, an additional singular array is constructed.
This array transfers the entry from the activation data-structure, when an operation with latency is encountered in
the current pipeline stage of the activation data-structure. At the same time, the latency counter is decremented
by 1. This additional latency data-structure is not shifted like the activation data-structure. This simply keeps on
decrementing the current members until the counter becomes zero for an entry. At that moment, it is executed. There
are two important points to note here. Firstly, the operations, which are activated from an operation with latency
is also considered to have a latency. Therefore instead of simply getting scheduled in regular ISS, it is scheduled
with the same latency as its parent operation. Secondly, with this ISS organization the operation with a latency is
actually executed in a single cycle. However, the activation is delayed until a point where it reaches a zero latency
count. In hardware implementation, an operation with latency demands that its input operands remain stable during
the complete duration of execution. Similarly in the simulation, it is imperative for the designer to guarantee the
stability of the input operands. Note that, unlike blocking multi-cycle operations in ISS, this organization is non-
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Figure 5.6. Extending ISS with Latency
blocking in nature. This allows parallel execution of base processor operations when the FPGA-based instruction is
busy due to higher latency.
Modifications in the ISS Generation Tool Flow : In the figure with ISS generation tool-flow (figure 5.7), the
modified parts of the tool-flow are shown. The LISA language is extended with the keyword latency. Latency is
declared within a LISA operation with an integer value. This modified LISA description is parsed. The pipeline
stages for which operations contain latency are marked in the LISA internal data structure. Accordingly, extra
array-type data-structures for storing latency are created in the generated ISS.
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Figure 5.7. ISS Generation Tool Flow
5.3.2 C Compiler Generation for rASIP
To enable fast design space exploration the availability of a High-Level Language (HLL) compilation flow is
extremely important. It contributes to the design efficiency by firstly, allowing quick change in the application
without slow, error-prone changes in the assembly code. Secondly, with the HLL compilation flow legacy software
applications usually written in a high-level language can be easily targeted to the current processor. In the proposed
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rASIP design space exploration flow the re-targetable C compiler generator from LISA is used extensively. Since the
rASIP description is an extension of LISA, the compiler generation flow can be integrated without any modifications.
The re-targetable compiler generation flow from LISA is based on a modular compiler development approach. The
phases of compiler (typically referred as front-end), which are machine-independent are written only once. The
machine-dependent back-ends of compiler are composed of several modules as shown in the following figure 5.8.
For a clear understanding, the tasks of the various back-end modules in a compilation flow is briefly mentioned here.
Instruction Selection The input of an instruction selector is the IR representation of the application source code.
The IR representation is typically in form of a syntax tree. In the instruction selection phase the syntax tree
is covered by available machine instructions. Typically this is done via tree-pattern matching in a dynamic
programming framework.
Register Allocation The intermediate variables used in the assembly instructions must be associated with the avail-
able physical registers of a processor. This is precisely the task of a register allocator. Typically, the register
allocation is done analyzing the liveness analysis of each variable, building an interference graph from that
and then performing bounded graph coloring [112]. In case of number of live variables exceeding the storage
limit of physical registers, the data is temporarily stored into data memory. This event is referred as spilling.
Scheduling In the scheduling phase, the compiler must decide the order at which the processor instructions are to
be executed. In case of multi-issue processors, the scheduler also needs to check the possibility of fine-grained
instruction level parallelism and perform necessary code compaction. For deciding on the execution order,
the scheduler checks on the data-dependency between different processor instructions as well as structural
hazards. On the basis of the dependencies, the instructions can be rendered as nodes in a DAG with the
dependencies as edges. The basic scheduling algorithms operate by selecting the nodes with no dependent
predecessors one by one. The quality of scheduling can be strongly improved by scheduling instructions
across basic blocks or by increasing the size of basic blocks by other optimization techniques.
Code Emission The code emitter simply prints the results of the previous phases in form of machine-level assembly
code.
Using LISA compiler generator, the machine-dependent back-end modules can be easily re-targeted to the processor
under development. As also depicted in the figure 5.8, the compiler back-end is automatically generated from a
back-end description for a typical re-targetable compiler. In LISA, these back-end descriptions are either extracted
automatically or entered manually by the designer via a Graphical User Interface (GUI).
Re-targeting the Compiler for Instructions with Latency : Here we limit our discussion within the specific
features of the LISA-based compiler generator, which aids the designer to re-target the compiler after enhancing the
processor with instruction-set extensions containing latency. Inquisitive reader may refer to [95] [117] [144] for a
detailed study on compiler generation for the complete ISA.
After the instruction-set is extended with a custom instruction, the compiler must be extended to cover the fol-
lowing aspects. Firstly, the compiler back-end named instruction selector must be made aware of this new custom
instruction by introducing this custom instruction to it. Secondly, the register usage of the custom instruction must
be made explicit to help the register allocator distribute the register resources among the processor instructions.
Finally, the dependencies of the custom instruction with the other processor instructions need to be outlined for
properly scheduling the machine instructions. For re-targeting the C compiler based on new custom instructions,
a complete re-generation of compiler back-end is un-necessary. An incremental flow on top of this re-targetable
framework would be fast helping the designer to speed-up the design space exploration. Exactly, this is achieved by
using inline assembly functions calls to directly call assembly statements from the C application.
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Figure 5.8. Compiler Flow
The inline assembly call defines the usage of arguments, and the custom instruction syntax itself. Within the
C application, the custom instructions are called like normal function calls, which are replaced by inline assembly
functions’ assembly syntax portion during compilation.
asm unsigned short bitrev(unsigned short addr,
unsigned short n_bit_rev){
@[
.barrier
.scratch temp
.restrict temp:reg_idx<r3>
]
.packs “@{temp} = bit_rev @{addr} @{n_bit_rev};”,1
.packs “@{} = @{temp};”,2
}
Figure 5.9. Inline Assembly
An inline assembly function as well as its usage is shown in the figure 5.9. This function is used to perform a
special operation named bit reversal in the re-configurable block. The inline assembly function is composed of two
parts namely, the directives and the syntax. The arguments passed in the inline assembly call can be of definite
value or a variable. For variables to be used locally within this inline assembly function, those can be declared
using .scratch directive. In case it is variable, the target register resource(s) of this variable can be specified by
.restrict directive. The exact syntax to be used for the inline assembly function during compilation is described
following the inline assembly directives within .packs keyword. The return value of this function can be specified,
as indicated, by @ directive inside the in inline assembly syntax.
Connecting the inline assembly functions to the re-targeting of compiler back-ends, it can be observed that by
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specifying the exact assembly syntax in the C code the necessity of extending the instruction selector is completely
avoided. The inline assembly directives such as .scratch and .restrict is accounts for the back-end descrip-
tion used in the register allocation phase. The scheduling phase actually requires a little more elaborate information
updating than only passing the directives. First of all, the inline assembly function call can be attributed with
.barrier directive. This ensures that during the IR-based optimization phase, the inline-d assembly instructions
are not moved across basic blocks. The delay of producing the results for instructions in the FPGA can be ac-
counted by two ways. Firstly, the custom instruction syntax can be extended by no operation instructions (NOPs).
This prevents any meaningful instruction to be issued as long as the custom instruction is executing. Of course this
yields a pessimistic schedule. A more sophisticated approach is to update the latency table in the compiler back-end
description. A latency table (as shown in the figure 5.10), a typical data-structure for generating the scheduler,
contains the dependencies of various instructions (or classes of instructions). The latency table is arranged in a two-
dimensional matrix. The rows of this matrix consist of all processor instruction (or classes of instructions) which
writes to a resource, referred as producers. The columns of this matrix consist of all processor instruction (or classes
of instructions) which reads from a resource, referred as consumers. With the new custom instructions, the latency
table can be extended with new entries in the rows and/or columns. Following that, the dependencies (RAW, WAW
and WAR) for each pair of instructions are to be updated in the latency table. Note that, the producer and consumer
identification (P4, C7) as well as the resources produced (resource R, written at cycle 2) and consumed (resource R,
read at cycle 0) by the custom instructions are specified by the .packs directive in the inline assembly function.
2112P2
1012P3
......
latencyP4
0121P1
C4C3C2C1
asm unsigned short bitrev(unsigned short addr,
unsigned short n_bit_rev){
@[
.barrier
.scratch temp
.restrict temp:reg_idx<r3>
]
.packs “CI;P4;C7;T7;",1
.packs “R:(r,0);R:(w,2); ",2
.packs “@{temp} = bit_rev @{addr} @{n_bit_rev};”,3
.packs “@{} = @{temp};”,4
}
Consumer
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Figure 5.10. Inline Assembly with Latency
5.4 Partitioning the ISA : Coding Leakage Exploration
By performing coding leakage exploration, the coding contribution of different LISA operations are analyzed,
explicitly marking the free coding space. This free coding space is termed as coding leakage. The higher the
coding leakage of a particular group of instructions, the more number of special instructions it can accommodate.
Thus, coding leakage plays an important role in partially re-configurable processors. Especially when the par-
tially re-configurable processor is not defined with a fixed number of possible custom instructions (making it fully
instruction-extensible), then it is important to reserve a coding branch for the custom instruction extensions such
that in post-fabrication mode designer is able to model a large number of custom instructions. This is depicted
in the following figure 5.11. In the figure, a part of coding tree can be observed. The coding contribution of the
groups and the instructions are shown in binary format. From this coding tree, the coding leakage can be easily
computed. Therefrom it can be deduced that if a custom instruction is added to different branches of this coding
tree, the available number of possible encodings differ. The highest coding availability is obviously at the root of
this simple coding tree with 8 free op-codes. In practice, however, the designer may find it more suitable to group
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the custom instructions with similar operations. That allows to organize the data flow among the chain of operations
as well as across the pipeline stages. By adding the custom instructions to the similar operations’ group, the effort
to re-target the compiler can also be minimized. On the other hand, for complex coding tree it is extremely difficult
to scrutinize every operation’s coding contribution and determine free op-codes in a given branch. The stand-alone
tool named coding leakage explorer does exactly that. In the following paragraphs, the working principle and the
algorithms involved in the tool are discussed.
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Figure 5.11. Basic Concept of Coding Leakage
Instruction Grammar File : As a starting point, the coding leakage explorer needs to obtain the detailed coding
hierarchy of the ISA. That is automatically generated by parsing the LISA description and stored in form of an
instruction grammar file. The grammar file represents the instruction set in the Backus-Naur Form (also referred as
PaniniBackus Form). Table 5.1 shows an exemplary instruction grammar. For this example, the instruction word
width is 16 bit and there are 16 available registers indexed by src reg and dst reg. Don’t cares are represented
by the symbol x. Note that, this instruction grammar is essentially an instruction coding tree represented in another
form.
insn : add dst reg src reg src reg ‖ sub dst reg src reg src reg
‖ ld dst reg imm ‖ jmp cond reg imm
‖ nop
add : 0001
sub : 0010
jmp : 0011
ld : 10
src reg : xxxx
dst reg : xxxx
cond reg : xx
imm : xx xxxx xxxx
nop : 01xx 0000 0000 xxxx
Table 5.1. Exemplary Instruction Grammar
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Formally, the instruction grammar can be defined as following.
• Terminal (T): It is either ’0’ or ’1’ or ’x’ (don’t care).
• Non-Terminal (NT): Syntactic variables that denote the sets of strings. (containing terminals and/or non-
terminals).
• Production (S) : P : α1α2...αn, where αi ∈ NT \ {P} or αi ∈ T , P ∈ NT , ∀i ∈ N , where N is set of
positive integers. In this context, we define P as the Producer.
• Rule: A set of productions (S) having the same producer P . Formally, S = {Si | Pi = P , ∀i ∈ N},
where Si → Pi : α1α2...αn
With the grammar file, the coding hierarchy of the LISA operations is explicitly presented. For each instruction
containing a chain of LISA operations the information about op-codes and operands including their position and
bit-width can be obtained.
Data-structure for Coding Leakage Exploration : The algorithm for determining coding leakage requires an
efficient data-structure for storing the coding tree. The coding data-structure is a DAG with the nodes indicating the
non-terminals and terminals of the instruction grammar. The edges of the DAG can be of two type e.g. vertical edges
(v egdes) and horizontal edges (h edges). Both kinds of edges are associated with the producer non-terminals and
their rules. From a producer non-terminal, the concatenated productions are connected via h edges. The produc-
tions, which are separated by | symbol thereby indicating alternative possible rules, are connected with the producer
via v edges. While there can be multiple vertical children of a given node, there can be only one horizontal child
for each of it. The data-structure is populated by parsing the instruction grammar file.
Coding Leakage Representation : Irreducible Form : The free coding space i.e. leakage is all possible
combinations other than the encoding bits which are assigned to the existing LISA operations. This can be obtained
in a store and compare fashion. Lets suppose operation A has opcode 0000 and its the only opcode used in this 4 bit
location of instruction. Therefore all the possible available coding combinations i.e. 0001, 0010, 0011, ....., 1111
are the leakage in that local branch (GroupA→ GroupB→ OpA). This local leakage is then compared with other
branches i.e (GroupA→ GroupB→ OpB),(GroupA→ GroupC→ OpC) and (GroupA→ GroupC→ OpD) to
check either they are actually free coding leakage or not. This leakage is initially determined for each branch of the
instruction tree and then propagated over the complete instruction set. This procedure is shown in the figure 5.12.
As it can be observed here that if there are n bits allocated for the opcode of a certain operation in LISA, there
can be maximum (2n − 1) possibilities of free coding space. This huge number of possibilities need to be matched
against other coding branches to obtain the final coding leakage. To improve the storage and execution efficiency
of coding leakage exploration, a compact form of expressing the leakage is introduced. This is shown in the figure
5.12. There, in addition to 0 and 1 bits of a coding sequence, don’t care bits are also used. The algorithm to
obtain the compact form representation from a given coding sequence is straightforward. First, one needs to invert
the first bit of a given sequence followed by all don’t cares. Then, the second bit of the original sequence needs
to be inverted while first bit remains same as in the original. These two bits are to be followed by don’t cares.
Similarly, this process can be repeated by maintaining the original bits of a given sequence, inverting the original
bit at one location followed by don’t cares until the last bit is inverted to produce a new sequence. With this form of
representation, only n bit-vectors are required instead of (2n − 1). The data-structure used for such representation
is simply a list of strings, referred as Leakage henceforth.
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Figure 5.12. Determination of Coding Leakage and Irreducible Form Representation
5.4.1 Coding Leakage Determination Algorithm
The pseudo-code of the algorithm for determining coding leakage on the basis of the above-mentioned data-
structure is given in the algorithm 5.1. The input to the function Find Coding Leakage is a particular node,
which marks the beginning of a branch. Using this function, the leakage for the coding branch below this node is
obtained. Leakage is defined here as a list of coding strings. Each of these strings consists of an array of elements
from the set 0, 1, x. The function first calls each vertical children of the current node, obtains their corresponding
leakages and concatenates those leakages. The same method is repeated for the horizontal children of the current
node. The concatenation of leakages for vertical and horizontal children are treated in unique ways, which are
discussed in the following paragraphs. Note that, this is not the leakage of the node when the parent and sibling
nodes of this branch are taken into account. For obtaining that, first the coding leakage for the root node of a DAG
is determined. Following that, the leakage is propagated below to each branch of the DAG. During the leakage
propagation, the local leakage of a node is compared against the global leakage of the root node. The elements
of local leakage, which are also present in the global leakage are marked as global leakage for the current node.
Alternatively, this can be termed as the global leakage within the scope of the current node. From a designer’s
perspective, this is the leakage of a node.
Concatenation of Coding Leakage for Horizontal Siblings : The concatenation of coding leakage of horizontal
siblings of a given node is straightforward since the nodes involved in the function are working on disjoint locations
of coding. The algorithm first determines the present coding by subtracting leakage coding from all possible codings
within the scope of the current node. In practice, a parallel data-structure is maintained for present coding, which is
propagated along with the coding leakage to save computation time. Once this is performed for both of the nodes,
first the leakage coding of both the nodes are joined by plain string concatenation. Then the alternate present and
leakage combinations are joined by string concatenation to be appended to the overall coding leakage. The pseudo
algorithm is presented in algorithm 5.2. Note that, the present coding as well as leakage coding are stored in the
irreducible form.
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Algorithm 5.1: Pseudo Code of the Function Find Coding Leakage
Input: node
Result: Leakage
begin
Leakage curr Leakage = ∅;
// Leakage Concatenation for Vertical Children
vchildnode = node→ Next V ertical Child ;
while vchildnode do
Concatenate Vertical(curr Leakage, Find Coding Leakage(vchildnode));
vchildnode = node→ Next V ertical Child;
// Leakage Concatenation for Horizontal Children
hchildnode = node→ Next Horizontal Child ;
while hchildnode do
Concatenate Horizontal(curr Leakage, Find Coding Leakage(hchildnode));
hchildnode = hchildnode → Next V ertical Child;
end
Algorithm 5.2: Pseudo Code of the Function Concatenate Horizontal
Input: curr Leakage, hchildnode Leakage
Result: curr Leakage
begin
Leakage curr Present = curr Leakage;
Leakage hchildnode Present = hchildnode Leakage;
curr Leakage = ∅;
curr Leakage.append(curr Leakage.concat(hchildnode Leakage));
curr Leakage.append(curr Present.concat(hchildnode Leakage));
curr Leakage.append(curr Leakage.concat(hchildnode Present));
end
Concatenation of Coding Leakage for Vertical Siblings : The concatenation of coding leakage for vertical
siblings of a given node is performed by repeatedly calling the function Concatenate Vertical, of which the pseudo
algorithm is given here (algorithm 5.3). As specified in the algorithm, for the first run of it, the coding leakage is
obtained by getting that of the first vertical child. This actually initiates a depth-first traversal until a terminal node
is met. For the subsequent runs, the present coding of the vertical sibling is subtracted from the coding leakage
gathered so far. Thus by repeatedly cleaning up the coding leakage taking vertical siblings into consideration the
global coding leakage within the scope of current node is obtained. The subtraction of present coding from the
coding leakage is done in two steps. In the first step, the irreducible form of coding leakage is compared with the
present coding of the given vertical sibling. Sometimes for performing comparison, the irreducible form needs to be
expanded by replacing x by 0, 1. This is done in the first step. In the second step, the actual comparison is done and
present codings from the sibling node is removed. It is important to note that, the coding leakage from the vertical
sibling need not be considered. This is already covered by the initial coding leakage of first vertical child as all
vertical children function on the same coding location.
The complete coding leakage determination procedure can be performed via a Graphical User Interface (GUI).
In addition to the determination of node-specific coding leakage, the user obtains additional information about the
position of the coding bits in complete instruction word for a given node. The designer also gets the information
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Algorithm 5.3: Pseudo Code of the Function Concatenate Vertical
Input: curr Leakage, vchildnode Leakage
Result: curr Leakage
begin
if curr Leakage == ∅ then
curr Leakage = vchildnode Leakage;
else
Leakage vchildnode Present = vchildnode Leakage;
// check if current leakage needs expansion
Compare And Expand(curr Leakage, vchildnode Present);
// remove present codings of sibling node
Compare And Remove(curr Leakage, vchildnode Present);
end
about the pipeline stage in which a given node belongs. With these tools, it is possible to check the coding leakage
of various instruction branches. Consequently, those encoding bits can be reserved for custom instructions and the
coding leakage can be studied again.
5.5 Synopsis
• The pre-fabrication exploration begins from identifying the application characteristics and modelling the pro-
cessor according to that.
• Traditional processor design tools need to be tailored for modelling rASIPs. The adaptation for ISS generation
is presented. The specific feature of retargetable C compiler, used for this work, is elaborated.
• To identify the proper placeholder for the re-configurable instructions in the rASIP ISA, a GUI-based tool is
developed. The tool identifies unused opcode bits in different branches of the ISA coding tree.
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Pre-fabrication Design Implementation
Form follows function.
Louis Henri Sullivan, Architect, 1856 - 1924
Pre-fabrication design implementation phase begins when the designer is satisfied with the outcome of the pre-
fabrication exploration (previous chapter) results. The results are procured by various tools e.g. the instruction-set
simulator, the FPGA mapper. The results indicate the performance of the application(s) when mapped to the target
rASIP. Surely, these results are obtained at a higher level of abstraction than the physical implementation level. For
this reason, the designer can perform exploration in a lower level of abstraction such as Register Transfer Level
(RTL). Thus, it must be noted, that the design implementation phase elaborated in the current chapter does not
preclude design exploration. It is possible to use more physically accurate results in order to re-design the processor
or to re-write the application. As in typical cost-accuracy trade-offs, the increased accuracy of design exploration
elongates the exploration phase itself. The RTL description marks the beginning of most standard commercial
tools [182][32][127], which allow an optimized flow till the fabrication. Therefore, it is till the generation of RTL
description, for which the tools and algorithms are developed in this book.
In the design implementation phase the rASIP requires several significant extensions compared to traditional
processor design flow. To do away with the arduous job of manual RTL description for the complete processor,
ADLs have proposed (semi-)automatic RTL code generation for quite some time [143] [141] [134] [171] [191].
The ADL LISA, used in the current work, not only contains a strong background of RTL code generation, but
also showed the automatically generated RTL code to outperform manually developed models by incorporating
high-level optimization techniques [48] [142] [3] [5].
In the current chapter, the basic LISA-based RTL code generation is first explained. Following that, the ex-
tension in the RTL code generation for partitioning the processor into a fixed part and a re-configurable part is
elaborated. The structural part in the LISA description consists of detailed FPGA specification, which is synthe-
sized to a structural RTL description. The details of this FPGA synthesis process are mentioned in this chapter.
Finally, the re-configurable part of the processor needs to be placed and routed on the FPGA. In the FPGA mapping
process, current state-of-the-art placement and routing algorithms from the domain of fine-grained FPGAs are used.
The algorithmic interfaces are modified to support a widely varying coarse-grained FPGA structural descriptions
and to allow a RTL simulation framework with the FPGA description captured at RTL. The entire process of pre-
fabrication rASIP implementation is synoptically captured in the following figure 6.1. As shown in the figure, the
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Intermediate Representation (IR) of the complete processor is partitioned before proceeding to the back-end. The
re-configurable part is passed on to the mapping phase and the fixed part is processed by the back-end to produce
RTL description in VHDL and Verilog. It must be noted that, it is also possible to pass the entire processor via the
back-end and generate a partitioned RTL description. There onwards, the designer can process the re-configurable
part’s RTL description using a commercial FPGA synthesis flow. The design flow presented in the figure 6.1 merely
suggests for the most inclusive implementation, where the FPGA itself is also designed. As shown in the figure that
it is possible, and often beneficial, to perform a more detailed design space exploration by obtaining the results from
RTL-to-gate synthesis and RTL simulation.
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Figure 6.1. Pre-fabrication rASIP Implementation
6.1 Base Processor Implementation
The process of generating the base processor from the ADL description can be divided into two phases namely,
the construction of the IR and the execution of language-specific back-ends. The optimization engines, too, play
an important role in generating efficient RTL description. Still, to maintain the focus of the current work the IR
definition, construction and the back-ends are only discussed here. Interested readers may refer to the [47] for a
detailed discussion on the optimization techniques employed.
6.1.1 IR Definition
The definition of the IR is aimed at combining benefits of high-level ADL description with the detailed infor-
mation available at RTL. In this section, the basic IR elements are first outlined. Following that, the semantical
information annotated to each of these elements are explained.
Here, the IR elements are defined formally.
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IR-process Each IR-process encapsulates hardware behavior, which is represented by either a Control Data Flow
Graph (CDFG) or a Data Flow Graph (DFG). A denotes the set of processes A = A1, A2, ..., ANA , which is
used to model the whole target architecture. The processes provide a functional abstraction of the architecture
on RTL. Given, the similarity of process functionality can be used to group them into even more generic
functional blocks, such as decoder or pipeline controller.
IR-unit IR-unit, an additional abstraction layer, is used for conveniently grouping one or more IR-processes of
similar functionality. A unit Ui is defined as set of processes Ui ⊂ A with ∪Nui=1Ui = A and ∀Ui, Uj ∈ U and
i 6= j - Ui ∩ Uj = ∅. U denotes the set of all IR-units.
IR-signal An IR-signal is a connection between processes and dedicated for communication. Information between
the processes is exchanged via these IR-signals. S denotes the set of signals required to model the target
architecture, with S = S1, S2, ..., SNS .
IR-path IR-signals required for exchange of information are grouped together in an IR-path. An IR-path Pi is
defined as a set of signals Pi ⊂ S with ∪Npi=1Pi = S and ∀Pi, Pj ∈ P and i 6= j - Pi ∩ Pj = ∅. P denotes the
set of all paths. For example, a simple assignment to a register array in LISA such as R[address]=data,
is represented in an HDL by three different signals. Those comprise data, address and enable flag indicating
the validity of the data and address values. An IR-path groups those signals modelling a particular transaction.
A functional abstraction of the architecture is defined by a multi-graph.
GIR: GIR is a directed multi-graph GIR = (U ,P). Here, the vertex set is U and the edge set is P . Typically, at
the RTL abstraction, a hierarchical model structure is provided by nested entities in VHDL (modules in Verilog).
Following this principle, the IR employs IR-entities to encapsulate the functionality provided by IR-units. An IR-
entity Ei is defined as set of IR-units with ∪NEi=1Ei = U . Finally, a hierarchical abstraction of the architecture is
defined by a tree TIR. TIR is defined as a directed tree TIR = (E , I). Here, the vertex set is E = E1, E2, ..., ENE .
I denotes the set of edges. A directed edge 〈Ei, Ej〉 represents the relation between Ei and Ej as in a parent-child
relation of HDL component instantiation.
IR Definition: The overall IR is defined by the functional abstraction GIR and the hierarchical abstraction TIR.
An example of the IR is depicted in figure 6.2 including entities, edges(dotted arrows), units, paths (solid lines)
and the processes included in an unit. To further classify the IR elements, to make the data-structure easily operable,
specific types of IR-units and IR-paths are derived. This is done by attaching special semantical information to
these elements. Table 6.1 contains an exemplary list of few types of IR elements. The types of entities, units and
paths have been chosen by implementing and evaluating several existing architectures. For example, the pattern
matcher unit is dedicated to recognize particular instruction bit pattern and to set the coding path accordingly. The
information provided by the coding path as well as run-time conditions are evaluated by the decoder unit to set
the correct control signals via the activation path. Those signals are, for example, utilized by the data path units.
Understandably, the IR-elements’ semantic types can be extended with new types.
6.1.2 IR Construction
The ADL-specific frontend constructs the IR from the information given in the ADL. Pieces of information,
which are directly extracted from the ADL model, are called explicit information. For maintaining high abstraction,
ADLs do not cover all the hardware details, as a fast architecture exploration is the primary goal. Therefore, the
missing information must be derived from common knowledge about processor design. The pieces of information
introduced in this manner are called implicit information. The proposed IR supports the usage of explicit and
implicit information in the hierarchical representation TIR as well as in the functional representation GIR. For
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Figure 6.2. IR Elements of a Processor
example, the LISA frontend uses a hierarchy template which instantiates the registers and memories entities within
the architecture entity (see figure 6.2). This fact allows various optimizations, as different templates may coexist,
each for a particular optimization. The construction of IR happens in the following phases as discussed below.
Structuring In the first step, called structuring, the directed tree TIR is instantiated. The different IR-entity types,
as from conventional processor design knowledge, are instantiated hierarchically by following the architecture
described using LISA. The entity structure is equivalent to the structure of the final hardware model on RTL
generated by the back-ends.
Mapping In the second step, the information given in the ADL is mapped onto the functional representation of the
hardware GIR. For example, information about resources is used to map the resource-units while information
about the instruction set is mapped onto the decoder-units. However, during this phase only a path subset PM
⊂ P is created. The remaining paths P \ PM are built up in the next phase.
CDFG/DFG Creation Every IR-process must be implemented by a CDFG or a DFG. This is done by an extended
C-parser. The parser maps the behavior code inside LISA operations, which is represented in C language, to
the CDFG representation. Due to the relatively straightforward mapping to the CDFG format, it is used as
the default data-structure. Later on for optimization purposes and for FPGA library mapping, placement and
routing, the CDFG is suitably converted to DFG. In this book, DFG representation is used extensively. The
details of CDFG to DFG conversion are presented in due course of its usage.
6.1.3 Back-end for HDL Generation
As discussed earlier, the processes and signals required in a HDL are embedded within the basic elements of the
IR. To extract the hardware description of the target architecture, the cover of IR-units and IR-paths must be dropped
to expose processes and signals. This is the first time in the RTL processor synthesis flow, that the semantical
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IR-entity IR-unit IR-path
testbench data path register resource
architecture reconfigurable data path memory resource
register register signal resource
memory pipe register coding
pipeline memory activation
pipeline stage simulation memory pipe reg control stall
pipeline register signal pipe reg control flush
functional block pipe controller clock
clock reset
decoder
pattern matcher
architecture
pipe controller
reset
pipeline
Table 6.1. List of Semantically Annotated IR Elements
information is omitted. The consequent mapping is already evident. An IR-entity with one or more IR-unit (Ui) is
mapped to an entity in VHDL and a module in Verilog. The IR-processes, previously covered within an IR-unit Ui,
are mapped to processes in VHDL and always blocks in Verilog. The IR-signals, grouped in an IR-path Pi, generates
signals and ports in VHDL and wires and regs in Verilog. When generating a specific HDL, the language-specific
requirements of various HDLs need to be considered. One of the prime constraints is the type-propagation. The
Verilog HDL is loosely typed, whereas in VHDL the data type is imposed strongly. To cope with this constraint, a
specific type-propagation function is inserted before generating a particular HDL. In addition to the RTL description
in various languages, the scripts for driving the RTL simulation and gate-level synthesis are generated automatically
for VHDL and Verilog.
6.2 Partitioning the Structure : Specification Aspects
In this section, the partitioning of rASIP structure in a fixed block and a re-configurable block is explained. Firstly,
the language extensions are studied followed by the actual implementation part. The implementation aspects rely
fundamentally on the traditional processor implementation using IR, explained in the previous section.
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6.2.1 LISA Language Extensions for Partitioning : Recapitulation
The intricacies of LISA language extensions for partitioning the rASIP between a processor and a re-configurable
block are explained earlier (refer chapter 4). Here, a brief recapitulation is presented for continuous reading. The
language syntax allows parts of the data-path, resources and control-path to be targeted towards the re-configurable
block. The exact language syntaxes and their implications are pointed in the following accompanied with a pictorial
overview.
1. In LISA, the operations are used to represent parts of an instruction. A set of LISA operations can be grouped
together to form an UNIT in LISA. This unit can be termed as RECONFIGURABLE resulting in a partition.
Note that, the partition is visible only after the synthesis of LISA description to RTL. It allows the high-level
designer to concentrate on the overall processor design with the re-configurable block being a part of say, a
pipeline stage. This is shown in the following figure 6.3.
RESOURCE {
PIPELINE pipe = {FE;DC;EX;WB};
PIPELINE_REGISTER IN pipe
{
unsigned int address;
unsigned int operand;
unsigned int result;
}
UNIT RECONFIGURABLE rec_unit
{alu_ex, shift_xor};
}
core
FE DC WBm
e
m
o
ry
GPR
EX
Re-configurable Unit
core
FE DC WBm
e
m
o
ry
GPR
alu_ex shift_xor
EX
HDL GenerationSpecification Level
Implementation Level
alu_ex shift_xor
Unit
Figure 6.3. Re-configurable Unit in LISA
2. An entire pipeline can be termed as RECONFIGURABLE and mapped to the re-configurable block (figure
6.4).
3. The resources of the processor can be partitioned to belong to the re-configurable block if firstly, those are
accessed solely from the data-path already assigned to the re-configurable block and secondly, an option
called localize register is set during RTL synthesis. Such a case is graphically shown in the figure 6.5.
4. The control-path involving the instructions (or parts of those), which are already assigned to the re-
configurable block, can be partitioned to belong to the re-configurable block, too. This is done by setting
an option called localize decoding during RTL synthesis. Decoder can be localized with or without the op-
tion to allow further new opcode to be incorporated into the processor ISA. This can be done via the LISA
keyword FULLGROUP.
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RESOURCE {
PIPELINE pipe = {FE;DC;EX;WB};
PIPELINE RECONFIGURABLE rec_pipe
= {recEX_1; recEX_2};
}
FE DC WBm
e
m
o
ry
HDL Generation
Specification Level Implementation Level
recEX_2recEX_1GPR
EX FE DC WBm
e
m
o
ry
recEX_2recEX_1
GPR
EX
Figure 6.4. Re-configurable Pipeline in LISA
5. The base processor and the FPGA can run under different and synchronized clock domains. Usually, the
FPGA runs under a slower clock (or a longer critical path) for the same design implementation. The integral
dividing factor of the clock is denoted by the LISA keyword LATENCY.
6.3 Partitioning the Structure : Implementation Aspects
On the basis of aforementioned specification extensions, the LISA-based HDL Generator is extended. The prime
contributor to this extension is the IR-based data-structure, which is implemented in a flexible manner. Using this
IR, an algorithm for unit movement is implemented. Powered with this unit movement algorithm, it is possible to
partition the structure in different degrees. In the following sub-section, this basic algorithm for unit movement is
discussed at first. On that basis, the implementation of structural partitions are explained.
6.3.1 Unit Movement
For internal usage, IR-units are conveniently used as a wrapper around the IR-processes. Thus, the IR-units can
be considered as the singular constituent of an IR-entity. IR-units are characterized by two special member elements.
Firstly, the set of IR-processes. Secondly, the set of IR-paths connecting the internal IR-processes to the external
IR-entities and so on. Clearly, with the unit movement, these two members need to be adjusted. Thanks to the data-
structure organization, the IR-processes only interact with the wrapper IR-unit along with the IR-unit’s member
IR-paths. This reduces the task of unit movement purely to the re-adjustment of the IR-paths. The algorithm is
explained in the following paragraphs in bottom-up fashion. Initially, the movement of IR-unit between one-level
of entity hierarchy is explained. On top of that, the overall unit movement algorithm is discussed.
The one-level unit movement is outlined in the previous algorithm 6.1. The algorithm is implemented within the
scope of an IR-entity. The IR-path structure is internally built up of path segments consisting of path-ports, path-
signals and path-endpoints. Path-endpoints are those connected to the IR-units. Path-ports mark the connection
to an IR-entity. Path-signals connect between path-ports and path-endpoints. At first, the IR-unit to be moved
is removed from the source entity’s member list and appended to the list of member IR-units of the target entity.
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RESOURCE {
PIPELINE pipe = {FE;DC;EX;WB};
PIPELINE_REGISTER IN pipe
{
unsigned int address;
unsigned int operand;
unsigned int result;
}
UNIT RECONFIGURABLE rer_unit
{alu_ex, shift_xor};
REGISTER bit[20] special_reg;
}
core
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ry
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Figure 6.5. Register Localization in LISA
Then, for each path-endpoint of the IR-unit under movement, the nearest path-port or path-endpoint and path-signal
(while traversing away from the IR-unit) are determined. In case the IR-unit is moving up in the hierarchy, these
path-port and path-signals may correspond to the segment of IR-path internal to the source entity. In that case, the
path segment is removed. If it is not a path-port, indicating it is connected to another IR-unit inside the source entity
via a path-endpoint, a new path segment is inserted. If the IR-unit is moving down in the hierarchy, similarly, the
next port is checked to be part of the target entity or not. If it belongs to the target entity, a path segment becomes
redundant. That is removed. Alternatively, a new path segment crossing the boundaries of the target entity is created.
The algorithm 6.2 is called from the scope of the IR-entity. The value of count is initialized to 0. The other
parameters of the function MoveUnit are the absolute source and target IR-entities for the IR-unit to be moved. The
function recursively searches through the complete IR-entity hierarchy for the path to connect between the source
and target IR-entities. This path is then traced back by a single-level hierarchical unit movement. The path tracing
is essentially performed by moving up and down the IR-entity tree in the first few lines of the algorithm, where
all the sub-entities of the current target IR-entity or the parent of the current IR-entity is sought after. By keeping
a simple monotonically increasing variable (count), it is ensured that the same IR-entity is not visited repeatedly.
Once the complete path is traced, the source IR-entity becomes same as the target IR-entity within the scope of
current recursion of the algorithm. From that point onwards, the backtracking recursion of the algorithm keeps on
calling the one-level unit movement.
6.3.2 Re-configurable Unit and Pipeline
The partitioning of re-configurable unit and pipeline are nothing but IR-entity movement, which is again based
on the unit movement algorithm. The only additional measure to be taken for IR-entity movement is that, before
the IR-unit to be moved, the IR-entity needs to be present there. Therefore, a complete hierarchy of the IR-entity
(without any IR-units) is to be first created. Following that, the IR-units within the source IR-entities are moved to
the target IR-entities. This is presented as a pseudo-code in the following algorithm 6.3. Also to be noted is that
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Algorithm 6.1: MoveUnitOneLevel
Input: unit, source entity, target entity
begin
source entity → removeUnitFromList(unit);
target entity → addUnitToList(unit);
bool moveup = (source entity ² target entity);
foreach pe ∈ unit do
IR Path pe p = pe→ getNextPortOrEndpointAwayFromUnit();
IR Path pe s = pe→ getNextSignalAwayFromUnit();
if moveup == true then
if pe p→ getEntity() == source entity then pe→ removePathSegment (pe p, pe s);
else pe s→ insertPathSegment (source entity);
else
if pe p→ getEntity() == target entity then pe→ removePathSegment (pe p, pe s);
else pe s→ insertPathSegment (target entity);
end
while moving the entity out, a wrapper entity is generated. The top-level function is called with the wrapper entity
posited outside the base processor.
6.3.3 Register Localization
The localization of a register has the far-reaching benefit of reducing routing cost as well as critical path. Though
most commercially available gate-level synthesis tools perform this task in the flattening phase, it certainly requires
to be done beforehand for rASIP. This is due to the separated synthesis flow of re-configurable part and base proces-
sor part in an rASIP. The FPGA partition of rASIP is processed from RTL level onwards with the FPGA synthesis
technology, whereas for the base processor ASIC synthesis is done.
The registers are represented in the IR as IR-units within the complete register file modelled as IR-entity. The
entity-level movement is, thus, sufficient to relocate any particular register to the chosen partition. Before perform-
ing the movement, it is necessary to ascertain which registers can be moved to the chosen re-configurable partition.
This is performed by checking the read-write access of each register. If all the read-write accesses of a particular
register originate from the re-configurable block, it is moved there. The same principle applies for the pipeline
registers as well. However for the pipeline registers, presence of any control (stall, flush) from the base pipeline
controller is checked for absence before the movement.
6.3.4 Decoder Localization
In the IR, the decoders are modelled as IR-units. For each pipeline stage, one decoder IR-unit is created. That
decoder is responsible for driving the IR-processes of that stage and possibly pass some decoded signals to the
consequent pipeline stages. With decoder localization, the IR-processes transferred to the re-configurable part of
the rASIP, takes their corresponding decoder to the re-configurable part as well. This bears two advantages. Firstly,
the decoding is kicked off in the re-configurable part by receiving the pipeline register carrying instruction word
itself. This allows an easier synchronization between two partitions. This also may reduce the number of interfacing
bits if the number of decoded signals is more than the size of the instruction word. Secondly, the part of the decoder
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Algorithm 6.2: MoveUnit
Input: unit, source entity, target entity, count
Result: take from ent
begin
IR Entity take from ent;
IR Entity cur sub ent;
cur sub ent = target entity → first();
while take from ent == ∅ and cur sub ent 6= ∅ do
take from ent = MoveUnit(unit, source entity, cur sub ent, count+1);
cur sub ent = cur sub ent→ next();
if count == 0 and take from ent == ∅ then
take from ent = MoveUnit (unit, source entity, target entity → getParent(),0);
if take from ent then
MoveUnitOneLevel(unit, take from ent, target entity);
take from ent = target entity;
if source entity == target entity then take from ent = target entity;
return take from ent;
end
being in the re-configurable partition allows the designer much freedom to re-organize and enhance the instruction
encoding belonging to that partition. This decoder localization is shown pictorially in the following figure 6.6.
RESOURCE {
PIPELINE pipe ={FE;DC;EX;WB};
UNIT RECONFIGURABLE rec_unit
{alu_ex, shift_xor};
}
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Figure 6.6. Decoder Localization in LISA
Moving the decoder to the re-configurable partition does not work straightforwardly by moving IR-units. This
is due to the designing principle of having one decoder IR-unit per pipeline stage. This does not pose any problem
when an entire pipeline is moved. Nevertheless, this is an issue to solve if an UNIT is dubbed re-configurable
as shown in figure 6.6. In this case, only a part of the decoder i.e. a part of the IR-unit is to be moved. This
problem is solved in two phases. Initially, during the construction of IR itself, a local decoder is created within the
re-configurable unit IR-entity. Then the IR-unit is moved while moving the IR-entity. Clearly, the second part of the
problem follows the algorithms discussed so far. The first part, on the other hand, requires a priori understanding of
the construction of the decoder IR-unit. This is explained in the algorithm 6.4. The pre-existing algorithm of one
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Algorithm 6.3: MoveEntity
Input: entity to move, wrapper entity
begin
IR Entity entity clone = cloneEntity(entity to move);
wrapper entity → addEntityToList(entity clone);
IR Entity sub ent = entity to move→ first();
while sub ent 6= ∅ do
MoveEntity(sub ent, entity clone);
sub ent = sub ent→ next();
IR Unit sub comp = entity to move→ first();
while sub comp 6= ∅ do
MoveUnit(sub comp, entity to move, entity clone, 0);
sub comp = sub comp→ next();
entity to move→ getParent()→ removeEntityFromList(entity to move);
end
decoder per one pipeline stage is modified, by which any IR-entity is taken as the input. The IR-entity, in turn, acts
as a host for the local decoder.
Algorithm 6.4: BuildDecoder
Input: rec unit entity
begin
IR Unit decoder = new IR Unit;
rec unit entity → addUnitToList(decoder);
bool write to path;
foreach lisa operation ∈ rec unit entity do
write to path = true;
IR Path activation = new IR Path(lisa operation);
decoder → addPathToList(activation, write to path);
if lisa operation rightarrow isInCodingTree() then
IR Path coding = new IR Path(lisa operation);
decoder → addPathToList(coding, write to path);
Operation parent op = lisa operation→ getParent();
while parent op 6= ∅ do
if parent op→ getEntity() 6= rec unit entity then
write to path = false;
IR Path parent activation = getPathFromEntity(parent op→ getEntity());
decoder → addPathToList(parent activation, write to path);
break;
parent op = parent op→ getParent();
end
The decoder is built up by gathering IR-paths, which it should either write to or read from. The IR-paths of type
activation are necessary for driving the IR-processes, which again are formed out of the LISA operations. In the
algorithm 6.4, it is shown that the decoder is first instantiated within the given IR-entity. Following that, all the
LISA operations belonging to the re-configurable unit are traversed. The activation IR-paths for the operations are
appended to the current decoder. If the operation contributes to the coding tree, then it needs to be matched with
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the coding pattern. The IR-path corresponding to that is appended, too. The LISA operation under current iteration
require the activation from its parent operations to be properly decoded. The activation IR-paths for those can be
created at the current entity or can be read from entities located earlier in the pipeline data flow. Nevertheless, it
requires addition of IR-paths in either read or write mode. The addition of these IR-paths are performed until it
requires an incoming IR-path. Obviously it is not possible to have the ancestry of the LISA operations to return to
the current entity unless, erroneously, circular LISA operation chain is created. The subsequent phase of formation
of IR-processes for the decoder IR-unit is straightforward. That is performed by taking each appended IR-path
(coding), creating the if-else block out of it by comparing with the instruction register in the pipeline data-flow, and
assigning high signal to it. For IR-path activation, it is either read from another entity or is driven to high value by
checking the IR-path coding signals.
6.4 Latency : Multiple Clock Domain Implementation
As investigated in a recent work [178], the clock domain allocation of various system components in a SoC is
an important design decision leading to various power, performance alternatives. rASIPs do offer the possibility
to have different clock domain allocations, too, although in a small scale. For fine-grained general-purpose FPGA
architectures, it is typical to have the same datapath synthesized at a lower clock frequency compared to the ASIC
synthesis. Designer can run the entire rASIP at a lower clock frequency as the FPGA commands or can run the
rASIP with two different, synchronized clocks. These options lead to different performance results as reported
in [4]. To experiment with these choices, the latency keyword is introduced in LISA 3.0 and a corresponding
enhancement in the instruction-set simulator is presented. The effect of latency can be captured using the following
RTL implementation.
6.4.1 Synchronizing Clock Domains using Flancter
To ensure the correct performance of a flip-flop, the setup and hold time restrictions of it must be followed by the
incoming signal. While setup time requires the incoming signal to be stable for a while before the clocking edge, the
hold time requires the signal to be stable after it. Without these restrictions, the output of the flip-flop reaches a state
of meta-stability and possibly to an erroneous value. Ensuring the timing restrictions is particularly problematic for
multiple clock domain implementations. A two-stage synchronizing circuit between two clock domains is proposed
at [43]. However, this circuit is not practical for transferring large number of signals as noted in [37]. For single-bit
transition, the 2-stage flip-flop-based synchronizing circuit can take data safely across clock domains. For multi-bit
transition, the individual bits may become stable at various instances, making the synchronizing circuit much less
effective. A solution based on handshake mechanism, called flancter, for transferring data across clock domains is
proposed in [169]. In the current context, flancter serves the purpose best due to its generality and robustness. The
working principle of flancter is explained in the following.
Figure 6.7 shows how the hand-shake mechanism can be employed to transfer the data between two clock do-
mains. The flag represents the current state of the data transfer. When a new data is available, it is set by the source
clock domain. When the data is read, it is reset by the target clock domain. By having the access to the current
state, a new value is written or read by the source or target clock domains respectively. The important part of the
design is to create a circuit for setting, resetting and reading the flag - operable from both the clock domains. A
corresponding circuit, proposed in [169], is shown in the following figure 6.8. The flancter circuit itself consists of
two flip-flops with enable (FF-1 and FF-2), an inverter and an xor gate. The enable signals are coming from different
clock domains to set or reset the flancter circuit’s output flag, as shown in the previous figure 6.7. The output flag is
read individually in two different clock domain after synchronizing it via two consecutive flip-flops (FF-3, FF-5 and
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Figure 6.7. Handshake Mechanism of Data-transfer
FF-4, FF-6). The entire handshake mechanism with flancter ensures reliable data-transfer across two asynchronous
clock domains.
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Figure 6.8. Flancter Circuit
6.4.2 Modifications for rASIP
In case of rASIPs, a narrower case is dealt with, where the two clock domains are synchronized by having a clock
divider in place. Under such a scenario, the flancter circuit can be avoided for transferring data from the slower
clock domain to the faster clock domain (assuming the clocks are generated by the same source and negligible clock
skew is present). For transferring the data from faster to slower clock domain, a buffer is set up in the faster clock
domain, which holds the data as long as the slower clock domain does not reset the flag via flancter circuit.
Note that, this implementation can be used only when the re-configurable block’s RTL description is simulated
with the base processor’s RTL description. In case of the re-configurable block being synthesized on the coarse-
grained FPGA to generate configuration bitstream, the latency is not explicitly considered.
6.5 Automatic Interface Generation and Storage
In order to ensure that the interface created between the base processor and the re-configurable block during
pre-fabrication implementation is maintained during post-fabrication implementation, it is imperative to store the
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interface. In this work, the interface is generated directly during IR generation in form of IR-paths. As observed in
previously detailed algorithms, the IR-unit as well as the IR-entity is equipped with the list of IR-paths connected
to it. The automatic interface generation algorithm looks through the IR-entity hierarchy starting from the top-level
and finds out the re-configurable IR-entity by a special tag attached to it during the IR construction process. The list
of IR-paths for this particular IR-entity is then traversed and stored.
The storage of the interface needs to be done in a format, which can be later read during post-fabrication explo-
ration of rASIP. In this case, it is chosen to be of XML format. For each kind of IR-path, several attributes of it are
stored, which uniquely represents the IR-path. The following table 6.2 summarizes the attributes stored for different
IR-paths. The common attributes are listed in the second column, whereas the special attributes are listed in the
third column.
IR-path Common Attributes Special Attributes
register resource Data Type, Direction, Signal Name Resource Name, Read Or Written
memory resource Resource Name, Read Or Written
signal resource Resource Name, Read Or Written
coding Operation Chain
activation Operation Name
pipe reg control stall
pipe reg control flush
reset
clock
Table 6.2. Attributes of IR-paths Stored in the XML Format
All the IR-paths have data-type, direction (towards the re-configurable block or away from it) and signal name as
common attributes. However, these attributes do not sufficiently represent the uniqueness of IR-paths like register,
memory and signal resources. For those, the name of the resource as well as is mode of access (read or written) is
stored in the XML description of interface. The IR-path coding and IR-path activation are both part of the IR-unit
decoder. The IR-path coding is used for matching the op-codes whereas, on the basis of these IR-path codings
one IR-path activation is derived for one LISA operation. Every IR-path activation is, thus, attached to one LISA
operation. The coding IR-path, on the other hand, can result in different outputs when put into different contexts.
Therefore, it is useful to retain the complete operation context (or operation chain) under which the current IR-path
coding is accessed.
6.6 Background for FPGA Implementation
As the FPGA is an integrated part of a rASIP architecture, it is extremely important to be able to design and/or
choose the specific FPGA architecture tailored for the target application(s). In the proposed pre-fabrication flow
an FPGA exploration phase is, thus, incorporated. Two things are important for performing the FPGA exploration
at this phase. Firstly, the identification of portions of the architecture to be mapped onto the FPGA. This is cov-
ered under the partitioning features of LISA language extension. A Data Flow Graph (DFG) representation of the
specified partition is automatically constructed. This acts as an input to the FPGA-based mapping tools. Secondly,
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it is crucial to model the structural topology, elements and network connections of the target FPGA. This is also
covered by the LISA language extensions to capture the FPGA description. Following the elaboration of the par-
titioning methods and FPGA description formats, it is the time for having the partition mapped, placed and routed
on the target FPGA. The mapping algorithm, used in this flow, is derived from the existing state-of-the-art delay-
optimal mapping algorithm from the domain of fine-grained FPGA architectures [93]. The algorithm is adapted for
a generic input FPGA description, both coarse-grained and fine-grained. The mapping results must be presented in
an architecture-independent fashion for navigating the entire design space exploration process. Similarly a generic
placement and routing algorithm, also derived from the domain of fine-grained FPGA, is presented. In the following
subsections, these steps are elaborated in detail.
6.6.1 Re-configurable Part of rASIP : DFG-based Representation
Here a graph-based data-structure is presented, which captures the partition - to be mapped on FPGA - in an
intermediate level and is provided as an input to the FPGA mapping tool. Formally, the graph vertices of GDFG =
〈Vop, Eic〉 are the basic operators for data manipulation e.g. additions while edges represent the flow of unchanged
data in form of interconnections of inputs and outputs.
Operators : The following list summarizes the basic classes of operators represented by graph vertices. This
special choice of vertices allows us to represent the data flow information in a level between RTL and logic-level
representation. Note that the unary operators are considered as a special case of non-commutative n-ary operator
class.
• Commutative n-ary Operator
• Noncommutative n-ary Operator
• Read Access to Registers and Memories
• Write Access to Registers and Memories
• Read and Write Access to Array of Variable
• Multiplexer
Interconnections : Interconnections represent the data flow on symbol-level, which again can be suitably de-
composed into bit-level representation. The information about the data type transferred is given by an annotation to
the interconnection. Bit range subscriptions are included into the interconnection information, too. A direct benefit
of this approach is the possibility to encapsulate shift operators with a constant shift amount in bit ranges, thereby
reducing the graph complexity.
DFG Creation : For the data-path as well as the control-path the initial internal representation, after parsing the
LISA description, is with a Control Data Flow Graph (CDFG). For the purpose of the FPGA library mapping and
other optimizations, this is translated to the aforementioned DFG representation. There are three basic differences
between CDFGs and pure data flow graphs creating the challenge for the translation algorithm:
• Control Statements in CDFGs are block orientated, whereas in DFGs multiplexers are instantiated for each
signal and variable written in a CDFG block.
• Variable Dependencies given in the sequential statements of CDFGs needs to be replaced by direct intercon-
nects between operator inputs and outputs.
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• Assignments to RTL signals may occur several times in CDFGs, but in DFGs they have to be concentrated by
the use of multiplexers into one physical write access.
To meet these challenges, the translation needs to imitate the sequential execution of a CDFG by tracking the
current assignments to variables and signals. Assignments will be represented by the association of the variable or
signal with interconnects originating from the output of data flow graph vertices that compute the written value.
Translation of Contexts : The current values for variable and signal assignments are stored in translation con-
texts. Such a context will be created locally each time a conditional block is entered, using the assignments from the
parent context as initialization. Contexts are used for conditional blocks within a conditional statement. The condi-
tional statement checks the conditional expression for different cases, 0 and 1 for if-statements and arbitrary values
for switch-case statements. One or more condition values are assigned to each block and therefore to the translation
context of each block. The condition values assigned to translation blocks are used when the contexts created for the
different blocks of a conditional statement are merged into the parent context. At this time multiplexers are inserted
for each variable modified within any block using the condition as control signal and the condition values assigned
to the different contexts as the multiplexer input selection criteria.
var a := sigX + sigY,
b := sigX * sigY;
// up to this line:
// parent context Xp
switch(control) {
case 1: 
case 2: a := 3; b := 2; break;
case 3: a := 4; b := 1; break;
case 4: a := 5;         break;
}
// up to this line: 
// parent context Xp'
Context Xp:
a := Cout,add
b := Cout,mul
Context Xsw,1:
condition values: (1,2)
a := 3
b := 2
Context Xsw,2:
condition values: (3)
a := 4
b := 1
Context Xsw,3:
condition values: (4)
a := 5
Context Xp':
a := Cout,mux,a
b := Cout,mux,b
Figure 6.9. Example of Context Translation
An example for the context usage is given in the figure 6.9. When the analysis reaches the switch statement, its
parent context is given by Xp using the output connections Cout,add and Cout,mul as current values for the variables
a and b respectively. The analysis of the switch statement creates the contexts Xsw,i for each case statement, the
cases 1 and 2 are combined into a single context. The default context is given by the parent context implicitly. From
the switch statement, two individual multiplexers are generated for the variables a and b, providing their new input
connections Cout,mux,a and Cout,mux,b for the updated parent context X
′
p.
Multiplexer Creation : A multiplexer is created whenever the translation contexts of a conditional statement are
combined into their parent context. For this purpose the set V of all variables written within any context is collected.
For each variable v, the set CCv of all pairs (cc, Ccc) of condition values cc and associated input connections Ccc
is created, including the default assignment coming from the previous input connection stored in the parent context
Xp. If there is no assignment in any parent context, the initialization with zero is assumed as default input. This
forced initialization is necessary to avoid undefined signals. In the next step, for each variable v ∈ V the individual
multiplexer can be generated from CCv, its output connection Cout,mux,v is inserted as current value of v into the
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translation context Xp. The result of the multiplexer generation from the example given in figure 6.9 is depicted in
figure 6.10. The assignments to a and b from the parent context Xp are used as default input for both multiplexers.
1 2 3 4 D 1 2 3 D
+ ×
sigX sigY
3 4 5 2 1
control
Cout,mux,bCout,mux,a
Cout,add Cout,mul
Figure 6.10. Multiplexer Generation from Translation of Contexts
6.6.2 LISA Language Extensions for FPGA Description : Recapitulation
LISA language extensions for modeling the FPGA are elaborately presented in the chapter 4. Here, it is briefly
outlined to maintain the focus of current discussion. The proposed FPGA description format is composed of three
sections, as outlined in the following.
Element A logic block in LISA FPGA description can be described using the ELEMENT keyword. Within an
element, the I/O ports, the behavior of the logic block and temporary storages are defined. The behavior
section can specify a flexible list of operators via the keyword OPERATOR LIST. The I/O ports can also
have considerable flexibility by having an attribute. The attribute enables an I/O port to be registered or to be
directly connected to the external system.
Topology The TOPOLOGY section of LISA FPGA description is used for defining the structural topology of the
FPGA. Within the topology section, one-dimensional or two-dimensional arrangements of the logic blocks
can be made using special keywords.
Connectivity The interconnects between the logic blocks of the FPGA and between different hierarchies of the
FPGA structure can be defined within this section. The connectivity is grossly guided by one more specific
connectivity styles (e.g. mesh, nearest neighbour) and fine-tuned by specific connection rules.
6.6.3 Internal Storage of the FPGA Structural Description
To seamlessly access the structural information about the FPGA block, an internal data-structure is constructed.
The data-structure is organized in tune with the above-mentioned three sections of the FPGA description. In syn-
chronization with the general IR, the FPGA internal representation is noted as FIR i.e. FPGA Internal Representa-
tion.
Elements : The elements, which represent the fundamental blocks of the FPGA operation, are captured in form
of pattern graphs to be used for library mapping. A pattern graph can be formally represented as a directed acyclic
data-flow graph GPAT = 〈Vop, Eic〉, where the basic operators are captured as nodes and the data dependencies are
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represented as interconnect edges. As outlined in detail in the previous chapter, the elements contain ports (which
are connected hierarchically to clusters) and behavior written in C. As mentioned, the ports can be attributed to
register or bypass those, which eventually adds up to the behavior. The element’s behavior is parsed and represented
internally in form of a DFG. The DFG representation of an element is kept in entirety for RTL synthesis. For
performing mapping, this is again decomposed into smaller pattern graphs. The DFG representation of the element’s
behavior as well as those behaviors resulting from the ports’ attributes are stored in FIR-Process much similar to
the general IR-Process for the base processor’s internal representation. These pattern graphs together constitute the
pattern library to be fed as an input during the FPGA library mapping. The formation of pattern graph from a given
element description is shown in the figure 6.11.
ELEMENT alu {
PORT{           
IN unsigned<16> a,b;            
OUT unsigned<16> y;            
}        
ATTRIBUTES {            
REGISTER(y);            
BYPASS(y);        
}        
BEHAVIOR {            
OPERATOR_LIST op = {<<,>>,+};
y = a op b;        
}    
}
<< >> + D
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Figure 6.11. Pattern Graph Generation from Elements
Note that, a single element can give rise to several pattern graphs as shown. The parsing of C code of the
elements’ behavior section and their consequent DFG formation works in the same way as elaborated before for the
DFG generation of the re-configurable part of the LISA description. Actually, the same data-structure is used for
storing the pattern graphs as well as the input DFG for re-configurable part of the processor. Once the complete
DFG for the element is formed, it is decomposed to construct several small patterns. This process is guided by
the pseudo-code furnished at algorithm 6.5. Currently, the pattern generation process assumes that at most one
OPERATOR LIST is allowed inside the behavior of an FPGA element. That is reflected in the algorithm, too. At
the first phase of the algorithm, the number of patterns are evaluated by looking for multiplexers, which are created
from OPERATOR LISTs. During the second phase, for the multiplexer, one by one case is dealt with. For the
chosen case, the source node and the target nodes are connected together. Following that, the newly built graph is
cleared up by finding what is really connected to the primary outputs. After several iterations, one for each case of
the multiplexer, a list of pattern graphs is prepared.
Topology : The topology is captured in form of a directed n-ary tree Ttopo = 〈E,R〉. Here, the vertex set
E = (E1, E2, .., En) represents the entities/modules (FIR-Entity) in the FPGA. The parent-child relationship, which
forms the edge set R, is captured by the directed edge (Ei, Ek) between two entities. Furthermore, each entity Ei
stores the port information (e.g. direction, width, sign) in form of a list Pe = (P1, P2, .., Pm). Each element is
entitled to an entity of its own. Therefore, an FIR-Entity is constituted by four members as noted in the following.
1. Set of children FIR-Entities Ee, which empty in case of an element.
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Algorithm 6.5: Generate Pattern Graphs
Input: DFG element
Result: DFG Pattern List
begin
foreach node ∈ DFG element do
if node→ getType() == OPERATOR LIST MUX then
pattern count = node→ getCasesCount();
for index = 1 to pattern count do
GPAT DFG Pattern;
foreach node ∈ DFG element do
if node→ getType() 6= OPERATOR LIST MUX then
new node = node→ cloneNodeEdge();
DFG Pattern append(new node);
foreach node ∈ DFG element do
if node→ getType() == OPERATOR LIST MUX then
source node = node→ getCase(index)→ getSource();
target node = node→ getTarget();
new target node = DFG Pattern→ findCorrespondingNode(target node);
new source node = DFG Pattern→ findCorrespondingNode(source node);
new source node→ addOutput(new target node);
foreach PO node ∈ DFG element do
new PO node = DFG Pattern→ findCorrespondingNode(PO node);
DFG Pattern→ backtrackAndMark(new PO node);
DFG Pattern→ clearUnmarkedNodeEdge();
DFG Pattern List append(DFG Pattern);
return DFG Pattern List;
end
2. List of FIR-Ports Pe.
3. Set of pattern graphs GPAT e, which is empty in case of the entity being non-elementary.
4. Set of FIR-Processes Proce, representing the behavior of element, behavior of attributed ports etc.
Connectivity : The connectivity is stored in a hash-table data-structure, where the entity/module name Namee
acts as the key to the hash-table. The connectivity information Conne, within the scope of the given FIR-Entity,
is stored as the data of the hash-table with the name of FIR-Entity acting as the key. Conne contains firstly, the
connectivity style and stride for the entity e and secondly, the list of basic rules Rulee specifying the connection
restrictions within the set of entities (e,Ee). One specific rule Ruleei within Rulee deals about the port connectivity
constraints between a particular source eisrc and destination eidst entities. Every rule contains several port to port
connection possibilities, which the FPGA Synthesis tool (as well as the FPGA RTL Implementation tool) must
adhere by. Apart from these set of rules, the connectivity style (mesh, nearest neighbour) and the connectivity stride
(1-hop, 2-hop) are also stored in the context of one FIR-Entity.
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6.6.4 Coarse-grained FPGA Architecture Implementation from High-level Specification : Related Work
The modelling of a flexible hardware system by its nature incurs strong performance loss. To minimize this loss
as much as possible, FPGAs are mostly designed at low abstraction level with gate-level, transistor-level or physical-
level optimizations. This holds equally true for both fine-grained and coarse-grained FPGAs. These optimizations
are generally not possible to trigger via commercial high-level synthesis tools thus, leaving FPGA specification at
high-level serving the sole purpose of enabling the mapping algorithms. Recently, an RTL abstraction of FPGA is
proposed [59] for simulation purpose only. Moreover, this does not provide any way to derive this RTL abstrac-
tion automatically. There are some attempts to synthesize FPGA structures directly from high-level specification
to layout level using custom data path generator [116]. Though the effort is commendable, it offers increased
complications because of debugging the implementation at low level of abstraction. The issue with selection of
functional units for coarse-grained FPGA development has been approached at [107] and [101]. However, the path
to implementation is not outlined there.
6.7 FPGA Implementation : RTL Synthesis
RTL synthesis from the high-level FPGA structural description goes through the initial phase of populating the
FPGA-IR elements, followed by the back-end to map it to HDL description. This process is explained in the
following using pseudo code.
Algorithm 6.6: FPGA RTL Synthesis
Input: FPGA Description
Result: HDL Description
begin
FIR-Port List top conf port list;
FIR-Entity E top = parseFPGADescription(FPGA Description);
generateDFG(E top);
connectPaths(E top);
connectConfiguration(E top, top conf port list);
HDL Description = generateHDL(E top);
end
The above pseudo code from function 6.6 summarizes the overall process of FPGA RTL synthesis. At the begin-
ning, the FPGA description from LISA is parsed. Immediately followed by the parsing, the FIR-Entity hierarchy
is established, thus returning the top-level entity. The next function of importance is the generation of DFG for the
behavior code inside the elements. The DFG representation is obtained by converting the CDFG one, which is the
default outcome of the parsing process. This conversion from CDFG to DFG is done as explained previously. At
this point, the FPGA-IR is completely set up with entity hierarchy as well as internal DFG representation. Then, the
connectivity section from the FPGA Description is accessed to establish the link between the ports of FIR-Entities.
In the following pseudo code, this function is elaborated.
As outlined in the overall algorithm 6.6, the function connectPaths is called for the first time from the top-
level FIR-Entity. Within this function, it is recursively called for each of its sub-entities. For the current entity,
the connectivity style Conne is obtained from the hash-table. Within one single connectivity, a large number of
basic rules (Rulee) exist. The main part of algorithm 6.7 dwells over each such rule. For every rule, the source and
destination FIR-Entity as well as the port names are obtained. Note that, one rule can connect one single source
port to a list of destination ports along with a choice of a specific range or subscription. These details are omitted
here for the sake of simplicity. Nevertheless, the algorithm principle is still very much the same as depicted here.
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Algorithm 6.7: connectPaths
Input: curr entity
begin
foreach child entity ∈ curr entity do
connectPaths(child entity);
Conne curr conn = getConnectivity(curr entity→ getName());
foreach rule i ∈ curr conn do
rule i→ getSrcName(src ent name, src port name);
rule i→ getDstName(dst ent name, dst port name);
if curr entity→ getName() == src ent name then
foreach dst entity ∈ curr entity and dst entity→ getName() == dst ent name do
if dst entity→ allowedByStyle(curr entity, curr conn) then connectPort(curr entity,
src port name, dst entity, dst port name);
else
foreach src entity ∈ curr entity and src entity→ getName() == src ent name do
if curr entity→ getName() == dst ent name and
curr entity→ allowedByStyle(src entity, curr conn) then
connectPort(curr entity, src port name, dst entity, dst port name);
else
foreach dst entity ∈ curr entity and dst entity 6= src entity do
if dst entity→ getName() == dst ent name and
dst entity→ allowedByStyle(src entity, curr conn) then
connectPort(curr entity, src port name, dst entity, dst port name);
end
The source and destination FIR-Entity of a single rule can be a child sub-entity of the current FIR-Entity or the
current FIR-Entity itself. Moreover, the source and destination FIR-Entities cannot be the same instance. Once the
source and the destination FIR-Entities are established, it is checked whether the destination FIR-Entity satisfies
the connectivity style (e.g. point-to-point, mesh) and the connectivity stride (e.g. single stride, double stride) with
respect to the source FIR-Entity. This check is done via the function call allowedByStyle, which verifies their
relative position and distance to adhere by the connectivity specifications. On the satisfaction of these constraints,
the FIR-Ports of these FIR-Entities are connected. For connecting these FIR-Ports, internally, data-structures similar
to IR-paths are used.
As a major extension to the previous IR-path concept for connecting FIR-Ports, a special data-structure ele-
ment named FIR-Path Hub is conceived. Two FIR-Ports are connected during the connectPort function call.
For each FIR-Port distributing to more than one FIR-Port as well as for each FIR-Port collecting from more than
one FIR-Port, an FIR-Path Hub (either of distributor or of collector type respectively) is constructed. Two FIR-
Path Hubs are connected via an FIR-Path Wire. During the drive of back-end to map these representations to HDL,
the FIR-Path Hub of collector type is converted to a RTL description of many-to-one multiplexer. These multi-
plexer elements are exactly those, which are responsible for providing the flexibility to the routing network of the
FPGA. Note that, in the physical implementation, the multiplexers are modeled as pass-transistors to optimize area,
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delay and power. These multiplexers or FIR-Path Hubs (as those are represented before back-end) are controlled by
configuration bits coming from the top-level FIR-Entity.
The following pseudo code (algorithm 6.8) of the function connectConfiguration dwells upon the con-
necting of configuration bits from the top-level entity to each FIR-Path Hub as well as other elements which present
an ability to be re-configured post fabrication.
Algorithm 6.8: connectConfiguration
Input: curr entity, curr conf port list
Result: curr conf port list
begin
unsigned int total conf width = 0;
foreach child entity ∈ curr entity do connectConfiguration(child entity, ent conf port list);
foreach child process ∈ curr entity do getProcessConfiguration(child process,
proc conf path list);
foreach child port ∈ ent conf port list do total conf width += child port→ getWidth();
foreach child path ∈ proc conf path list do total conf width += child path→ getWidth();
if total conf width 6= 0 then
Char∗ curr conf name = ”conf ” + curr entity → getName();
curr conf port = curr entity → appendConfigurationPort(curr conf name, total conf width);
src upper = total conf width - 1;
foreach child port ∈ ent conf port list do
src lower = src upper - child port→ getWidth() + 1;
connectConfPort(curr conf port, src upper, src lower, child port);
foreach child path ∈ proc conf path list do
src lower = src upper - child path→ getWidth() + 1;
connectConfPath(curr conf port, src upper, src lower, child path);
curr conf port list→ appendToList(curr conf port);
return curr conf port list;
end
Similar to the previous connectPaths function, connectConfiguration also begins with the top-level
FIR-Entity as the current FIR-Entity. For each entity, configuration FIR-Ports or FIR-Paths are sought recursively in
children FIR-Entities or FIR-Processes respectively. The configuration FIR-Paths in the FIR-Processes are initially
built up either during parseFPGADescription function (for OPERATOR LIST or for attributed FIR-Ports) or
during the connectPaths function (for FIR-Path Hub of collector type). The configuration FIR-ports and FIR-
paths from children components are assembled to prepare a single FIR-Port of configuration type for the current
FIR-Entity. Thereafter, the total width of the current FIR-Port is distributed among the children components’ FIR-
Ports and/or FIR-Paths.
The back-end function generateHDLworks in the similar fashion as for the basic LISA-based HDL generation.
It performs a language-dependent type propagation before writing out the HDL description. A key difference
between the LISA processor description and the FPGA description is that for the latter, same entities are instantiated
multiple times to build a regular structure. The back-end, therefore, visits only one instance of every FIR-Entity.
6.7.1 Synthesis Beyond RTL
In this book, a new FPGA modelling abstraction is proposed for the purpose of design space exploration of coarse-
grained FPGA blocks. As a result of the FPGA implementation, the RTL description of the FPGA is obtained. The
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question, however, remains that how to implement the FPGA RTL description physically. This problem is not
addressed within the scope of this book. Rather, an overview of the problem along with possible future road map is
presented.
casex(c)
6’b??_0000 : out = 1’bz;
6’b00_???? : out = 1’bz;
6’b??_0001 : out = in_s_0;
6’b00_???1 : out = in_s_0;
6’b01_0010 : out = in_f_0;
6’b01_0100 : out = in_f_1;
6’b01_1000 : out = in_f_2;
6’b10_0010 : out = in_f_3;
6’b10_0100 : out = in_f_4;
6’b10_1000 : out = in_f_5;
default : out = 1’bx;
endcase
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Figure 6.12. Proposed RTL abstraction for FPGA Routing Logic [59]
The most area-consuming component of modern FPGAs are the interconnects. Huge interconnect network is what
allows the tremendous flexibility of FPGAs. As a cost of that, higher area, timing and power is often consumed.
Coarse-grained FPGA structures tries to reduce the interconnect structure (making it more application-specific),
thus improving performance [189]. Nevertheless, the interconnect architecture maintains its dominance. Obviously,
while modelling the interconnect architecture physically, absolute care is taken to curb redundancy. Apart from
regular wiring and switch-box structures, multiplexers take up the major portion of the interconnect architecture
of the FPGA. A typical transistor-level multiplexer implementation (source [59]) is shown in the left side of the
above figure 6.12. The complete implementation of a 2-level multiplexer is done using pass transistors. The gray
boxes controlling the pass transistors are controlling inputs, which allow different input data to be available at the
output. To model the same implementation in RTL abstraction, a form has been proposed also in [59]. This takes
into account the possible contention and high impedance states of the output.
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Figure 6.13. Gate-level synthesis output of RTL abstraction
Once gate-level synthesis of the RTL description presented in figure 6.12 is performed, the resulting logic-level
structure, as shown in figure 6.13, is obtained. Clearly, this is not anywhere near to what from the abstraction
originated. The gate-level synthesis is performed using latest commercial tools [182] with 90 nm technology library.
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The failure to realize the original multiplexer structure can be attributed to firstly, the inability of gate-level synthesis
tools to see beyond a gate (e.g. failure to instantiate pass transistors) and secondly, the un-availability of special
elements in the technology library to model such a multiplexing behavior optimally. Both of these problems can
be addressed in the future research of FPGA implementation. While high-level modelling of FPGA eases design
space exploration, physical implementation is sought after for high performance of the newly designed FPGA. This
gap can be closed by either developing sophisticated gate-level synthesis tools or by maintaining a separate design
abstraction of only simulation purpose. The later one is what proposed at [59]. An interesting approach is to utilize
full custom data path generator [116] for generating the FPGA from a high level of abstraction. This is done in
[189]. However, this lacks a methodology to map the application automatically to the FPGA. Furthermore, no high
level simulation framework means the complete verification is performed only at transistor level, which is tedious.
As of now, the FPGA implementation beyond RTL is done with the commercial gate-level synthesis tools. The re-
sultant figures represent the trend and not the absolute value, would it be implemented physically with optimizations
common in FPGA.
6.8 Background for Synthesis on FPGA
A fundamentally different problem compared to what is discussed so far is Synthesis on FPGA or also referred to
as FPGA Synthesis. During FPGA implementation, the key issue is to model the FPGA structure itself in high-level
of abstraction with consequent RTL generation of the entire structure. For FPGA synthesis, the question is to map a
given control-data-flow description (given in form of a high-level language) on the existing FPGA structure. For this
purpose, the existing FPGA elements have to be used. Moreover, the FPGA connectivity constraints as well as the
FPGA topology description needs to be respected. This is a widely researched area, which continuously exchange
concepts with another similar field i.e. ASIC synthesis. In both the fields of synthesis, a library of basic elements
are provided for mapping the control-data-flow description. While for ASIC synthesis the designer can arrange the
elements in any order, for FPGA synthesis certain restrictions on ordering the elements as well as the choice of
elements are imposed. The most flexible type of basic element offered by an FPGA is Look-Up Tables or LUTs.
An n-bit LUT is able to encode any n-input boolean function by modeling such functions as truth tables. Additional
flexibility comes from the hugely diverse routing networks. Together, these constitutes the fine-grained FPGAs, so
termed because of the fine logic granularity of its basic elements (i.e. LUTs). Since the FPGAs found most usage
in prototyping a design before eventually running ASIC synthesis, flexibility remained a major issue in early FPGA
research. As a result, significant progress have been made in field of fine-grained FPGA synthesis. Recently, with
the usage of flexible yet high-performing coarse-grained FPGAs ramping up, coarse-grained FPGA synthesis is
receiving strong research attention, too. Before delving into the generic coarse-grained FPGA synthesis algorithms
used in this book, a brief overview of the FPGA synthesis technology is presented in the following sub-sections.
The phases of FPGA synthesis are shown in the figure 6.14 with a fine-grained LUT-based FPGA used as the
target. In the first phase i.e. Mapping phase, the boolean functions are covered by the existing elements of FPGA
library. In the following Clustering phase, the elements are gathered together in clusters of the FPGA structure.
In the third phase, which is Placement phase, the clusters are placed on the FPGA topology. This is followed by
the final Routing phase, where the interconnects are joined to the clusters while maintaining functional equivalence
with the original boolean network. Numerous algorithms, with optimization focus on area, power or delay have been
proposed in the literature. In the following sub-section, the most prominent algorithms an the basic cost models for
delay used in those are discussed. For detailed development of FPGA synthesis technology, interested readers may
refer to [197].
Delay Model : For organizing the logic blocks of a VLSI circuit hierarchically or among several components,
the concept of clustering was first introduced in ASIC synthesis. Clustering is performed as a follow-up of mapping,
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Figure 6.14. Phases of FPGA Synthesis
where the boolean functions are tagged to the elementary library elements. Early mapping algorithms [44] assumed
unit delay model to perform the clustering. The unit delay model is defined as following.
1. All gate (or basic library element) delays are zero.
2. No delay is encountered on an interconnection linking two gates internal to a cluster.
3. A delay of one time unit is encountered on an interconnection linking two gates in different clusters.
Later, the delay model was improved to general delay model [164] with the argument that, the intra-cluster
wires and/or the gate delays also can contribute comparably to the inter-cluster wire delay when the cluster size is
significantly large. The general delay model is, thus, defined as following.
1. Each element υ of the library has a delay of δ(υ).
2. A delay of Dint is encountered on an interconnection linking two elements internal to a cluster.
3. A delay of Dext is encountered on an interconnection linking two elements in different clusters.
Fine-grained FPGA Synthesis Algorithms for Mapping : Fine-grained FPGA synthesis phase of mapping
(also referred as technology mapping) deals with finding the functionally equivalent LUT-based representation of
a given boolean network so as to minimize delay [74], area [159] or power consumption [86]. The first mapping
algorithm to present delay-optimal solution under polynomial time is presented in [83]. However, this algorithm
used an unit delay model, which is clearly unrealistic.
Fine-grained FPGA Synthesis Algorithms for Clustering : The problem of clustering can be considered as
an issue with partitioning the circuit into several components, satisfying the given design constraints. The design
constraints may be the capacity of a cluster (for ASIC, FPGA synthesis) and/or connectivity restrictions (for FPGA
synthesis).
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The clustering problem was originally solved in polynomial time for unit delay model at [44]. Later, a polyno-
mial time solution for general delay model was presented at [164], which is shown to be optimum under specific
conditions. A provably delay-optimal solution under any monotone clustering constraints was proposed at [165].
Note that, these clustering solutions are equally applicable to the field of ASIC as well as FPGA synthesis.
In a recent paper [93], the authors noted that due to the two-phased approach of FPGA synthesis in mapping
and clustering, the results produced are clearly sub-optimal. This is more so since, the mapping algorithms are
performed assuming the unit delay model. The authors then presented a dynamic-programming based approach to
perform Simultaneous Mapping And Clustering (SMAC) [93]. This is proved to deliver delay-optimal solution for
fine-grained FPGAs. In this book, SMAC algorithm is used as a starting point to derive a delay-optimal solution for
coarse-grained FPGAs.
FPGA Synthesis Algorithms for Placement and Routing : The algorithms for performing placement and
routing are closely bound to each other. The placement algorithm finds out the exact physical locations of the logic
blocks (clusters) on the pre-fabricated FPGA hardware and the routing algorithm connects the signals between these
logic blocks utilizing the FPGA’s available routing resources. Given an FPGA contains a finite number of routing
resources with considerable constraints on the routing architecture, the quality of final outcome depends strongly
on the placement algorithm’s solution. Therefore, the algorithms developed for placement contain an inner loop to
check whether the placement solution is at all routable or not.
Due to the complexity (NP-hard) of FPGA placement problem, efficient heuristic solutions are proposed through-
out. The current state-of-the-art FPGA placement algorithms [15] [196] are based on the heuristic of simulated
annealing [175]. This heuristic repeatedly exchanges the position of clusters to improve the placement. At the
inner loop of this algorithm, the routability of the currently placed solution is measured using architecture-specific
heuristics [196]. Since an objective of this work is to build a generic coarse-grained FPGA synthesis flow, the
architecture-independent flow from [15] is chosen as the starting point here. There, for every placement, the signals
are actually routed instead of measuring the routability in an architecture-specific manner.
Like mapping and clustering, the problem of routing is also encountered in ASIC synthesis. In IC design, the
routing is divided into two phases, namely, global and detailed routing. In global routing phase, the routing area
is reserved, whereas in detailed routing the pins are actually connected over the routing area. Since the FPGA
routing problem is fundamentally different from IC routing owing to its highly constrained and restricted routability,
therefore in FPGA synthesis the routing is performed in an integrated single step. Nevertheless, few basic algorithms
are borrowed from the ASIC synthesis world. Most notable of them is the shortest path algorithms. Typically, the
global routing of ASIC synthesis is solved by well-known shortest path algorithms (e.g. maze routing). This
approach, however, may result into unroutable nets for FPGA synthesis. The approaches to solve this are either
rip-up and re-route and/or routing in a specific order. For FPGA synthesis, [85] performs an early slack calculation
for every net from source to sink to obtain upper bounds. The routing is done initially for the complete design.
Following that, selected connections are re-routed to improve the delay. This scheme has a drawback due to the
initial routing order as well as the initially computed fixed slack values. The most prominent routing algorithm
(known as Pathfinder) for fine-grained FPGA synthesis is presented at [109]. In this algorithm, the congestion of
routing resources and delay of critical paths are iteratively balanced. As this algorithm provably yielded best quality
results for fine-grained FPGA synthesis [53] so far, this is employed as the routing algorithm for several well-known
placement algorithms too [196] [15]. In this work, the Pathfinder routing algorithm is used, modifying it only to
accept the generic FPGA structure definitions.
6.8.1 Synthesis on Coarse-grained FPGA Architecture : Related Work
Due to the increasing interest in coarse-grained FPGA architectures, several attempts to explore the architecture
choices at high-level have been made. Before proceeding into the details of generic FPGA synthesis technology, it is
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worth noting those. The problem is different for coarse-grained FPGAs from fine-grained FPGAs as it requires more
elaborate description for the processing elements and less elaborate description for the interconnect architecture,
generally. In the following we concentrate on coarse-grained FPGA architectures. There are few rASIPs, which
made significant advancements in coarse-grained FPGA synthesis technology as well. These are elaborated, too.
There have been many significant attempts to generically define the FPGA architecture and perform mapping,
clustering, placement and routing of a given datapath onto it. In many of such cases, the FPGA architecture is
partially or completely fixed. However, that may not affect the genericity of mapping algorithms in general. A com-
pletely generic approach for exploring the functional units of a coarse-grained FPGA with corresponding mapping
algorithm is presented at [137]. In this work, mesh-based grid of processing elements is conceived. For different
grid configurations (4x4, 8x8), different interconnect topologies and various functional units inside the processing
elements mapping is performed. The mapping algorithm is selected from a set of different topology traversal op-
tions. Though this provides a rough hint about the selection of a particular coarse-grained re-configurable block,
the mapping algorithm is clearly sub-optimal. No attempts are made to perform placement and routing for the
same blocks. In another work by the same authors [136], routing topology is explored. A datapath synthesis sys-
tem for coarse-grained FPGA is presented at [168]. This allows the FPGA users to write the input datapath in
a language called ALE-X (which is strongly oriented to C). The FPGA description is strongly embedded in the
mapping, placement and routing algorithms. Post routing, a scheduling is performed to optimally sequence the
I/O operations in view of limited bus resources. An interesting approach is adopted for mapping applications to
coarse-grained rASIP named GARP [186]. By recognizing that both synthesis and compilation are actually solving
the same problem [105], in [186] the FPGA synthesis is performed using similar techniques as found in the the
domain of high-level compilers. The input data-flow graph is split into trees and then tree covering algorithm is
applied for mapping. Also, it is noted that the placement decisions seriously affect the mapping results. Therefore,
a dynamic programming-based placement is performed simultaneously with the module mapping. This work is a
precursor of [93] in the domain of fine-grained FPGAs. However, a major disadvantage of the synthesis algorithm
in [186] is that, it requires splitting of input graphs into trees and then combining those back together. This comes
with sub-optimal result in the global context. Unlike [93], the increased area cost coming from replicated modules
are not considered in [186] either. A memory aware mapping algorithm for coarse-grained FPGAs is proposed at
[57]. Here, the FPGA architecture is fed into the algorithm in form of an undirected graph. The input datapath is
modelled in a data-dependence graph form, where each node of the graph is assigned with its priority. The priority
is set by its input requirements and dependence on other nodes. The mapping algorithm works on the principle of
list scheduling, where the nodes residing on the critical path are mapped first and so on. For each node, a list of
mapping-cum-placement choices are first determined. On the basis of available routing resources, the best choice is
selected. In the single-chip system Chameleon [61], tiles of coarse-grained FPGA Montium are used. For Montium
[201], a set of template operators are first created. Out of these templates the best ones are chosen, a step which
is similar to the FPGA synthesis. There, for each node, all the possible template matches are outlined. From these
matches, a conflict graph is created where each node reflects a match and there is an edge if two matches have one
or more nodes in common. The weight of a conflict graph node is same as the number of input graph nodes covered
by that match. From this conflict graph, the disjoint set of nodes corresponding to one template is identified. The
templates which allow more weighty nodes to be selected without overlapping are chosen. This automatically leads
to the graph mapping decisions, too. This method, though good for area constraints, overlooks the delay element.
6.9 FPGA Synthesis : Mapping and Clustering
Before engaging with the mapping and clustering solution for the coarse-grained FPGA synthesis, the problem is
first formulated clearly. This requires few definitions to be introduced. The input boolean network can be represented
as a DAG GDAG = 〈Vop, Enet〉, where each node represents a basic operator (available in the FPGA library or
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possible to decompose into that) and each edge represents a net connecting from the output of an operator to the
input of another one. A Primary Input (PI) node is a node with no incoming edges and a Primary Output (PO) node
is that with no outgoing edges.
The FPGA architecture, as discussed before, is captured internally in the FPGA-IR. In summary, it contains a list
of patterns in form of DAG as well (GPAT). The patterns basically represent the FPGA library elements (or parts
of that). The topology is captured in form of a directed n-ary tree Ttopo = 〈E,R〉 with the vertices representing
FIR-Entities and the edges denoting the parent-child relationship. The clusters are represented by FIR-Entities,
with a specific set of GPAT within those. The set of patterns for a given cluster Ec can be represented as S(Gc) =
(G1, G2, .., Gn). The connectivity constraints among the FIR-Ports of various FIR-Entities within the scope of a
given FIR-Entity E are stored captured in a hash-table format in ConnE . Regarding the cost model, a general delay
model is assumed with each node of GPAT being associated with a specific delay δ(υ) along with a particular intra-
cluster (Dint) and inter-cluster (Dext) delay. On the basis of these definitions the mapping and clustering problem
for generic (coarse-grained as well as fine-grained) FPGA synthesis can be formulated as following.
Problem Formulation : Given a particular FPGA architecture with its topology definition Ttopo, con-
nectivity constraint definition ConnE , pattern library definition GPAT, cluster content definition S(Gc) -
determine the mapping of a given input boolean network GDAG on the FPGA architecture - to minimize
area, delay or power for a given cost model. In this book, the focus is on delay minimization.
Solution Approach : The interesting thing to observe is that, both the early ASIC synthesis clustering algorithm
[164] as well as the latest delay-optimal FPGA synthesis mapping [83] used the same phases of algorithm for
generating the LUT-based logic network. The first phase is to label the nodes of the input boolean network with
the best available delay via dynamic programming and the second phase is to realize the mapping/clustering covers.
For our case, the solution approach begins from the state-of-the-art SMAC algorithm, where these phases are also
existent. In the following example, the algorithmic principle undertaken in this book is explained pictorially with
the figure 6.15.
The SMAC receives the input boolean network as an input with several constraints and the delay model. The first
phase of SMAC, i.e. the labelling phase, begins from the primary input nodes of the input network traversing to the
primary outputs in a level-wise manner. At the very beginning possible pattern graph(s) are identified, which can
be used to mimic the functionality of current node in the final FPGA. Following that, SMAC labels the node with
a possible solution. A possible solution is marked by a particular cluster type and an unique cluster identification.
Given that node is part of a specific cluster, the propagation delay from the primary inputs to this node is measured
and also stored as a part of the label for this node. This node can be part of several different clusters started by its
parent nodes as long as it satisfies the following regulations.
• ability of an existing cluster to accommodate this node.
• ability of the connectivity constraint to accommodate this node within an existing cluster.
In either case, the current node also is used to mark the beginning of a new cluster. The propagation delay in that
case is calculated and stored in the label. Therefore, one particular node of the input network can have several labels
depending on
1. different possible patterns rooted at this node.
2. different clusters of parent node which are able to accommodate the current node.
3. a new cluster starting from the current node.
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Figure 6.15. Solution Approach of SMAC [93]
While calculating the propagation delay of the current node on the basis of its parent nodes, the maximum prop-
agation delay among the minimum propagation delays of its parents are used as the starting point. Thence, the
propagation delay of the current node is calculated according to the following equation 6.1.
delaynode =
{
Dnode +Dint + delayparent, if node belongs to clusterparent.
Dnode +Dext + delayparent, if node marks the beginning of a new cluster.
(6.1)
As can be observed from the above example, there are definite efforts to retain full genericity in the solution
approach. This at the same time covers a wider range than conventional SMAC [93] particularly in maintaining the
connectivity constraints and in the graph mapping part. From that perspective, the mapping and clustering algorithm
used in this book is referred henceforth as Coarse-grained Generic SMAC or CG-SMAC.
Labelling : The key data-structure used in the labelling as well as cluster realization phase is termed as arrival
time table. The arrival time table contains a list of rows, each of which is equipped with a member set. The data-
structure is shown in table 6.3. During labelling, one such arrival time table is maintained for each node of the input
DAG.
The first two elements of an Arrival Time Row are used to indicate the type of the cluster and the unique identi-
fication number of the cluster, to which the current node belongs. The third element, m propagation delay is useful
to store the delay of propagation for the current node beginning from the primary inputs. The m bit matrix model
stores a 2-dimensional matrix structure of binary values, which resembles the physical structure of the current
cluster. Each binary value is reflective of an element within the cluster, with the value of 1 indicating that the cor-
responding element is already occupied. The final element, the m node list, contains the nodes of the input GDAG,
which are covered by the cluster holding the current node.
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Struct Arrival Time Row {
Cluster Type m cluster solution;
Cluster Id m cluster id;
unsigned int m propagation delay;
Bit Matrix m bit matrix model;
List<Nodes> m node list;};
Struct Arrival Time Table {
List<Arrival Time Row> m arrival time row list;};
Table 6.3. Data Structure of Arrival Time Table
+ +
+
+
Pattern Library
*
*
*
<<
<< <<>>
*
Input Datapath
P1 P2 P3
Iteration 1 : n6 
  g2 n6 
  g1 n6 
  g4
n6
n5
n3
n4
n1 n2
g1
g2
g1
g2
g1
g4
Iteration 2 : {n6 
  g2, n4 
  g1}      - {n6 
  g4, n4 
  g2 , n5 
  g3}
Iteration 3 : - - {n6 
  g4, n4 
  g2 , n5 
  g3 , n2 
  g1 , n2 
  g1}
Matches : P1 Matches : P2 Matches : P3
+
P4
g1
+ g3
{n6 
  g2, n5 
  g1}         {n6 
  g4, n4 
  g 3, n5 
  g2}
{n6 
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  g1}
{n6 
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  g1}
{n6 
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Figure 6.16. Graph Mapping during Labelling
The labelling phase of CG-SMAC is explained via the pseudo-codes in algorithm 6.9, algorithm 6.10 and algo-
rithm 6.11. The overall algorithm, presented in algorithm 6.9, is called with all the input constraints due from the
FPGA structure and the input boolean network to be mapped. Initially the nodes of the input DAG is sorted level-
wise, where from the Primary Input (PI) nodes are obtained. For each of these PI nodes, the elementary patterns
are matched via the function graphMapping. This function returns the segments of the input DAG, which are
rooted at the current node and matches with a given pattern.This step can be considered similar to the K-feasible cut
generation of SMAC (for a K-LUT). The mapping solutions are generated via graph mapping against the pattern
library. An exemplary graph mapping flow is illustrated with the figure 6.16. In this example, the node n6 of the
input graph is matched against the available patterns. A node is first matched with the root node of the pattern
graph. A node-to-node matching is done by checking the operator (size, type) and the number of inputs. In the
following iterations, the matched pattern graphs are traversed from root node upwards level-wise to check if those
can completely cover a sub-graph of (Id). Only in the case of complete cover, a pattern is considered to be a match
for the current node. In the figure, several such matches (within rectangular boxes) are shown for pattern graphs P1,
P2 and P3 whereas no match is found for P4.
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Algorithm 6.9: CG SMAC Labelling
Input: graph node list, pattern graphs, conn constraint, fpga topo, delay model
begin
PI node list = sortLevelWise(graph node list);
foreach nodecurrent of PI node list do
mapped input graph segments = graphMapping(nodecurrent, pattern graphs);
foreach segment ∈mapped input graph segments do
clusternew = new Cluster(segment→ getClusterType() , getNewClusterID());
available elements = getAvailableElement(segment, clusternew, fpga topo);
generateArrivalTimeRow(nodecurrent, segment, clusternew, available elements, 0);
nodecurrent → min delay row list = getMinDelayInArrivalTimeTable(nodecurrent);
foreach nodecurrent ∈ non PI node list do
mapped input graph segments = graphMapping(nodecurrent, pattern graphs);
foreach segment ∈mapped input graph segments do
parent node list for segment = getParentNode(segment);
foreach parent node ∈ parent node list for segment do
segment→ min delay listparent ¦append(parent node→min delay row list);
foreach parent node ∈ parent node list for segment do
current arrival time table = parent node→ getArrivalTimeTable();
foreach current arrival time row ∈ current arrival time table do
clustercurrent = current arrival time row → getCluster();
available elements = getAvailableElement(segment, clustercurrent, fpga topo);
is possible = inClusterPlaceAndRoute(clustercurrent, segment, available elements,
conn constraint);
if is possible == true then
prop delay = findPropDelay(segment, min delay listparent, delay model);
generateArrivalTimeRow(nodecurrent, segment, clustercurrent,
available elements, prop delay, current arrival time row);
clusternew = new Cluster(segment→ getClusterType() , getNewClusterID());
available elements = getAvailableElement(segment, clusternew, fpga topo);
prop delay = findPropDelayWithNewCluster(segment, min delay listparent, delay model);
generateArrivalTimeRow(nodecurrent, segment, clusternew, available elements, prop delay);
nodecurrent → min delay row list = getMinDelayInArrivalTimeTable(nodecurrent);
end
The check with accommodation within predecessor nodes’ clustering solutions actually resembles the clustering
capacity check done in LUT-based FPGA synthesis. A marked difference is that, for coarse-grained FPGA, the clus-
tering capacity can be defined in terms of the various elements available within the cluster as well as the connectivity
constraints allowed. To address this problem, an in-cluster place-and-route is performed to check if the clustering
capacity is met (presented in algorithm 6.10). The algorithm is run over each mapping solution of the current node.
The key part of the algorithm is to decide if a predecessor node’s existing clustering solution do have capacity to
take the current node’s mapping solution. This is done first by checking if the cluster has an unfilled logic block
corresponding to the mapping solution. In that case, the mapping solution is added to form a new cluster. However,
this is not sufficient. Given the existing cluster’s connectivity restrictions the newly added mapping solutions may
not be routable. This is checked via generating all possible placement combinations within the scope of clusterpred
and performing routing. Out of the various possible placements, the one with minimum routing cost is added to the
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current segment’s possible clustering solutions. For each clustering solution, an arrival time row is constructed and
tagged with the current node. This is done in the function generateArrivalTimeRow (presented in algorithm
6.11). The propagation delay at the entry of all the PI nodes are set to zero. Finally, the row(s) containing the
minimum propagation delay (referred as min delay row list) are attached to the current node for quick retrieval.
Algorithm 6.10: inClusterPlaceAndRoute
Input: clustercurrent, segment, available elements, conn constraint
Output: is routable
begin
is routable = false;
if segment ⊂ available elements then
clustercurrent → append(segment);
min cost = infinity;
possible placements = getAllPlacements(clustercurrent);
foreach placed i ∈ possible placements do
routedi = route(placed i, conn constraint, is routable);
routing cost = computeCost();
if is routable == true and routing cost < min cost then
min cost = routing cost;
routedbest = routedi;
segment→ appendClusterSolution(routedbest);
return is routable;
end
After the initialization of the PI nodes with arrival time rows, the non-PI nodes of the input DAG are traversed
level-wise towards the direction of Primary Outputs (POs). For all non-PI nodes, the patterns rooted at the node
are matched, which corresponded to segments of the input DAG. For each of these segments, the parent nodes are
determined. The min delay row list for the parent nodes are collected. Then within the loop for each of the
segments, the loop for parent nodes is triggered. For each of the arrival time rows of these parent nodes, an unique
cluster solution does exist. The current node can be included in that cluster, given it can be fit in the rest of the
available elements and it satisfies the connectivity constraints. Exactly these two are checked at the innermost loop
of the non-PI nodes. If these conditions are met, a new arrival time row for the current node is created by mostly
cloning the parent node’s arrival time row. Few things are distinguished, though. Firstly, the bit matrix model of
the parent node’s arrival time row is modified to indicate that one more element is now occupied. Secondly, the
propagation delay is modified by considering the current nodes intrinsic delay (Dnode), the inter-cluster wire delay
(Dint) and the maximum propagation delay among the parent nodes’ minimum propagation delays. For the current
node, the propagation delay is taken from the best routing solution (from algorithm 6.10). Lastly, the m node list
member of parent node’s arrival time row is extended by the current segment’s list of nodes.
Following the check, even if the current segment can be fit into the existing clusters or not, a new cluster is also
created. This new cluster begins from the current segment. Accordingly, the propagation delay is calculated. A
corresponding entry is made to the current node’s arrival time table. Proceeding in such way, the best arrival times
for the PO nodes are finally calculated.
Cluster Realization : The cluster realization part of CG-SMAC is relatively straightforward. Commencing
from the PO nodes, the algorithm executes until all the nodes are clustered i.e. until the set nodes not clustered
is empty. At each step, several nodes (nodes just clustered) are clustered, which are removed from the
nodes not clustered. In the subsequent step, the parent nodes of the set nodes just clustered are dealt with.
For each node in each iteration, the arrival time row with best propagation delay is selected. There can be multiple
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Algorithm 6.11: generateArrivalTimeRow
Input: nodecurrent, segment, clustercurrent, available elments, prop delay, parent arrival time
begin
if available elments 6= ∅ then
Arrival T ime Row new arr time row = new Arrival T ime Row();
if parent arrival time then
bit matrix model = Clone(parent arrival time→ getBitMatrix());
else
bit matrix model→ Initialize();
bit matrix model¦setBit(available elments→first());
new arr time row → setCluster(clustercurrent);
new arr time row → setPropDelay(prop delay);
new arr time row → setBitMatrixModel(bitmatrixmodel);
new arr time row → setNodeList(parent arrival time→ getNodeList());
new arr time row → getNodeList()→ append(segment→ getNodeList());
nodecurrent → appendArrivalTimeRow(new arr time row);
end
rows fitting this criteria. Under such circumstance, the arrival time row providing the best cluster utilization is cho-
sen. Better cluster utilization is marked - if a cluster consists of larger number of nodes in it. Since the segments
from the input DAG are put inside a cluster, it is possible that both the parent and child nodes are included in the
current level nodes, thus being processed in one single iteration. To ensure that the child nodes (nodes nearer
to the PO) are processed earlier and a single node is not processed twice, the current level nodes is updated and
level-wise sorted at the end of each iteration. The algorithm proceeds in that way to realize the clustering solution
(making mapping solutions along the way) with optimal propagation delay.
Complexity Analysis : Clearly, the runtime complexity of CG-SMAC is dictated by the cluster labelling phase.
Let us consider an input boolean network of N nodes. For each such node, a matched pattern yields a segment.
For a pattern library of P different elements, the number of segments is of the order P , which also is of same order
as far as the number of parent nodes for each segment is concerned. Every arrival time row for these parent nodes
are searched for an available cluster in the function inClusterPlaceAndRoute (algorithm 6.10) inside the
innermost for-loop of algorithm 6.9. The number of arrival time rows for a given node is a product of the number of
arrival time rows of all its parent nodes (considering a possible clustering solution emerging from each one) and its
possible pattern matches. A possible clustering solution from a parent node will only cease to be existent in case the
cluster reaches its capacity, which is assumed to be of C elements. Additionally, a new arrival time row is created
for each node. Therefore, for every node, the number of arrival time rows can grow up to NL
C
*P + 1, where L is
the number of levels in the input graph. The number of all possible placements inside a cluster of capacity C can
grow up to C! in worst case scenario. However, usually a cluster is filled up with heterogeneous elements, reducing
the complexity down. In case of say, h1 and h2 being the number of elements of two different types, the number
of possible placement becomes h1!*h2!. Considering worst case scenario, the total time-complexity is therefore
O(C!*N*P2*((NL )C*P + 1)), which is roughly equivalent to O(C!*(NL )
C+1
*P3). For a definite pattern library,
P3 can be considered to be a large constant factor. The clustering capacity, also, is usually low (≤ 6) [23] [16] for
coarse-grained FPGAs.
Optimality Analysis : By the conservation of all the possible solutions under given structural constraints, it is
guaranteed that the labelling phase determines the best arrival time for each node. This is true for only combinatorial
networks, to which the CG-SMAC algorithm is applied in this work. While determining the clusters starting from
PO nodes, it is, also, evident that the solution existing at the PO node is trace-able up to the PI nodes. This can only
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Algorithm 6.12: CG SMAC Clustering
Input: graph node list
Output: cluster result
begin
cluster result→ initialize();
PO node list = getPrimaryOutputs(graph node list);
nodes not clustered = graph node list;
current level nodes = PO node list;
while nodes not clustered 6= ∅ do
nodes just clustered→ clear();
while node = current level nodes→ next() do
min delay row list = getMinDelayInArrivalTimeTable(node);
Arrival T ime Row best arr time row =
selectRowWithMaxUtilization(min delay row list);
clusternew = new Cluster();
clusternew → getCopy(best arr time row→ getNodeList());
cluster result→ append(clusternew);
nodes just clustered→ append(best arr time row→ getNodeList());
nodes not clustered→ remove(best arr time row→ getNodeList());
current level nodes→ remove(best arr time row→ getNodeList())
sortLevelWise(current level nodes);
current level nodes→ clear();
current level nodes→ append(nodes just clustered→ getParentNodes());
return cluster result;
end
be possibly hampered if during labelling, overlapping solutions are created. The overlapping solutions can occur
due to one node being mapped into multiple clusters or multiple patterns. However, by duplicating the overlapped
nodes, the delay optimality can still be guaranteed.
6.10 FPGA Synthesis : Placement and Routing
Post mapping and clustering, the clustering solutions are to be placed and routed on the given FPGA structure.
As stated previously, the placement solution needs to be routable. At the same time, the quality of routing depends
strongly on the placement results. For this reason, the placement is performed with a measure of routability done
within. Module placement is shown to be an NP-hard problem by Sahni and Bhatt in 1980 [177], which states that it
is not possible to solve the placement problem in polynomial time by a deterministic Turing machine. To determine
an exact solution of placement would mean evaluating all the cluster placement possibilities. For C clusters and
L placement locations (with L ≥ C), this would require time in the order of PLC (i.e. L!(L−C)! ). Evidently, that is
not a possible solution of circuits with a reasonable number of clusters and placement locations. Several heuristic
approaches, thus, emerged for solving the placement problem in ASIC and FPGA synthesis. The best results have
been reported so far with simulated annealing-based heuristics [175]. In this book, the state-of-the-art algorithms
placement algorithm [15] based on simulated annealing is applied. Within the core of this algorithm, a negotiation-
based routing algorithm called Pathfinder [109] is utilized. Since, the routing algorithm forms a basic core of the
placement algorithm, in the following the former is discussed first.
Routing : In plain words, the routing problem can be stated as to find if a mapped-and-placed set of modules
are routable at all. If it is, then the goal is to connect all the modules while minimizing the critical path. The whole
process is routing is fixedly driven by two constraints. The first one is the mapped-and-placed set of modules. This
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is considered to be un-alterable during the routing phase. The second constraint is the routing resources. Formally,
the placed set of modules can be modelled as a directed multigraph Mplaced = 〈V,E〉, where V is the set of vertices
representing modules with their placement location. E is the multiset of edges connecting two vertices. Being a
multiset, it is possible for E to have multiple edges between two vertices. With this, the routing problem can be
formally defined as follows.
Problem Formulation : Given a particular FPGA architecture with its topology definition Ttopo, con-
nectivity constraint definition ConnE - determine the routing of a given input multigraph Mplaced on the
FPGA architecture - to minimize the critical path.
Solution Approach : The Pathfinder [109] routing algorithm is marked by two nested loops. The outer loop,
referred as global router, is executed as long as any routing resource is congested. The inner loop, termed signal
router, is called by the global router to completely re-route the signal (referred as cluster connections henceforth)
by avoiding obstacle. The routing of signal is performed by breadth-first search among the fan-outs of current
cluster to get the lowest cost path. The cost of a route is a key point in the Pathfinder algorithm. The cost is
computed by the usual path-delay as well as the routing resource cost. The cost of a routing resource increases with
every iteration if it is congested. This slow increase in the routing resource sot forces the cluster connections to
avoid using highly over-used resources and thus find congestion free routing. At the same time, the global router
calls the cluster connections in the order of their decreasing slack during each iteration. This allows high priority
cluster connections to be routed first avoiding congestion.
In this book, the pathfinder algorithm is modified to fit the generic FPGA structure scenario. For the coarse-
grained FPGA case, dedicated routing resources may exist in form of bus, crossbar or even a cluster itself can be
cast as a routing resource. In the structural modelling of FPGA, a provision for all these are maintained. This
necessitates a graph theoretic model of the FPGA structure including the routing resources. This is explained using
the following figure 6.17.
CONNECTIVITY{
RULE FPGA {
STYLE(MESH);
BASIC (cluster,cluster) {
outport TO inport;
}
}
non-empty cluster
virtual routing resource
Figure 6.17. Data-structure for Modelling Generic Routing Structure
In the figure 6.17, connectivity descriptions with the corresponding partial physical view of the FPGA is shown.
Note that, only uni-directional edges are shown in the figure for the sake of clarity. In practice, for connecting
between two adjacent clusters two virtual routing resources are used. As depicted in the figure 6.17, depending
on the Ttopo, a specific graph is built up to solve the routing problem. For different connectivity styles, different
virtual routing resources are positioned around the clusters. Importantly, empty clusters/elements can be used as
routing resources, as shown in the figure, if the cluster elements allow a direct path from the input to the output.
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In this case, the routing resources are dubbed virtual as no dedicated routing resources are modelled. Dedicated
routing resources are also feasible to model using FPGA structural description, as also shown in the figure 6.17.
Formally, the clusters and the routing resources are modelled as a directed multi-graph with two different types of
vertices namely, clusters and routing resources. The cluster connections are routed from the source to sink using
pathfinder algorithm employing these routing data-structure.
Placement : Informally, the placement problem can be defined as - to find positions for placing all the mapped
clusters on the given FPGA structure to minimize the overall routing cost. Let us consider that there are C mapped
clusters and L locations for these clusters on the FPGA. Let S be the set of Ns cluster connections, with Wi
(i ≤ Ns) being the weight of each cluster connection. A mapping function F(i, j) can be defined to be 1 if
i-th cluster is placed in j-th position, 0 otherwise. Therefore the cost function can be formulated to be Wi·F,
which denotes the weight of each cluster connection under a particular placement assignment. On that basis the
placement problem can be formulated as following. The given mapped cluster can also be represented using a
multigraph as like a placed one. This time for Mclustered = 〈V,E〉, the vertices are not tagged with their placement
position.
Problem Formulation : Given a particular FPGA architecture with its topology definition Ttopo, con-
nectivity constraint definition ConnE - determine the placement of a given mapped cluster multigraph
Mclustered on the FPGA architecture - such that the following conditions are held.
•
L∑
j=1
F(i, j) = 1
•
C∑
i=1
F(i, j) ≤ 1
and the cost function
Ns∑
i=1
Wi·F is minimized.
In the above problem formulation, the constraints ensure that every cluster is placed and that one cluster
is placed only once. The cost function can take different forms depending on the weight measure of the
cluster connections. For area-driven placement, the density of channels are considered as weights, for routability-
driven placement the total wire length is the weight measure, whereas for timing-driven placement the length of the
critical path is taken as weight. The placement algorithm adopted in this book is termed as Coarse-grained Generic
Simulated Annealing-based Placement or CG-SA-Placement. It is presented using pseudo-code in the algorithm
6.13. Note that, the area-optimized placement problem can be formulated as a bin-packing problem, which is
known to be NP-hard.
The inputs of the CG-SA-Placement algorithm are the clustered input graph (i.e. output of CG-SMAC), the
connectivity constraints, the FPGA structure topology and the delay model. At the very beginning of the algorithm,
a new list of clusters, called placed cluster, is created. This list is initialized by putting all the available clusters
in the FPGA topology. Next to that, the clusters from CG-SMAC output are placed with random co-ordinates in
this list. The other clusters remain empty at this point. Before starting with the simulated annealing, the starting
temperature is determined. This is done via maze-routing the connections, swapping cluster positions several times,
calculating the placement costs and summing it up. The initial temperature is set to be a multiple of the standard
deviation of these placement costs. The starting temperature, the cooling schedule of simulated annealing and the
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Algorithm 6.13: CG SA Placement
Input: cluster smac, conn constraint, fpga topo, delay model
Output: placed cluster
begin
placed cluster → Initialize(fpga topo);
foreach clustercurrent ∈ cluster smac do
clustercurrent → setRandomCoordinate(fpga topo);
placed cluster → setCluster(clustercurrent);
cluster connection list = routeMaze(placed cluster);
placement costcurrent = computeCost(cluster connection list, delay model);
placement cost list→ append(placement costcurrent);
unsignedint cluster count = placed cluster → getCount();
for i = 1 to cluster count do
clusterA = randomChooseCluster(placed cluster);
clusterB = randomChooseCluster(placed cluster);
swapCluster(clusterA, clusterB);
cluster connection list = routeMaze(placed cluster);
placement costcurrent = computeCost(cluster connection list, delay model);
placement cost list→ append(placement costcurrent);
temperature = computeInitialTemperature(placement cost list);
placement costold = placement costcurrent;
cacheRoutingPath(cluster connection list);
while temperature > terminating temperature do
for i = 1 to movement count do
clusterA = randomChooseCluster(placed cluster);
clusterB = randomChooseCluster(placed cluster);
ripped up connection list = ripUpConnection(clusterA, clusterB);
swapCluster(clusterA, clusterB);
foreach connection ∈ ripped up connection list do routeMaze(connection);
PathFinder(cluster connection list, cluster smac→ getPrimaryInput(), cluster smac→
getPrimaryOutput());
placement costnew = computeCost(cluster connection list, delay model);
δcost = placement costnew - placement costold;
if acceptMovement(δcost, temperature) == true then
placement costold = placement costnew; cacheRoutingPath(cluster connection list);
else
swapCluster(clusterA, clusterB);
copyCachedRoutingPath(cluster connection list);
temperature→ update();
return placed cluster;
end
terminating temperature (which is equal to 0.005 ∗ placement cost / # cluster connections) are set according to
that of the state-of-the-art fine-grained FPGA place-and-route tool [196].
Within each temperature iterations, a number of movements are allowed. For each movement, two particular
clusters from the placed cluster are chosen. For these two clusters the associated connections are completely
ripped up. After swapping, the new connections are established by maze routing. Followed by that, the pathfinder
routing algorithm is called upon. Depending on the pathfinder outcome, the new placement cost is computed. The
movement is accepted or not is based on the current annealing temperature and the difference of costs between
earlier placement (before swapping) and the current one. If the movement is accepted then the current routing path
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is cached. If it is not, then the clusters are swapped back to their original positions. The old routing path is also
re-established from the previously cached routing path.
6.10.1 Configuration Bitstream Generation
Generating the configuration bitstream out of the placed-and-routed FPGA is a methodical task. For this work to
be generic, the configuration bits necessary at each point or arbitration is directly taken from the FPGA-IR. Surely,
for a different FPGA structural definition, the configuration bits and their distribution becomes different. During the
FPGA-IR construction, these bits are allocated as elaborated in the previous connectConfiguration function (refer
algorithm 6.8).
The function to generate the configuration bitstream accepts the placed cluster and the configuration information
from the FPGA-IR as input. The configuration information contains the name of each FIR-Port for each FIR-
Entity. For each FIR-Port, the configuration bits to control it (if any) with their relative bit-position in the top-
level configuration bitstream are stored. Furthermore, the exact bitstream added with the corresponding target
FIR-Port completes the configuration information. Exemplarily, say a given FIR-Port clusteroutport can
connect to clusterinport of its four neighbouring clusters. The configuration information stored at the FIR-
Port clusteroutport will thus contain bit-positions (say 32..31) to control it. It will also contain the target FIR-
Ports with the corresponding control bit-streams (e.g. 00 → clusterinport cluster1, 01 → clusterinport cluster2, 10
→ clusterinport cluster3, 11→ clusterinport cluster4). Similar pieces of information are stored for the configuration
of FIR-Processes (containing OPERATOR LIST), too. With the placed cluster containing detailed information
about the connected ports, the bitstream generation task only iterates among the FIR-Entities recursively, thereby
setting the corresponding configuration bits during the process.
6.10.2 Synthesis on Non-clustered Heterogeneous FPGA
H-FPGA-1 H-FPGA-2
ALU
MUL
pseudo cluster boundaries
Figure 6.18. Heterogeneous FPGAs
The proposed FPGA description style permits modelling of a heterogeneous FPGA by allowing various elements
to be grouped in a cluster and various different clusters forming the complete FPGA. However, adapting CG-SMAC
and the placement-and-routing algorithm for heterogeneous FPGA is a major challenge as those are designed with
clustered LUT-based FPGAs in view. One possible alternative is to model the entire heterogeneous FPGA as one
single large cluster. This will pose difficulty to the in-cluster placement and routing phase, which permutes over all
possible placement positions. In this work, the chosen alternative is to determine some form of homogeneity within
the heterogeneous FPGAs and thereby, impose pseudo cluster boundaries. In this case, the inter-cluster routing
cost is considered equal to the intra-cluster one. This enables the entire FPGA synthesis flow presented so far to be
applied to heterogeneous FPGAs. Exemplary FPGAs, with pseudo cluster boundaries are shown in the figure 8.6.
Surely, the homogeneity of the so called heterogeneous FPGAs can be more difficult to find in some cases, leading
to the formation of a single large cluster and thereby increasing the complexity of synthesis algorithms. However,
it can be argued that, increasing heterogeneity makes the FPGA more ASIC-like and thus, it should be natural to
expect the synthesis algorithms to run for longer time then.
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6.11 Synopsis
• The result of the pre-fabrication implementation is an RTL description of the rASIP completed with synthesis,
simulation scripts as well as the configuration bit-stream for the FPGA.
• Pre-fabrication implementation does not merely follow the choices of pre-fabrication exploration but, also
allows a larger exploration loop by providing more detailed feedback on the earlier decisions. This calls for a
flexible implementation flow as elaborated in this chapter.
• The implementation flow is rooted in an ASIP design environment. By high-level keywords it is possible
to partition the processor in fixed and re-configurable block. Furthermore, the structural details of the re-
configurable block can also be designed using an abstract description style.
• The pre-fabrication implementation flow can be grossly put into three phases namely, base processor imple-
mentation and partitioning, FPGA implementation and FPGA synthesis.
• The genericity as well as the implementation flexibility strongly relies on the algorithms (adopted, designed
or modified) integrated in the flow.
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Post-fabrication Design Space Exploration and
Implementation
In der Beschra¨nkung zeigt sich erst der Meister.
Goethe, Polymath, 1749 - 1832
The designer enters post-fabrication phase of rASIP design, when most of the design decisions are already taken.
This phase is important, therefore, to make the optimum decisions within the constraints set in the pre-fabrication
phase. The complete tool-flow specified in the pre-fabrication phase remains same in post-fabrication phase, too. In
the same manner as before, one has to perform profiling of new, evolving applications, followed by instruction-set
simulation, RTL simulation etc. The difference is that all these are done in a constrained manner. For example, after
profiling the application - the designer is allowed to change only a part of the LISA model namely, the part targeted
for re-configurable block. Therefore, the post-fabrication design space exploration can be alternatively termed as
constrained design space exploration. The pre-fabrication design space exploration is, contrarily, unconstrained
design space exploration.
The task of post-fabrication design space exploration is basically to select between alternative application par-
titions, which will be mapped to the re-configurable portion and the fixed portion of the rASIP. Considering that
the entire application is first targeted to the base processor, the design space exploration is simply to select a basic
block from the application, form a special custom instruction out of it using LISA 3.0 description, map it to the
coarse-grained FPGA and evaluate the results. Though this entire flow can be considered as a large design space
exploration yet, due to the different nature of problems addressed, the selection of custom instruction is covered
within post-fabrication design space exploration. The later steps namely, HDL generation for re-configurable part
and mapping of those to the coarse-grained FPGA is discussed in the later section 7.2 elaborating post-fabrication
design space exploration.
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Figure 7.1. rASIP Post-fabrication Design Space Exploration
7.1 Post-fabrication Design Space Exploration
The post-fabrication design space exploration flow is shown in the figure 7.1. The black boxes shown in the figure
refers to the design components, which are fixed in the post-fabrication phase. These restricts the design space of
the custom instruction synthesis tool. Thus, during the custom instruction selection, hard constraints need to be met.
In the following, all such constraints are listed. Some of these constraints are directly fed into the custom instruction
synthesis tool and some of these are verified manually.
• The special-purpose or custom instructions must not violate the existing interface between re-configurable
block and the base processor.
• The additional number of instructions must not exceed the number allowed by the free opcode space available.
• The custom instructions selected, must be within the area-budget of the coarse-grained FPGA.
7.1.1 Integration with Custom Instruction Synthesis Tool
The state-of-the-art custom instruction synthesis tool, named Instruction Set Extension Generator (ISEGen) [163]
is integrated with the rASIP tool-flow proposed in this work. The integration proves to be particularly useful during
the post-fabrication rASIP design space exploration since, a large number of design decisions are already taken
at this point. Thus, the point of automation and optimization in the tool-flow is much clearly established. The
ISEGen fits this perfectly. The inputs to the ISEGen are firstly, the application or part of it and secondly, the design
constraints. The outputs are firstly, the modified application with special inline assembly functions replacing plain
C code. Secondly, the declaration of inline assembly functions so that, the application can be compiled. Finally, the
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definition of the inline assembly functions in plain C is produced by ISEGen. The definition of the inline assembly
functions needs to be ported as LISA description with corresponding opcode and syntax definition. Nevertheless,
the C description produced as an output of ISEGen is used effectively for host-based debugging purposes.
Feeding ISEGen Input : ISEGen offers a GUI-based frontend for editing and/or selecting a part of the applica-
tion, which the designer wants to choose custom instruction from. The selected part is then subjected to an Integer
Linear Programming (ILP)-based algorithmic flow to obtain the custom instructions. The criteria for identifying a
custom instruction includes several clauses. Exemplarily, the identified data-flow graph should be convex i.e. it must
not have one external node both receiving and sending data from/to it. On top of these basic analysis, the constraints
from pre-fabricated rASIP design are fed to the ISEGen. The constraints are basically of two types. Firstly, the
interface constraints and secondly, the structural constraints. While interface constraints are about the availability
of connecting ports between the base processor and the re-configurable block, the structural constraints are about
selecting the custom instructions to fit the pre-defined coarse-grained FPGA perfectly.
The first set of constraints (stored in the so called config.xml file) deals about the interface restrictions. Inside
this, the number of General Purpose Register (GPR) read-write ports available to the custom instructions are stored.
Furthermore, the number of memory ports and number of local scratchpad memories with their port count is stored.
Localized scratchpad memories inside the re-configurable block can boost performance as shown in [146] [7]. The
parameterizability of scratchpads offers an unique advantage of ISEGen to explore that fully. Finally, subsequently
occurring custom instructions may need to store intermediate results locally. This can be achieved by having a local
register file. The number of ports allowed for each custom instruction to/from the local register file is also specified
in the interface constraints.
The second set of constraints, which is stored in the param.xml file, holds several details of the coarse-grained
FPGA structure. This may include the collection of basic elements e.g. LUT, MULT, ADD available in the coarse-
grained structure. Further details like, the bit width of these basic operators and the count of each such operator
can also be stored. A future enhancement of this tool will allow few connectivity details to be incorporated in the
constraint-set as well. This will mean a high-level mapping and clustering during the custom instruction selection
itself. Note that, exactly this is the point where the custom instruction selection, mapping, placement and routing
are merged together by several other tools [179] [23]. In contrast, the decoupled flow suggested in this book [6]
allows more design points to be taken into consideration.
Exporting ISEGen Output : The modified application and the inline assembly functions’ declaration, generated
by ISEGen, are used as it is for the rASIP post-fabrication design space exploration. The generated definition of
inline assembly functions do need some follow-up work in order to put that as a LISA 3.0 description. The ISEGen
produces the behavior definition of custom instruction in XML format. A software program named ISE2LISA is
developed to automatically read the XML description and write a LISA description out of it. The translation of
behavior portion to LISA behavior section is almost verbatim except for the the following macros used by ISEGen.
• UDI RS and UDI RT : These macros are used to read from the general purpose registers. In ISE2LISA,
these is transformed to the R[UDI RS]; and R[UDI RS]; statements respectively, where R is the general
purpose register in the resource section of given LISA model.
• UDI WRITE GPR(value) : This macro is used to write to the general purpose register. This macro is trans-
formed to R[UDI WRITE GPR] = value;, where R is the general purpose register.
• SCRATCH MEM : This macro is used to read/write from/to the local scratchpad memory. This has to take
into account the memory access identifier as well as synchronous, asynchronous nature of the memories into
account. The translation of this is currently done manually.
Apart from the behavior part, the LISA definition of an instruction needs to consist of syntax, opcode and its
location in the overall LISA operation graph. The location of the newly determined custom instructions in the
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overall LISA operation graph is already fixed in the pre-fabrication phase. The opcode of the custom instruction can
be pre-determined if the decoder is not localized. Otherwise, the op-code is determined and allocated by using the
Coding Leakage Explorer tool. If the instruction is accessing GPRs, then those also need to have their placeholders
in the instruction syntax and instruction opcode. These are determined by the designer’s knowledge of GPR opcode
and syntax, which are fixed during the post-fabrication phase. Once the mapping of custom instructions’ behaviors
are done, the custom instructions are added to the UNIT definition of LISA model.
7.1.2 Re-targeting Software Toolsuite
After the enhancements done in the LISA description, the software tools need to be re-generated. This task is
fairly simple for the simulator, assembler, linker and loader. As already discussed previously, the only tool deserving
special attention among the above is the simulator. That too, when an instruction with the keyword latency is used.
Contrarily the task of re-targeting the C compiler requires extra efforts. Earlier in chapter 5, the re-targeting of
simulator under special cases and the C compiler are described. The same flow is also used here.
7.2 Post-fabrication Design Implementation
The post-fabrication design implementation flow, proposed in this book, is as shown in the figure 7.2. The post-
fabrication implementation part concentrates on primarily two things. Firstly, to ensure that the interface restrictions
from pre-fabrication design decision is strictly maintained during implementation. This is actually loosely imposed
in the post-fabrication exploration loop. Secondly, to map, place and route the datapath selected for re-configurable
block on to the coarse-grained FPGA. In the following sub-sections, these issues are elaborated.
7.2.1 Interface Matching
The interface between the base processor and the re-configurable part is automatically generated during IR gener-
ation phase of RTL synthesis from LISA. The generated interface is stored internally and the earlier stored interface
(in .xml format) is retrieved. The interface matching is performed, followed by the port allocation. The interface
matching is done as presented in algorithm 7.1. For brevity, the matching of only some interesting IR-paths are
covered in the pseudo-code.
The currently generated interface is stored in form of IR-paths internally. For different kinds of IR-paths, various
unique attributes are stored. These attributes are matched against the corresponding IR-paths in the pre-fabrication
interface. For example, the IR-path activation (representing a signal triggering an operation) is unique by its direc-
tion, signal name and the name of the operation it is triggering. These are matched as shown in the algorithm. It
is important to note that the interface matching does not necessarily produce an one-to-one solution in some cases
e.g. for matching of a register read-write port. There can be several register read-write ports existing in the pre-
fabrication interface. The newly generated interface may use one of them to access the register file. Therefore,
during this process the first match is selected.
Three different kinds of errors can occur during interface matching.
Unmatched Interface This error is faced when a particular newly generated interface is not existing in the pre-
fabrication interface at all.
Under-used Interface This is more of a warning than an error, triggered when all the pre-fabrication interfaces are
not used.
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Figure 7.2. rASIP Post-fabrication Design Implementation
Over-used Interface This is an error faced, when the sheer number of required interfaces in the post-fabrication
mode exceeds that set up during pre-fabrication.
Interestingly, any of the three aforementioned errors can occur together with the other ones. For example, while
a particular IR-path activation signal can get unmatched, it produces an under-used as well as an over-used interface
directly. While a single register read-port can be left under-used. To enable the designer analyze the situation
clearly, a tabular display is done after the HDL generation. The display shows all the previous interfacing signals
and the corresponding matched signals. Additionally, it shows the interfaces which are not used as well as the newly
generated unused interfaces, if any.
7.2.2 Area-optimized Coarse-grained FPGA Synthesis
During the post-fabrication phase, the dimensions of the coarse-grained FPGA remains completely fixed. There-
fore, the main objective of coarse-grained FPGA synthesis stage is to fit the given datapath within it. Keeping this
in perspective, in post-fabrication implementation phase - area optimization is investigated within the algorithmic
steps of coarse-grained FPGA synthesis.
As explained in the previous chapter, the CG-SMAC algorithm accomplishes mapping and clustering with op-
timum delay as goal. CG-SMAC algorithm has two main components. First, the labelling phase and second the
cluster realization phase. During labelling phase, the nodes of input datapath are labelled with all possible arrival
times starting from PI nodes down to PO nodes. During cluster realization phase, the traversal begins from PO
nodes and the best possible arrival time at each node is chosen. The same principle of operation is used for im-
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Algorithm 7.1: matchInterface
Input: listir path prefab, listir path current
begin
IR Path ir pathprefab;
IR Path ir pathcurrent;
foreach ir pathcurrent ∈ listir path current do
foreach ir pathprefab ∈ listir path prefab do
if ir pathprefab.getType () == ir pathcurrent.getType () then
if ir pathprefab.getType () == IR Path Register then
if ir pathprefab.getDirection () == ir pathcurrent.getDirection ()
and ir pathprefab.getName () == ir pathcurrent.getName ()
and ir pathprefab.getDatatype () == ir pathcurrent.getDatatype ()
and ir pathprefab.getReadOrWritten () == ir pathcurrent.getReadOrWritten () then
ir pathcurrent.matched = true;
ir pathcurrent.match port = ir pathprefab;
listir path prefab.remove(ir pathprefab);
else if ir pathprefab.getType () == IR Path Activation then
if ir pathprefab.getDirection () == ir pathcurrent.getDirection ()
and ir pathprefab.getName () == ir pathcurrent.getName ()
and ir pathprefab.getDatatype () == ir pathcurrent.getDatatype ()
and ir pathprefab.getOperationName () == ir pathcurrent.getOperationName () then
ir pathcurrent.matched = true;
ir pathcurrent.match port = ir pathprefab;
listir path prefab.remove(ir pathprefab);
else if ir pathprefab.getType () == IR Path Coding then
if ir pathprefab.getDirection () == ir pathcurrent.getDirection ()
and ir pathprefab.getName () == ir pathcurrent.getName ()
and ir pathprefab.getDatatype () == ir pathcurrent.getDatatype ()
and ir pathprefab.getContext () == ir pathcurrent.getContext () then
ir pathcurrent.matched = true;
ir pathcurrent.match port = ir pathprefab;
listir path prefab.remove(ir pathprefab);
end
plementing area-optimized CG-SMAC. In general, obtaining the area-optimal solution is of exponential complexity
and therefore not attempted. A simple first-fit heuristic is used. The algorithmic steps for labelling in area-optimized
CG-SMAC are exactly same as regular CG-SMAC. The major differentiator is in the generation of arrival time data-
structures, where additional entries are made to keep a count of number of clusters allocated along each path from
PI to PO. The modified algorithmic steps for generation of arrival time row are shown in the algorithm 7.2. From the
algorithm, it can be observed that a new entry named cluster count is added to the arrival time table data-structure.
In case, there is a parent arrival time i.e. the current node is accommodated in an existing cluster, then the arrival
time row’s cluster count is not incremented. Otherwise, it is increased by 1. By this way of labelling, every node
remembers the number of clusters it currently consumes.
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Algorithm 7.2: generateArrivalTimeRow
Input: nodecurrent, segment, clustercurrent, available elments, prop delay, parent arrival time
begin
if available elments 6= ∅ then
Arrival T ime Row new arr time row = new Arrival T ime Row();
if parent arrival time then
bit matrix model = Clone(parent arrival time→ getBitMatrix());
new arr time row → cluster count = parent arrival time→ cluster count;
else
bit matrix model→ Initialize();
new arr time row → cluster count = parent arrival time→ cluster count + 1;
bit matrix model¦setBit(available elments→first());
new arr time row → setCluster(clustercurrent);
new arr time row → setPropDelay(prop delay);
new arr time row → setBitMatrixModel(bitmatrixmodel);
new arr time row → setNodeList(parent arrival time→ getNodeList());
new arr time row → getNodeList()→ append(segment→ getNodeList());
nodecurrent → appendArrivalTimeRow(new arr time row);
end
The cluster realization phase selects the mapping and clustering option with minimum cluster count along each
path from PO to PI. This is elaborated via pseudo code in the following algorithm 7.3. The algorithm works in the
same manner as in delay-optimal version except that the arrival time row with minimum cluster count is chosen.
Algorithm 7.3: CG SMAC Clustering
Input: graph node list
Output: cluster result
begin
cluster result→ initialize();
PO node list = getPrimaryOutputs(graph node list);
nodes not clustered = graph node list;
current level nodes = PO node list;
while nodes not clustered 6= ∅ do
nodes just clustered→ clear();
while node = current level nodes→ next() do
min cluster row list = getMinClusterCountInArrivalTimeTable(node);
Arrival T ime Row best arr time row =
selectRowWithMaxUtilization(min cluster row list);
clusternew = new Cluster();
clusternew → getCopy(best arr time row→ getNodeList());
cluster result→ append(clusternew);
nodes just clustered→ append(best arr time row→ getNodeList());
nodes not clustered→ remove(best arr time row→ getNodeList());
current level nodes→ remove(best arr time row→ getNodeList())
sortLevelWise(current level nodes);
current level nodes→ clear();
current level nodes→ append(nodes just clustered→ getParentNodes());
return cluster result;
end
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7.3 Synopsis
• The post-fabrication exploration and implementation phase essentially utilizes the same tool-flow as in the
pre-fabrication phase. The major difference is that several specifications (or parts of those) are freezed in the
post-fabrication phase.
• With tighter constraints in the post-fabrication phase, it is important to apply those constraints on the explo-
ration and implementation tools as well.
• A custom instruction synthesis tool is coupled in the post-fabrication design space exploration phase. The tool,
termed ISEGen, determines potential special-purpose instructions and evaluates their impact on the overall
application performance with the help of LISA instruction-set simulator. Most importantly, this tool accepts
various design constraints as existent in the post-fabrication flow.
• To ensure the constraints are not violated, an interface matching is performed during HDL generation from
LISA.
• With the dimension restrictions of coarse-grained FPGA becoming hard in the post-fabrication phase, an
area-optimized algorithm for synthesis is proposed.
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Case Study
Thinking is easy, acting is difficult, and to put one’s
thoughts into action is the most difficult thing in the
world.
Goethe, Polymath, 1749 - 1832
8.1 Introduction
The tools developed during the course of this work and presented in the previous chapters are put to test via several
experimental case studies. The empirical results obtained via those, created impetus for further research in various
directions. Given the immense scope of the rASIP tools, it is not trivial to put them to work simultaneously, even
though the guiding principle of application-driven processor design is maintained. There might be cases where one
tool appears to need further maturity, whereas efficacy of the some other tool is firmly established. Some language
extensions prove to be solidly required, while some other extensions are missed. The following case studies provide
insight to the rASIP design framework with its chronological development.
The first two case studies demonstrate the experiments with two different classes of architectures namely, simple-
scalar RISC and VLIW architectures. Different classes of applications, from the domain of cryptography, mul-
timedia and signal processing, are chosen to driven the rASIP design. The third case study focussed solely on
the exploration of coarse-grained FPGA architectures. In the fourth case study, a rASIP is built step-by-step for a
baseband signal processing algorithm. In the final case study, the design exploration efficiency is demonstrated by
tweaking at various phases of the tool flow and quickly observing its effect on other phases. For all the case studies,
the rASIP architecture exploration started with some driving applications and an initial architecture.
8.2 Experiments with RISC-based Architecture
In this section, first the target processor architecture is discussed. This is followed by a brief introduction of the
chosen applications and then, the detailed elaboration of the case study.
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The initial template architecture, LT RISC 32p5, is a 32-bit, 5-stage pipelined architecture. The processor con-
tains 16 general purpose registers and several special-purpose registers. LT RISC 32p5 employs general purpose
load-store instructions, arithmetic instructions and instructions to perform boolean operations. The architecture also
is interlocked and supports bypass mechanism.
The target applications for the rASIP are chosen from the domain of cryptography. These are listed in the
following.
Blowfish Blowfish is a 64-bit block sized, 32-448-bit key length, symmetric block cipher. It is a free en/decryption
algorithm, one of the fastest block-cyphers in wide-spread use today. It has two parts: key expansion and
data encryption. In the key expansion phase, the variable-length key is used to generate a set of 32 bit sub-
keys which are stored in arrays known as S-Box es and P-Boxes. The encryption algorithm applies P-Box
dependent permutation and S-Box dependent substitution on the plain text in 16 rounds. Current cryptanalysis
could break only up to 4 rounds of the encryption.
DES Despite proven theoretical and analytical weaknesses, Data Encryption Standard (DES) remains to be the
most commonly used encryption algorithm for research purposes. This is due to the active involvement
of government agencies in designing, using and further declassification of DES. The key-size of DES is 7
bytes. The algorithm works in 16 rounds i.e. processing stages. Furthermore, there is an initial and a final
permutation round. The initial and final rounds are included deliberately to slow down the software execution
of DES as it was designed for hardware. This, presumably, defended it from cryptanalysis at the time it was
designed (early 1970s).
GOST GOST is a 64-bit block sized, 256-bit key length symmetric block cypher. Like Blowfish, GOST also uses
S-Box substitution inside a similar F function. GOST uses 8 S-Boxes and applies 32 encryption rounds on
the plain text. 1
As proposed in the design flow, the case study is divided into two phases i.e. the pre-fabrication and post-
fabrication phases. The case study starts with the analysis of applications for rASIP design in pre-fabrication phase
and then in the post fabrication phase uses the flexibility offered by re-configurable block to optimize the rASIP.
While, DES is used to take the pre-fabrication architectural decisions, Blowfish and GOST are used as the post-
fabrication applications with the interface and the base processor remaining fixed.
Pre-fabrication Design Space Exploration : The application DES is chosen as the starting point for rASIP
design. The application is subjected to the application profiling tool [104] for identification of hot spots. The
function des round is identified as the hot spot of the DES application. This function is then subjected to the ISEGen
tool for identification of custom instructions with initial constraints of a 2-input interface to 2 general purpose
registers of the base processor, a 1-output interface to 1 GPR of the base processor and 32 internal registers, each of
32 bit width. The ISEGen tool generated 5 custom instructions, the behaviors of which are mapped completely in
LISA description. The codings of these custom instructions are determined using the Coding Leakage Explorer.
During RTL synthesis with these custom instructions, register localization and decoder localization options are
turned on, in order to have flexibility for adding further custom instructions in the re-configurable part. The base
processor is synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler [182] using 0.13 µm process technology of 1.2 V. The
re-configurable block is synthesized with Synopsys FPGA Compiler [183] using Xilinx Virtex-II pro [200] (0.13
µm process technology of 1.5 V) as the target device. The synthesis results are given in the table 8.1.
As the synthesis results demand the FPGA latency to be at least 4 times that of the base processor, a latency of
4 is introduced during the simulation of the modified DES application. It is observed that the latency of custom
instructions can be completely hidden by performing efficient manual scheduling. The initial simulation results of
1This algorithm is the Russian counterpart of the American DES algorithm.
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Re-configurable Block Base Processor
Area Minimum Latency Area Clock
Clock Delay (ns) (Gates) Delay (ns)
1653 LUTs 12.09 4 88453 4.0
512 Registers
Table 8.1. Pre-fabrication Synthesis Results for LT RISC 32p5
the DES application show up to 3.5 times runtime speed-up (table 8.2). After these simulations, it is observed that
the des round function (the hot-spot function of DES) performs several accesses to data memory containing S-box.
Each S-box contains 64 32-bit elements. These memory contents are known prior to the hot-spot execution. Exist-
ing studies [146] on exploiting such knowledge show that the runtime improvement can be stronger by including
scratchpad memories within the CI. To experiment with such extensions, local scratchpad memory resource is ap-
pended to the rASIP description. A special instruction to transfer the S-boxes from data memory to the scratchpad
memory is included. ISEGen is then configured to have up to 4 parallel scratchpad accesses. Each of these config-
urations produced different set of custom instructions. Since the scratchpad access is local to the re-configurable
block, the interface constraints are not modified due to the access. The only modification required is for allowing
the data transfer from the data memory to the scratchpad memory. The complete simulation and synthesis results
for custom instructions with scratchpad access are given in table 8.3.
Latency without with Speed-up
custom instructions custom instructions
4 1563266 625306 2.5
Hidden 1563266 453397 3.5
Table 8.2. Simulation Cycles : DES
Number of Parallel Speed-up Minimum Area
Scratchpad Access Clock Delay (ns) (LUTs)
1 4.4 10.7 1342
2 4.2 9.72 1665
3 5.9 9.05 1638
4 6.0 9.05 1616
Table 8.3. Custom instructions with scratchpad access : DES
Considering no significant change in speed-up with other interface constraints (e.g. 3-input,1-output and 4-
input,1-output), it is decided to keep the 2-input, 1-output interface setting for the rASIP fabrication. Since scratch-
pad memories improved the runtime performance considerably, it is also integrated. Number of parallel accesses
can be increased or decreased post-fabrication depending on the available re-configurable block area. Note that the
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contents of the scratchpads can be physically implemented as flexible hardware tables, too - possibly resulting in
higher speed-up in the data access.
Post-fabrication Design Space Exploration : In keeping trend with cryptographic applications, the hot-spot of
Blowfish application does also contain accesses to pre-calculated memory elements. Those elements are loaded to
the scratchpad memory. ISEGen identified various set of custom instructions for Blowfish. The interface restrictions
from the pre-fabrication design as well as various scratchpad access configurations are fed to the ISEGen. The
generated set of instructions are then appended to the rASIP description. The synthesis and simulation results (refer
table 8.4) demonstrate the prudence of pre-fabrication decisions.
Number of Parallel Speed-up Minimum Area
Scratchpad Access Clock Delay (ns) (LUTs)
0 2.7 13.78 1456
1 3.3 8.72 1009
2 3.4 13.78 1221
3 3.5 8.43 1473
4 3.8 9.05 939
Table 8.4. Simulation and synthesis results : Blowfish
For the GOST application, the hot-spot function is found to be relatively small, thereby providing little oppor-
tunity to speed-up. Even then, the improvement is visible without and with the scratchpad access. The results
are summarized in table 8.5. Interestingly, 2 parallel scratchpad accesses resulted in poor speed-up compared to 1
parallel access. It is observed that the ISEGen left some base processor instruction out due to GPR I/O restrictions
(2-input, 1-output). The base processor instructions with a subsequent custom instruction incurred extra nops due to
data dependency. This serves as an example of how the interface restriction can control the speed-up. By allowing
increased number of scratchpad accesses a bigger data-flow graph could be accommodated in the CI, thereby avoid-
ing the GPR restriction. Similar effect is visible for DES (table 8.3), too. However, 4 scratchpad accesses masked
the effect of sub-optimal GPR I/O decision.
Number of Parallel Speed-up Minimum Area
Scratchpad Access Clock Delay (ns) (LUTs)
0 1.02 10.45 1803
1 1.6 9.05 1554
2 1.5 8.23 1513
3 1.7 9.05 1575
4 1.8 8.43 1455
Table 8.5. Simulation and synthesis results : GOST
The strong improvement in the application runtime in the post-fabrication phase shows the importance of flex-
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ibility, which could be offered by rASIP in comparison with the ASIP. Note that the custom instructions selected
for the DES applications are different from the custom instructions selected for the Blowfish or GOST application,
stressing the importance of post-fabrication flexibility. If the designer wanted to fabricate all the custom instructions
together in a single ASIP, it would cover an additional area of 12853 gates. Obviously, such instructions cannot be
foreseen in the pre-fabrication phase either. The results also reflect that the improvement is strongly dependent on
the application and a prudent selection of the pre-fabrication design constraints. Finally, the complete design space
exploration, starting with a LISA description of the base processor, took few hours by a designer. This is a manifold
increase in design productivity, while maintaining the genericity.
8.3 Experiments with VLIW-based Architecture
In the case study with VLIW-based architecture, a commercial architecture targeted for multimedia applications
is chosen. It serves two purposes. Firstly, it is a processor designed with a target group of applications in mind.
Extending this processor to the rASIP class will give us an opportunity to verify the performance advantage that
an rASIP can deliver. Secondly, the complexity of this processor makes it nearly impossible to explore the design
space manually. This can show the advantage of having a good rASIP exploration framework.
TriMedia32 (TM32), a member of Philips TM1x00 processor series with a VLIW core, has been designed for
use in low cost, high performance video telephony devices [139]. TM32 is based on a 5-slot VLIW architecture
and a 6-stage pipelined execution to enable highly parallel computing in time-critical applications. TM32 issues
one long instruction word each clock cycle. Each long instruction is comprised of five 48-bit instructions, each
corresponding to one slot. The operations are similar to those of standard RISC processors. The operations can
be optionally guarded. Some of the functional groups of operations supported by TM32 are 32-bit arithmetic, dual
16-bit and quad 8-bit multimedia arithmetic, floating point arithmetic, square root and division. Multiple operations
of the same type can be issued in different slots. However, all operations are not supported in all slots. The processor
is equipped with an array of 128 32-bit General Purpose Registers (GPRs). Except r0 which always returns the
value of 0x0, and r1 which always returns the value of 0x1 corresponding to the boolean values of FALSE and
TRUE, all registers can be freely used by the programmer.
For this case study, the complete TM32 is captured in the proposed rASIP description. From the description, the
software tools, including the C-compiler are generated. The rASIP description of TM32 consists of 29366 lines of
code. The automatically generated Verilog RTL description for pre-fabrication implementation is of 192524 lines.
The first group of applications, which is used for pre-fabrication rASIP exploration contains image processing
kernels from various kinds of image processing algorithms:
• The image convolution (img conv) kernel accepts 3 rows of x dim input points and produces one output row
of x dim points using the input mask of 3 by 3.
• The image quantize (img quant) kernel quantizes matrices by multiplying their contents with a second matrix
that contains reciprocals of the quantization terms.
• The image correlation (img corr) kernel performs a generalized correlation with a 1 by M tap filter.
The second group of applications, for post-fabrication rASIP enhancements are chosen from cryptographic appli-
cation domain. One image processing kernel is also added in order to see the quality of pre-fabrication architectural
decisions. The cryptographic kernels are Blowfish and GOST, the ones already utilized for case study with the
RISC-based architecture. The image processing kernel is named img ycbcr.
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• This kernel (img ycbcr) converts YCbCr (Y - luma (luminance); Cb - chroma blue; Cr - chroma red;) color
space to RGB (Red - Green - Blue) color space, useful in many image and video applications.
Pre-fabrication Design Space Exploration: The position of the re-configurable block, its coupling with the
base processor and the resource accessing schemes are developed during pre-fabrication design space exploration
using the image processing kernels. The image convolution kernel revealed two hot-spots from application profiling.
In the first one, a general purpose register is read and conditionally modified. In another hot-spot 6 parallel memory
accesses are made, which cannot be supported by the architecture. The calculation followed by the memory accesses
was already parallelized to a high degree by the VLIW slots. Therefore, the application runtime speed-up potential is
low. The image quantization kernel showed a potential custom instruction, where two registers are read, multiplied,
shifted and then written back to the destination register. The image correlation kernel suggested the requirement of
a multiply-accumulate (MAC) operation. Further improvement is obtained by software pipelining the target loop
manually, where the memory read of next iteration is combined with the current MAC operation. This required the
re-configurable operations to be implemented in a branch of instruction tree, which does not affect parallel memory
accesses.
From the pre-fabrication design space exploration, several conclusions about the final rASIP architecture are
made. Foremost, the variety of custom instructions, even within one application domain, justified the use of a
re-configurable unit with local decoding. This allows ample freedom to add new custom instructions. By using
the coding leakage explorer, a branch in the coding tree with 44 free bits out of total 48-bit instruction is found.
Out of these 44 bits, 7 bits of coding space is reserved for new instructions with up to 5 read-write indices for
register access. The pre-fabrication application kernels justified the usage of up to 4 register read and 1 register
write operation. The coding branch is also selected to be in such a place that, parallel memory accesses can be done.
Finally, the frequent access of general purpose registers and effective usage of instruction-level parallelism in the
overall architecture demanded the re-configurable unit to be tightly coupled with the processor. The availability of
a large array of general purpose registers also ensures a low probability of resource conflict even though there is a
tight coupling.
With the knowledge that the processor is going to be used for cryptographic domain of applications in post-
fabrication mode, another extension is made to the architecture. Since the cryptographic applications are data-driven,
a direct interface from the re-configurable unit to the data memory is established by putting a dummy memory
access. This allowed the construction of complex custom instructions, including the memory access. Alternatively,
local scratch-pad memories could be allocated in the re-configurable block [146]. This could be achieved by having
dedicated array of internal storage elements in the re-configurable block.
The RTL implementation of the complete rASIP description is automatically generated. The base processor is
synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler [183] using 0.13 µm process technology of 1.2 V. The re-configurable
block is synthesized with Synopsys FPGA Compiler [183] using Xilinx Virtex-II pro [200] (0.13 µm process tech-
nology of 1.5 V) as the target device. The pre-fabrication synthesis results are given in table 8.6. The huge area of the
base processor is mostly (78.28%) contributed by the 128-element 32-bit GPR array. The area of the re-configurable
block is not constrained in the pre- or post-fabrication phase. The pre-fabrication simulation results are shown in
table 8.7. As expected, the application runtime speed-up is not very strong in case of the image convolution kernel.
Post-fabrication Design Space Exploration : During the post-fabrication enhancements, the interface con-
straints, which are fixed during the fabrication are fed to the ISEGen tool in order to obtain the custom instructions.
ISEGen identified 3 custom instructions for the Blowfish encryption-decryption algorithm. The behavior of the
custom instructions are embedded in the LISA model with the coding determined from the coding leakage explorer.
The identified custom instructions are involved in several address calculation, memory accesses and arithmetic oper-
ations on the accessed data. The direct memory interfacing and the availability of internal storage elements allowed
composition of large custom instructions with high speed-up. The flexibility in opcode space could be fully utilized
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Re-configurable Block Base Processor
Area Minimum Area Clock
Clock Delay (ns) (Gates) Delay (ns)
572 LUTs 16.5 596790 4.6
12 Multipliers
Table 8.6. Pre-fabrication Synthesis Results for TM32
Application Cycles w/o CIs Cycles with CIs Speed-up
img conv 76838 66610 1.15
img quant 4902 3622 1.35
img corr 170720 86822 1.97
Table 8.7. Pre-fabrication Simulation Results for TM32
for accessing the internal storage elements and the memory. For GOST algorithm, 5 custom instructions are de-
termined, which satisfied pre-fabrication constraints. The custom instructions are further parallelized manually by
the VLIW capabilities of the processor. The post-fabrication image processing kernel (img ycbcr) revealed several
hot-spots with conditional arithmetic and logical operations. It showed similar traits like previous image processing
applications e.g. several parallel GPR read accesses, parallel memory access etc. The post-fabrication synthesis and
simulation results are given in table 8.8 and table 8.9 respectively. As can be observed, the runtime improvement
is strong in the image processing kernel as well as in the cryptographic kernels. Relatively small improvement in
GOST runtime is due to the its small-sized hot-spot function.
Application Re-configurable Block
Area Minimum Latency
Clock Delay (ns)
Blowfish 1042 LUTs 14.6 4
254 Registers
GOST 1133 LUTs 12 3
238 Registers
img ycbcr 312 LUTs 16.5 4
2 Multipliers
Table 8.8. Post-fabrication Synthesis Results for TM32
The speed-up in the application runtime for TM32 shows that defining optimum architecture for even a domain
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Application Cycles w/o CIs Cycles with CIs Speed-up
Blowfish 728926 311646 2.34
GOST 182110 144982 1.26
img ycbcr 12700 6316 2.01
Table 8.9. Post-fabrication Simulation Results for TM32
of applications is extremely difficult. There are improvements possible even for TM32, which is designed with mul-
timedia applications in mind. Clearly, it is not possible to accommodate all the special-purpose instructions together
in one ASIP. rASIPs, by having a changeable instruction-set, can effectively address this issue. The experiments
with VLIW processor also showed that the ISEGen is not capable of identifying custom instructions keeping the
VLIW slots in mind. Parallelization of the custom instructions are done manually, resulting in higher speed-up. The
other lesson learnt from this case study is that it is difficult to obtain high speed-up by using custom instructions
for VLIW architectures since, one of the basic reasons of runtime improvement by custom instructions is their ex-
ploitation of parallelism in the application. To boost the runtime performance either sequential operators need to be
grouped in a custom functional unit or further parallelism need to be explored or both. To establish opportunities
for further parallelism, the re-configurable block must be equipped with high number of data-transfer interfaces.
Actually, the less number of data-transfer resources did not allow to model a particular custom instruction of GOST
application, as explained in the following.
The portion of GOST application that was subjected to optimization can be found in figure 8.1. There are two
code sections - the code in the left part represents the candidates for implementation as custom instruction and the
right part represents their corresponding LISA implementation. For clarity, the DFG representation of candidate 1
is also shown. The candidate 1 is separated into three phases: the address generation, the memory access and the
data processing. The candidate 2 contains multiple lines of code where two memory reads and one memory store
is needed. Having three memory accesses, even with special instructions it is not possible because of only two
available memory ports per clock cycle from the re-configurable block. Unlike the RISC case study, no scratchpads
are allocated locally to the re-configurable block. Therefore, candidate 2 cannot be implemented with a chance of
gain.
Even for the proposed division of custom instructions in figure 8.1, the first custom instruction requires 5 simul-
taneous register read paths, while the interface can accommodate only 4. This means, that there is a lack of the extra
32-bit data bits, and the enable/activation bits for that extra data path. Therefore, given the pre-fabrication interface
decision, the only option is to split up the custom instruction for address generation into two smaller instructions.
This is what is done in the case study and the results are as shown in the table 8.9. This simple trade-offs establish
the importance of prudent pre-fabrication design choices aided by a sound understanding of target post-fabrication
application domain/evolution.
8.4 Experiments with Coarse-grained FPGA Exploration
The four algorithm kernels selected for this experiment are FFT Butterfly (BFLY), FIR (8-tap), DES and IDCT.
FFT and FIR are well-known algorithm kernels widely used in communication and digital signal processing. DES
is a block cipher algorithm used in the previous case studies. The block targeted for FPGA exploration is the
computation-intensive part of the DES namely, DES-round. IDCT is a fourier-related transformation, often used for
signal and image processing applications, especially for lossy data compression. It has two components reflecting
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//Candidate 1
word32 f(word32 x)
{
x = k87[x>>24 & 255] << 24
| k65[x>>16 & 255] << 16
| k43[x>> 8 & 255] << 8
| k21[x & 255];
return x<<11 | x>>(32-11);
}
OPERATION rGHOST_PREPARE_X_2 IN pipe.EX1
{
CODING {0b0001100 src1 src2 src3 src4}
SYNTAX { "r_g_addr" ~" " src1 " " src2
" " src3 " " src4 " " dst }
...
}
OPERATION rDOUBLE_LOAD_SPECIAL_2 IN pipe.EX1
{
CODING { 0b0001111 src1 src2 0bx[14] }
SYNTAX { "r_dbld32" ~" " src1 " " src2 }
...
}
OPERATION rGHOST_DELIVER_X IN pipe.EX1
{
CODING {0b0001101 0bx[28] }
SYNTAX { "r_g_deliver_x" ~" " dst }
...
}
//Candidate 2
for (i = 0; i < 256; i++) {
k87[i] = k8[i >> 4] << 4 | k7[i & 15];
k65[i] = k6[i >> 4] << 4 | k5[i & 15];
k43[i] = k4[i >> 4] << 4 | k3[i & 15];
k21[i] = k2[i >> 4] << 4 | k1[i & 15];
}
R[src1], R[src2], R[src3], R[src4], R[src5] 
address 
calculation
address 
calculation
address 
calculation
address 
calculation
mem_read
mem_read
mem_read
mem_read
shift shift shift
xor
xor
xor
Unmappable due to memory port restrictions
Figure 8.1. Optimization of GOST application : Interface Violation
similar traits, namely IDCT-row operations and IDCT-column operations. For the experimentation described in the
following, IDCT-row function is taken.
Delay Model : In the entire case study section, a cycle-based cost model with inter-cluster routing delay set
to 2 cycles and intra-cluster routing delay set to 1 cycle is used (DM1 cost model in [137]). Only in the case of
heterogeneous FPGAs, where pseudo cluster boundaries are set up, the inter-cluster routing delay is set to be same
as the intra-cluster routing delay, both being 1 cycle.
Attempts of Modelling Existing Architectures : In order to compare between different architectural styles,
several features of well-known coarse-grained re-configurable architectures are first modelled. The architectural
features are summarized in the table 8.10. For FPGA-1, the cluster-level connectivity of MESH-1 is used, whereas
for the rest the cluster-level connectivity is not relevant. The basic element used in all these architectures is a
32-bit ALU with arithmetic and logical operators inside those. The input and output ports of the basic elements
can be registered or bypassed. The connectivity style and connectivity strides are also indicated in the table. For
example, the MATRIX architecture supports a connectivity style of nearest neighbour (NN) with a stride of 1, mesh
with a stride of 2, row-wise (ROW) and column-wise (COL) both with a stride of 4. Actually, the row-wise and
column-wise 4-hop connection in the MATRIX architecture is present in alternative fashion, which is simplified
for this study. Note that, several of the presented architectures support multiple styles and strides together at one
hierarchical level. Instead of building a template library of all possible styles, the approach proposed in this work is
to break up the complex routing styles into group of overlapping ones.
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Architecture Cluster Size FPGA Size FPGA-level Connectivity Reflecting Topology of
FPGA-1 2x2 8x8 MESH-1 DReAM
FPGA-2 1x1 8x8 NN-1, MESH-2, ROW-4, COL-4 MATRIX
FPGA-3 1x1 8x8 MESH-1, ROW-1, COL-1 MorphoSys
Table 8.10. Instances reflecting known Coarse-grained FPGAs
Architecture Application Number of Clusters Number of Clusters Critical Path
before P&R after P&R (cycles)
FPGA-1 IDCT-row 26 42 53
DES-round 12 23 23
FPGA-2 IDCT-row 58 62 24
DES-round 28 31 24
FPGA-3 IDCT-row 58 67 32
DES-round 28 35 30
Table 8.11. Synthesis Results with the topology of known Coarse-grained FPGAs
Two of the algorithm kernels are synthesized with the aforementioned FPGAs. From the results given in table
8.11, it is not hard to find out the following notes. Firstly, in the architecture which is close to DReAM [81], for both
applications, the number of clusters used after placement and routing is much more than the number of clusters used
before that. The reason for this is, since MESH connectivity is used in FPGA level, a lot of extra clusters are used
for routing purpose. How many extra clusters are used for routing depends on the kind of connectivity style and
the routing capacity of clusters. Therefore, further exploration of connectivity style in FPGA level is necessary to
achieve better results. Secondly, in both the architectures FPGA-2 and FPGA-3, a cluster size of 1x1 is used. In such
a case, the in-cluster configuration does not call for any exploration. The performance after placement and routing
depends on the FPGA-level connectivity. A better performance is achieved for the architecture with MATRIX-like
connectivity due to more availability of routing resources.
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Figure 8.2. FPGAs for Exploration
Effect of Connectivity : For the FPGA to have a right balance of performance and flexibility, it is imperative
to select the basic elements, routing architecture and structural topology prudently. With different applications, it
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Figure 8.3. Coarse-grained FPGA Synthesis : Effect of Connectivity on Area
turned out that the performance varies with different architectures. To understand this variation, the exploration
started with a simple architecture with a cluster size of 2x2. In each cluster, three basic elements are used namely,
ALU (for arithmetic operations), CLB (for logic operations) and MULT (for multiplication). The cluster is option-
ally equipped with a multiplexer block to enable control flow mapping. The arrangement of the elements inside
cluster is as shown in the figure 8.2 (FPGA-1). On that basis, the FPGA-level connectivity is varied to obtain the
results as presented in figure 8.3 and in figure 8.4. Clearly a rich interconnect structure reduces the critical path
but, not for all kernels. Interestingly, for DES-round, a connectivity style of NN-1 achieves better critical path as
well as cluster count than a connectivity style of {MESH-1, NN-2}. This clearly reflects the application data-flow
organization, which is much denser than can be supported by MESH with 2-stride NN.
Effect of Functionality of Element : In this experiment the functionality of the elements are altered. This can
be performed easily by modifying the OPERATOR LIST of an element. Here, the operators defined in CLB are
moved into ALU and the CLB is replaced with another ALU. Now, the architecture becomes the FPGA-2 of figure
8.2. The results are shown in the figure 8.5.
Compared to the original structure, the functionality modification allowed the arithmetic operations and logic
operations in the application to fit into the same element. Because one more ALU element is now available inside
the cluster, chances of more arithmetic or logic operations to be put into one cluster is increased. Therefore, better
mapping results are easily found in BFLY, IDCT-row and DES-round. However, there is not much difference for
FIR in terms of the critical path. This is since there are no logical operations in FIR. In terms of number of clusters,
FIR is checked to have exactly the same results for both FPGA-1 and FPGA-2.
Effect of Varying Number of Elements in Cluster : To show the effect of varying element numbers in a
cluster, the DES-round kernel is chosen. In DES-round, there are only logic and arithmetic operations, which are
distributed in a ratio of roughly 3 to 1. In this experiment, three architectures from figure 8.2, with all of those having
{NN-1,MESH-2} connectivity at FPGA level. From the results (refer table 8.12), it can be observed that, a good
architectural decision is based on the proper application characterization. The selection of element type and number
of elements inside cluster should follow the basic characteristics of application e.g. the ratio of operators inside
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Figure 8.4. Coarse-grained FPGA Synthesis : Effect of Connectivity on Critical Path
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Figure 8.5. Coarse-grained FPGA Synthesis : Effect of Functionality on Critical Path
application. Here, when the ratio of elements of corresponding type is close to the ratio of operators in application,
a better synthesis result is achieved.
Area-optimized CG-SMAC : By trading-off between the results of all the kernels and taking the effects which
are analyzed above, FPGA-2 is found to be the best performing one. For area consideration, the MULT is kept as
a separate element out of ALU. Considering the characteristics of BFLY and FIR application, only one MULT is
arranged inside cluster. Since the logical and arithmetic (w/o multiplication) operations dominate in BFLY, IDCT-
row and DES-round, three ALU which includes both logic and arithmetic operations are put inside cluster. An
NN-1 connectivity in cluster level and an {NN-1, MESH-2} connectivity at FPGA level is used. For this FPGA,
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Architecture Number of Clusters Number of Clusters Critical Path
before P&R after P&R (cycles)
FPGA DES-1 20 22 23
FPGA DES-2 14 14 16
FPGA DES-3 11 11 13
Table 8.12. FPGA Synthesis : Effect of Diversity
Application Number of Clusters Number of Clusters Critical Path
before P&R [w/o optimization] after P&R [w/o optimization] (cycles) [w/o optimization]
BFLY 8 [9] 8 [9] 7 [5]
FIR 7 [8] 7 [8] 11 [10]
IDCT-row 23 [26] 28 [31] 21 [15]
DES-round 12 [14] 12 [14] 23 [15]
Table 8.13. FPGA Synthesis : Area-optimization
area-optimized version of CG-SMAC is applied to observe the effect. The results are recorded in table 8.13. The
synthesis results without area optimization are indicated within square brackets. Better area results are obtained
in all cases. However, a degradation of critical path is also observed as expected. This area-optimized version of
CG-SMAC can be employed suitably when the FPGA size is fixed beforehand and/or when the delay constraints
are less strict. An interesting follow-up work can be to perform area-optimization in non-critical paths as in [186].
H-FPGA-1 H-FPGA-2
ALU
MUL
pseudo cluster boundaries
Figure 8.6. Heterogeneous FPGAs
Heterogenous FPGA Synthesis : For experimenting with heterogenous FPGA structures, the application FIR
is chosen with the architectures taken from figure 8.6. An overall MESH-1 connectivity style is chosen with the
inter-cluster and intra-cluster routing delay set as 1 cycle. For the H-FPGA-2 architecture, the MULT elements are
placed more sparsely, which made the routing path longer. This resulted in higher number of clusters as well as
longer critical path (table 8.14).
Runtime Complexity : Though the algorithms used in the FPGA synthesis flow are computation-intensive, the
relatively less complexity of interconnects in FPGA compared to fine-grained FPGAs allowed all the presented case
studies to be synthesized in reasonable time. In a AMD Athlon Dual Core Processor (each running at 2.6 GHz), the
case study applications finished within 1 (FIR, 15 operators) to 15 minutes (IDCT-ROW, 58 operators) for FPGA-2.
FPGA Implementation : The architectures used in this case study are synthesized to obtain RTL description,
followed by gate-level synthesis with Synopsys Design Compiler [182]. For comparison’s sake, the synthesis results
for the architecture FPGA-2 are presented here. FPGA-2 is synthesized with total 25 (5x5) clusters. For the designer-
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Architecture Number of Clusters Critical Path
after P&R (cycles)
H-FPGA-1 20 8
H-FPGA-2 22 10
Table 8.14. Heterogeneous FPGA Synthesis
specified connectivity, total 2542 configuration bits are required to control FPGA-2. After gate-level synthesis, the
entire architecture met a clock constraint of 5 ns (with register attributes at element’s outports) for 130 nm process
technology (1.2 V) and occupied an area of approximately 3.77 mm2 of which 1.62 mm2 area is consumed by the
FPGA-level routing alone. It should be noted that this synthesis figures are bound to improve significantly after
physical optimization and by using special library cells, evidently for, the routing architecture.
8.5 rASIP Modelling for WCDMA
To aggressively support wide-ranging and continuously evolving data communication standards, future wireless
receivers are predicted to be cognizant of its operating environment. A major factor enabling this intelligent receiver
is its flexibility during execution. While processors support flexibility via ISA, the fast-changing communication
algorithms may require excellent performance from a processor throughout its evolution. Furthermore, the processor
needs to deliver performance across varying standards, which is not an easy task. Generally, such wireless platforms
are referred as Software-Defined Radios (SDRs). rASIPs appear to be an important design candidate for being
used in such flexible and adaptive wireless receivers. Consequently, researchers are proposing novel architectural
solutions to combine various wireless receiver algorithms under a single hood [202], utilizing modern rASIPs as IP
blocks to deliver SDR solutions [38] and even proposing fully re-configurable solutions [22] to address the challenge
of performance and flexibility raised by SDR. For the final case study, a representative wireless protocol is chosen.
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) [70] is one of the most common 3rd generation cellular
protocols, which an SDR solution must support. In the remaining part of this section, it is shown how WCDMA is
analyzed and steadily converged to a solution via several iterations - all along using the rASIP tool-flow proposed
in this book.
For this case study, a high-level language (C) implementation of UMTS WCDMA receiver is obtained from
CoWare Signal Processing Designer [34]. The receiver’s algorithmic block diagram is shown in the figure 8.7. The
upper part of the figure shows a generic algorithmic flow, out of which from the match filter till the maximum ratio
combiner is selected as the target application. In the lower part of the figure, the implementation of each rake finger
in the WCDMA receiver is shown in detail. From the C implementation, various functional blocks are identified
and grouped together to represent the algorithmic blocks. As can be observed, 4 rake fingers are deployed for the
receiver. The incoming chip rate is 3.84 Million chips per second with 15 slots per frame and each slot carrying
2560 chips. The channel oversampling factor is 4 and the spreading factor is 64. The match filter employed here,
is implemented using radix-2, 128-point FFT adjusted by overlap-add method. The complexity of the standard
time-domain convolution (64-tap FIR filtering) justifies using a frequency-domain multiplication instead. Surely, by
including effective memory organizations and special instructions, the frequency-domain operation can be further
boosted [71].
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Figure 8.7. Algorithmic Block Diagram : UMTS WCDMA Receiver
8.5.1 Profiling
Apart from algorithmic study of the implementation, a direct analysis of the computational requirements of the
WCDMA implementation is undertaken. This is performed by subjecting the C implementation to the architecture-
independent profiling tool [104]. From the profiling results, a coarse estimation of the number of operations per
algorithmic block is obtained. From the algorithmic analysis, it is also simple to determine the sampling rate for
each block. By putting these two pieces of information together, a log-log graph is obtained (refer figure 8.8). The
figure clearly shows that the computational complexity requirements of various blocks are different, sometimes by
wide margins. Considering the base processor performing in the range of few hundred MOPS, the strategy to meet
the timing deadline is as presented in the figure. For low-complexity operations, direct software implementations
suffice. For high-complexity blocks, as in the match filter, special-purpose custom instructions must be devised
along with hardware extensions. For some complex blocks, the ISA extensions may not be sufficient in the long run.
This is since, the algorithm itself may change. For such cases, coarse-grained building blocks are created, which
can be flexibly connected to each other. This is typical of the correlator block, for which coarse-grained FPGA
implementation can be chosen. Another decision to be made from the profiling is what kind of basic architecture
is to be used. For embedded processors, sophisticated hardwired scheduling is unusual, leading to simple-scalar
processors. Nevertheless, to support parallelism inherent in many algorithmic blocks, SIMD processing is required.
By analyzing the complex blocks of WCDMA (e.g. match filter, correlator) in detail, it is found that high-degree of
coarse parallelism do exist in this blocks. For example, correlation is performed in parallel for 3 incoming sample
streams (early, prompt, late) for 4 rake fingers. On the other hand, several scalar computations are also embedded
within this parallelism. Transferring streaming data among different blocks, scaling the data, buffering the data
are some examples of such computations. A VLIW processor would require high number of independent buffers
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Figure 8.8. WCDMA Complexity Analysis
and their synchronization in order to reap the benefit of the algorithm-level parallelism, resulting into high area
consumption. Furthermore, it would be difficult to determine fine-grained ILP to accommodate the scalar computa-
tions. On the basis of this, a RISC processor with several vector computing units is proposed as a starting point for
the architecture exploration of WCDMA. Depending on the exploration outcome, a fully VLIW architecture may
be designed.
8.5.2 Base Architecture
The base architecture for this case study is termed as IRISC. IRISC is connected with two synchronous memories
namely, program memory and data memory. The pipeline of IRISC is distributed across 5 stages, prefetch, fetch, de-
code, execute and writeback. The architecture supports bypass and interlocking mechanism to handle data hazards.
The IRISC instruction set consists of conditional and non-conditional instructions. Apart from regular load-store
instructions, IRISC supports arithmetic instructions like addition, subtraction, multiplication; boolean instructions
like and, or, xor, right shift, left shift; comparison instructions and loading and storing of complex data-type. IRISC
architecture contains 16 32-bit general purpose registers and no special-purpose register.
8.5.3 Hardware Extensions
For supporting the frequency-domain multiplication operations in the match filter, several hardware extensions are
naturally done to the IRISC. It is argued that the match filtering is mostly a stable algorithmic block, where limited
flexibility (e.g. number of taps in the filtering) would be sufficient. For supporting that, a dedicated coefficient
memory is introduced. Special registers for holding the intermediate results in the Fast Fourier Transformation
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(FFT) are introduced, too. The basic data memory is also extended with a dual port one, to continuously feed
the functional units operating in parallel. To reduce the amount of port access from memory, the real part and
the imaginary part of the incoming complex data are stored together in the same memory location, where the
upper half represented real part and the lower half represented imaginary part. Recognizing a huge number of
loop operations, a dedicated set of registers are included for supporting zero-overhead-loop mechanism. Further
special purpose registers are introduced to support parallelism in the rake fingers, which store the result of multiply-
accumulate operations. These registers could have been put simply into the pipeline registers, too. The advantage
of dedicated registers is that non-streaming data can be suitably stored and retrieved from these. In order to support
custom instructions without increasing the critical path, 4 new pipeline stages are introduced. Notably, the additional
pipeline stages are used by few special purpose instructions only. The regular instructions from basic IRISC still
finishes by the 5 pipeline stages. The additional special instructions are allowed the extra stages as those involve
multi-cycle memory-based execution. By increasing the number of stages, more latency (and thereby, more special
instructions) is allowed without hampering the previously achievable throughput.
8.5.4 Instruction Set Architecture Extensions
While moving from a basic RISC architecture to a specialized ASIP, IRISC incorporated several extensions in
its instruction set. In the following, a summary of these extensions and its target algorithmic block in WCDMA are
given.
Memory-Memory Instruction For the complex filtering operation, multiplication with the coefficients is an in-
tegral part. As the coefficients are stored in dedicated memories to speed-up the parallel execution, special
memory-memory instruction for multiplication is also designed.
Zero-Overhead Loop This mechanism is utilized over the complete WCDMA. A special instruction is designed
to load the number of iterations and the number of subsequent instructions, which are to be repeated.
Complex Butterfly Instruction For speeding up the match filter block, frequency-domain multiplication is used.
This necessitates transformation from time-domain to frequency-domain and the reverse. This is performed
via FFT, of which butterfly operation is a key component. A special instruction for performing complex
butterfly is designed. The instructions’ datapath and how it is distributed over the pipeline stages are shown
in the figure 8.9. For storing the intermediate results of FFT operations, a set of dedicated cache registers (32
32-bit unsigned registers) are used. A special purpose instruction (repeated using zero-overhead loop) dumps
this cache registers into memory.
Complex Arithmetic Operator All over the WCDMA, complex arithmetic operations are rampantly used. Be it
the multiplication in descrambler or the addition in the correlator, it is simply advantageous to have complex
addition, multiplication, multiply-accumulate, magnitude calculation, conjugation operators. Obviously, dif-
ferent instructions require different latency and those are distributed across pipeline stages accordingly. The
data movement instructions transfer data from special-purpose registers to memories and vice-versa aiding the
complex arithmetic operators. In addition to the complex instructions, modulo instructions are also supported
for enabling the down-sampling operations.
LFSR-based Code Generation The descrambling code in the WCDMA is generated via a pseudo-random se-
quence generation process, employing Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR). A software implementation of
LFSR is surely inefficient due to its fine-grained hardware design. Furthermore, the random sequence of code
may change from implementation to implementation, demanding a certain flexibility. A custom instruction
for generating the descrambling code is designed. It comes with two arguments namely, the initial seed and
the generator polynomial - both of which can be modified by the software developer.
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Figure 8.9. Complex Butterfly Operation
Bit Reversal This is not employed as a stand-alone instruction but, is tagged with several data movement instruc-
tions. Bit reversal is particularly needed for the butterfly operation of FFT (used in the match filter).
Data Movement Various special-purpose registers are used for keeping the supply of data to the functional units
of IRISC. Several special instructions are designed to move the data across these storage locations. To allow
block-wise data transfer, automatic address increment after each data transfer or bit-reversal during the data
transfer is also supported. In the case of last stage of forward FFT operation, the data is moved to memory
and on-the-fly multiplication with the coefficient memory is performed.
8.5.5 Software Extensions
The aforementioned extensions naturally call for an upgrading of the software implementation to fully exploit
the additional hardware and the special-purpose instructions. The organization of the loops and functions in the
reference software implementation are alternated to utilize the custom instructions to the full extent. The complex
and demanding blocks of the algorithm e.g. match filter, despreader, descrambler and correlator are particularly
modified with assembly-level coding. This includes the forward and inverse FFT operations. The instructions,
which require several cycles to be completed, need to be buffered with nops following them. This is also achieved
by effectively utilizing the inline assembly feature of LISA compiler.
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8.5.6 Synthesis Results
After the design exploration phase, the generated RTL description is synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler
[182] using 90 nm process technology (refer table 8.16). The synthesis results of IRISC processor before and after
the extensions reveal significant gain in application runtime performance (simulated for 1 slot) and thereby the
energy figures. Expectedly, area consumption is much higher. By introducing additional pipeline stages and careful
distribution of operations, the frequency of execution remained at the same level as in the original.
Architecture Minimum Area WCDMA Execution Time Energy
Clock Delay (ns) (KGates) (cycles) (µJoule)
IRISC-Basic 2.0 27.46 126988124 3936.6318
IRISC-ASIP 2.0 79.76 8548035 521.4301
Table 8.15. Synthesis Results for IRISC
Among this overall runtime speed-up, it is interesting to look at the critical blocks of the algorithm. The match
filter portion of WCDMA uses FFT operation. The FFT used to take 265381 cycles in the original IRISC processor.
Following the extensions, it executes in merely 1047 cycles, which is an improvement of runtime by 2 orders of
magnitude.
8.5.7 Extending towards rASIP
From the algorithmic analysis and profiling results, the correlator block is found to be most suitable for a coarse-
grained FPGA implementation. Correlation blocks need to be quick in execution as those are part of the loops
responsible for timing tracking and phase correction. The loops impose hard deadlines on the timing. To meet
these deadlines, a straightforward solution is to have dedicated ASIC implementation of correlator with the control
blocks residing in the base processor. The major issue with the ASIC implementation is that it cannot serve as a
building block of the system even if a minor change in the channel size or configuration is altered. Correlators
are used for overcoming the problem with multi-path propagation in WCDMA. Researchers have proposed linear
combination of early and late correlation with flexible delay [108] to address this problem more accurately. Future
high-sensitivity receivers may require further changes in the correlator channel, as indicated in [62]. Clearly, the
correlator implementation needs to be highly flexible and also efficient. Coarse-grained FPGA offers the perfect
choice for this.
There are few issues to be resolved here. First, which parts of the algorithm to be moved to the coarse-grained
FPGA and which parts not. Second, how to distribute the control and datapath of the re-configurable instructions.
Finally, which structure of the coarse-grained FPGA fits the correlator block best.
The correlator block is present for three signals (early, prompt, late) for all the 4 rake fingers. Its task includes a
complex MAC operation (denoted correlation operation in 8.7), down-sampling, filtering and magnitude calculation.
For correlator block, the complex MAC operation is of less complexity as the multiplication is done with +1 or -1.
The complexity is driven by the filtering operation, in this case which is a 6-tap FIR filter. To run the filtering
operations in parallel, various groupings (out of the 12 parallel filters) are possible. To keep the area within limits
and at the same time driving performance higher, 3 parallel functional units (for early, prompt and late signal) are
conceived within the coarse-grained FPGA. Each functional unit represents a particular signal, for which 4 parallel
filtering operations are performed, corresponding to each rake finger. The functional units are triggered by a special
instruction, termed SIMD CMAC. The instruction basically consists of a complex MAC operation, which is repeated
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6 times using a zero-overhead loop mechanism. The instruction reads and writes from/to dedicated accumulation
registers, which the base processor needs to update. New custom instructions are designed, as before, to facilitate
the data transfer with these special registers.
Architecture Minimum Area WCDMA Execution Time Energy
Clock Delay (ns) (KGates) (cycles) (µJoule)
IRISC-ASIP 2.0 79.76 8548035 521.4301
IRISC-ASIP (with SIMD CMAC) 2.0 132.87 7160311 545.6157
IRISC-ASIP (with clock gating) 2.0 131.46 7160311 519.8386
Table 8.16. Synthesis Results for IRISC with SIMD CMAC
Before proceeding with the coarse-grained FPGA modelling, it is interesting to look into the potential speed-up
of the special instruction. After augmenting the IRISC-ASIP with SIMD CMAC instruction (without moving it to
re-configurable block), the simulation and synthesis steps are performed. The achievable frequency, energy, area
figures provide an estimation of the performance if the IRISC would be fabricated as a fixed processor. Clearly, the
area increment is heavy - accounting for the additional vector complex MAC units and special-purpose registers.
However, it reaps benefit in the number of simulation cycles, particularly for the target correlator block - where a
speed-up of 7.5 times is achieved. The increase in runtime performance is not reflected in the energy consumption,
primarily due to the increased power consumption. This is reasonable due to the addition of more functional units
and several special-purpose registers, which consume considerable power in the idle states. An aggressive power
minimization approach with operand isolation and clock gating is required to check that overhead. For validating this
point, a latch-based clock-gating is applied to all the special-purpose registers, which are added solely to facilitate
the SIMD CMAC instruction. The resultant energy figures show better results compared to the original ASIP.
Surely, further benefits can be achieved by performing operand isolation over the special functional unit and clock-
gating the dedicated pipeline registers. Interestingly, the area figures reduced slightly - likely due to the replacing of
multiplexer-based enable signals with much smaller AND gates.
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Figure 8.10. Cluster Structures for Coarse-grained FPGA Exploration
8.5.8 Coarse-grained FPGA Exploration for SIMD CMAC
The datapath of SIMD CMAC instruction consists of four parallel slots, one of which is presented in the figure
8.11. It is built of boolean and arithmetic operators, with almost similar proportion of each. The datapath presented
in the figure 8.11 represents one complex MAC operation. With this structure in mind, various cluster contents
are chosen (presented in the figure 8.10) and corresponding connectivity is varied. With a delay model of 1-cycle
intra-cluster delay and 2-cycle inter-cluster delay, the critical path and the area results are presented in the table 8.17.
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The cluster contents for FPGA CDMA-1 and FPGA CDMA-2 are chosen to reflect the proportion of various
operators in the target datapath. Both of these fared quite poorly. The post placement-and-routing cluster count
increased steeply and the critical path’s visualization revealed that the routing network is complex, even with a rich
connectivity style in the FPGA level. This can be explained from the algorithm’s operator distribution. Though
the combinational and arithmetic operators are equally proportioned in the datapath, those are located sparsely.
Therefore, a single cluster with equally divided operators does not give any benefit. By merging the operators into
a single cluster (FPGA CDMA-3, FPGA CDMA-4), both the critical path and the number of clusters are reduced.
With increasing connectivity density, lower critical path and cluster is almost always achieved. For the complete
SIMD CMAC, the bitstream configuration is generated only for one slot and repeated across the structure.
After performing placement and routing of the target datapath, the arrangement of clusters for FPGA CDMA-
3 using two different connectivity styles are shown in the figure 8.12. It can be observed that the mesh type of
connectivity required several clusters to communicate using empty clusters, thus creating a longer critical path. The
nearest neighbour connectivity style, on the other hand, provides a more compact placement organization.
Once the complete datapath is fit into the given FPGA dimensions, the communication between clusters and/or
within clusters can be suitably timed by setting/resetting the configuration bit controlling bypass/register mode at
the output ports. Thus, a complete synthesis of the FPGA can be performed to get an approximation of the total
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FPGA Number of Clusters Number of Clusters Critical Path Connectivity
before P&R after P&R (cycles) Style (FPGA-level)
41 73 37 MESH-1
FPGA CDMA-1 41 62 29 NN-1
41 62 25 MESH-1, NN-2
41 52 25 NN-1, MESH-2
42 74 39 MESH-1
FPGA CDMA-2 42 68 31 NN-1
42 61 21 MESH-1, NN-2
42 53 21 NN-1, MESH-2
34 57 31 MESH-1
FPGA CDMA-3 34 49 23 NN-1
34 49 19 MESH-1, NN-2
34 43 17 NN-1, MESH-2
38 59 35 MESH-1
FPGA CDMA-4 38 53 27 NN-1
38 57 21 MESH-1, NN-2
38 45 17 NN-1, MESH-2
Table 8.17. Coarse-grained FPGA Exploration
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Figure 8.12. Post Place-and-Route Arrangement of SIMD CMAC
length of the critical path and then it can be pipelined at suitable places. A possible pipelining scheme is indicated in
the figure using red-colored dots. In case of the FPGA CDMA-3 architecture, a gate-level synthesis of the generated
RTL description is performed with Synopsys Design Compiler [182] using 90 nm process technology. This is done
to estimate the performance of a single cluster. Routing architecture will not give any reliable estimate of the actual
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pass-transistor structure it should be made of. The complete cluster consumed an area of 21.02 KGates and met a
timing constraint of 4.0 ns.
8.6 Study on Design Space Exploration Efficiency
In this section, the focus of the case study is on demonstrating the design efficiency of the proposed tool flow, i.e.
how different design alternatives can be quickly explored using the proposed methodology. For these experiments,
the fixed base-processor is a simple RISC processor, named LTRISC, with a 5 stage pipeline and 16 GPRs. This
processor is extended with a FPGA fabric for architecture exploration.
At the beginning of the case study, six different application kernels were selected for analysis. These kernels were
selected from two prominent multimedia software suites: mediabench II benchmark and X.264 codec implementa-
tion for the H.264 standard. The selected kernels were: Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) from MPEG2
decoder, Inverse and Forward Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT/DCT) from JPEG software, Sum of Absolute Dif-
ferences (SAD) from H.263 and H.264 encoder, and Sum of 8x8 Hadamard Transformed Differences (SHTD) from
H.264 encoder. The DCT/IDCT and SAD are chosen because various implementations of these kernels are embed-
ded in a large number of media applications. SHTD was selected because it is one of the most computation intensive
parts of the H.264 encoder.
The exploration flow mainly consisted of three steps - ISE identification, FPGA exploration and interface ex-
ploration. In the ISE identification phase, each application kernel was partitioned into a set of ISEs which were
identified using a mixture of manual algorithm analysis, profiling with µProfiler [104] and automatic ISE identifica-
tion. In the FPGA and interface exploration phases, the identified ISEs were inserted into the application code and
simulated on the rASIP ISS to obtain speed-up results.
The FPGA exploration consisted of synthesizing the identified ISEs to various FPGA fabrics with different logic
elements, topologies and connectivities. This step was used to characterize the different ISE sets in terms of cluster
usage and critical paths. At the same time, this step provided hints on the best FPGA fabric for a given application
kernel. The interface exploration consisted of bench-marking a variety of interfaces, as well as FPGA internal
storage structures. In the MPEG-2 IDCT case, these two explorations were carried out independently, i.e. the FPGA
was kept fixed during the interface exploration phase. In the other cases, the interface exploration was carried out
only for the FPGA and ISEs short-listed through the FPGA exploration. Finally, the results of these two explorations
were combined together to determine the best FPGA structure, interfacing options and ISEs for a given application
kernel.
The next subsections present the different design points that are explored. For the MPEG2 IDCT routine, the
FPGA and interface exploration are described in detail. For the other benchmark kernels, the configurations which
achieve the best performance are presented. During the FPGA exploration, a cycle-based cost model with inter-
cluster routing delay set to 2 FPGA clock cycles and intra-cluster routing delay set to 1 FPGA clock cycle was used
(DM1 cost model in [137]). The gate-level synthesis results for LTRISC and FPGA clusters were obtained using a
130nm technology library and Synopsys Design Compiler. For all different design points, the base processor met a
clock constraint of 2.5 ns, and the FPGA met a clock constraint of 5 ns, i.e. the base processor clock was running
two times faster than the FPGA clock. All the critical path results in the next sections are reported in terms of base
processor clock cycles.
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MPEG2 IDCT Kernel
The IDCT routine from the MPEG2 decoder has two loops which process a 8×8 element data-array in row-wise
and column-wise fashions. These loops have extremely similar structures and can be covered by the same set of
ISEs. Two sets of ISEs were identified for these loop kernels after careful analysis. The first set contained 4 ISEs
(named ISE1 through ISE4), while the second set had only one ISE which encompassed the entire DFG of the
kernels.
FPGA Configuration Partition I Partition II(full DFG)
Cluster Connectivity Critical Path (cycles) Number of Critical Path Number of
Name Style ISE1 ISE2 ISE3 ISE4 Clusters (cycles) Clusters
IDCT-1
NN-1 12 4 1 1 29 27 34
Mesh-1, NN-2 11 4 1 1 28 23 33
NN-1, Mesh-2 10 3 1 1 28 18 30
IDCT-2
NN-1 11 3 1 1 28 17 32
Mesh-1, NN-2 9 4 1 1 27 17 30
NN-1, Mesh-2 8 3 1 1 27 14 27
IDCT-3
NN-1 11 3 1 1 31 19 34
Mesh-1, NN-2 10 3 1 1 34 17 35
NN-1, Mesh-2 9 3 1 1 29 15 32
Table 8.18. FPGA Exploration for MPEG2 IDCT
FPGA Exploration: Algorithm analysis and µprofiling showed that the loop kernels use various arithmetic oper-
ations - mostly additions and subtractions, and some multiplications (around 15% of the total operators). Therefore,
only ALUs and Multipliers were selected as PEs in the FPGA fabric. Three different cluster topologies (IDCT-1,
IDCT-2 and IDCT-3 in Figure 8.14) with 2×2, 2×3 and 3×3 PEs were explored. Nearest Neighbor (NN) connectiv-
ity scheme is used inside a single cluster, and explored NN, {Mesh-1, NN-2}, and {NN-1, Mesh-2} configurations
for inter-cluster communication. The critical paths and cluster usage for the two ISE sets with different FPGA
configurations are shown in table 8.18.
Interface Exploration: For MPEG-2 IDCT, interface exploration was carried out with all 9 FPGA configurations
listed in table 8.18. For the first ISE set, the following set of interface options for each FPGA configuration are tried:
1. GPR file with 4-in/4-out ports.
2. Clustered GPR file similar to the one described in [102] with 4- in/4-out ports.
3. GPR file with 4-in/4-out ports, and an additional 16 Internal Registers (IRs) accessible from FPGA. ISE1
through ISE4 use these registers to communicate the intermediate values.
4. GPR file and a block of 8×8 IRs accessible from FPGA. At the beginning of IDCT calculation, the entire
8×8 data-block is moved from memory to this register file. At the end of calculation, the block is moved back
to memory.
Since the second ISE set contains a single ISE with 8-inputs and 8-outputs, a GPR file with 8-in/8-out ports is
chosen. The 8×8 IR file was also put inside the FPGA for the second set. In total, 45 different design points for the
first and second ISE sets are explored.
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As can be easily seen from table 8.18, the IDCT-2 cluster topology and {NN-1, Mesh-2} inter-cluster connectivity
results in the lowest critical path for all ISEs. The IDCT-3 cluster topology, in spite of having more PEs than IDCT-
2, do not give better critical paths or higher cluster utilization. The IDCT-1 topology is smaller in area than IDCT-2,
but results in longer critical paths. Table 8.18 also shows that the first set of ISEs (ISE1 through ISE4) always result
in smaller number of execution cycles than the second set. Moreover, the second set requires more data bandwidth
from the GPR file. The speed-up, register file area and cluster area results for the case study are summarized in
figure 8.13. For the sake of simplicity, only the results for {NN-1, Mesh-2} inter-cluster connectivity scheme is
presented, since it always produced the best result. As the figure clearly shows, the design space is highly non-
linear. As far as speed-up is concerned, the combination of IDCT-2 FPGA structure, 4-in/4-out register file with
8×8 IR block, and the first set of ISEs produce the best result. However, the 8×8 IR block significantly increases the
register file area. Similarly, the IDCT-1 cluster topology produces almost as good speed-up results as the IDCT-2,
but it is significantly smaller in area. As a consequence, the inclusion of the IDCT-2 topology and 64 IRs in the final
design might depend on the area constraints. Such non-linearities of the design space underlines the importance of
architecture exploration.
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Figure 8.13. Results for IDCT case study
JPEG IDCT and DCT kernels
The JPEG IDCT and DCT kernels are very similar, but not exactly the same, to the MPEG2 IDCT kernel. The
JPEG IDCT kernel uses an extra quantization table and requires even more data-bandwidth from the base processor.
Additionally, the JPEG DCT/IDCT kernels require more FPGA clusters due to the presence of larger number of
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operators. As is the general case with all IDCT/DCT kernels, the 8×8 IR block in the re-configurable fabric results
in better performance for JPEG IDCT/DCT.
SAD kernel
The SAD kernel calculates the difference of two vectors, element by element, and sums up the absolute value
of these differences. This kernel is extensively used in motion estimation blocks of different video compression
algorithm like MPEG2, H.263 and H.264. Since various implementations of SAD differ very little, a set of ISEs
which can be reused over all of them is conceived. The FPGA topologies explored for SAD are marked as SAD-1,
SAD-2 and SAD-3 in Figure 8.14. Each of these FPGA topologies included a special PE, named AB ALU, which
can calculate abs(x − y) or abs(x + y) apart from common arithmetic and logic operations. The abs(x − y) was
included because the SAD kernel repeatedly uses this function. The utility of abs(x + y) is explained later. It is
also found that the high degree of parallelism available in the SAD kernel can not be exploited through the GPR file.
When the ISEs requiring 8 inputs/4 outputs into SAD code are inserted, they caused large amount of GPR spills.
However, the performance improved greatly when 16 IRs were provided to SAD ISEs for communication.
ALUà {+,-, <<, >>, &, |}
MULà {*}
AB_ALUà {+,-, <<, >>, &, |, abs(x+y), abs(x-y)}
MUL ALU
ALU AB_ALU
SAD-1 SAD-2
MUL ALU
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Figure 8.14. Cluster Structures for Different Applications
SHTD kernel
The SHTD kernel from H.264 uses several additions and subtractions, abs(x − y) operations, and abs(x + y)
operations. Moreover, the software code for the kernel uses two 4×4 local arrays. Considerable speed-up can be
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achieved if 32 IRs are used instead of these local arrays. The SHTD-1 and SHTD-2 FPGA topologies in Figure 8.14
were used in the FPGA exploration of the SHTD kernel.
Application
Storage Interface FPGA Structure Base Processor Speed-up
Area (KGates) (times)
GPR I/O IR IR I/O Area Cluster Cluster Area
Count (KGates) Count (KGates)
MPEG2 IDCT 4/4 64 8/4 76.16 27 25.63 96.35 3
JPEG DCT 4/4 64 8/4 76.16 32 25.63 96.35 4.45
JPEG IDCT 4/4 64 8/4 76.16 30 25.63 96.35 2.08
SAD 8/4 16 4/4 32.14 29 26.52 51.77 2.26
SHTD 8/4 32 4/4 48.93 16 29.72 68.56 5.59
Table 8.19. Best Configuration of Application Kernels
The best results (considering the achievable speed-up only) for all the kernels are presented in Table 8.19. The
FPGA configurations explored for each one of them are shown in figure 8.14. For the first three applications
namely, MPEG2 IDCT, JPEG DCT and JPEG IDCT, IDCT-2 cluster configuration is used. For SAD and SHTD,
SAD-2 and SHTD-2 cluster configurations are used respectively. The connectivity style NN-1, Mesh-2 yielded the
best results for all the applications shown above. One can see that different design points yield best results for
different applications. The best cluster topologies of all the different kernels can be unified in the SHTD-2 structure.
Similarly, the best interface setting is to have 64 IRs with 8-inputs/4-outputs and a GPR file with 4-inputs/4-outputs.
The 64 IRs can be used in IDCT/DCT for storing the 8×8 data block, or for inter ISE communication in SAD, or
for storing the local arrays in SHTD kernel. This case study points out how important architecture exploration is for
the rASIP design process. Using the proposed design flow, 45 different design points for MPEG2 IDCT and more
than 60 different design points for the other kernels taken together, are explored. This exploration was done within
5 man days which would be extremely difficult without the comprehensive tool support offered by the proposed
methodology. The results also clearly advocate a careful investigation of various rASIP design alternatives for a
variety of applications. For example, a FPGA designed for IDCT/DCT is not good enough for SAD/SHTD, since it
does not contain the abs operator. Similarly, the number of internal registers required for SHTD (32 registers) is not
enough for the DCT/IDCT kernel.
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Past, Present and Future
We are made wise not by the recollection of our past,
but by the responsibility for our future.
George Bernard Shaw, Author, 1856 - 1950
9.1 Past
Since the inception of modern era of communication and information technology, the whole world is witnessing
rapid advancement in the field of digital system design. Starting from a few transistors on a single integrated circuit
conceived during late 1950s, we are now in an era of billions of transistors integrated to form heterogeneous System-
on-Chip (SoC). Albeit, the drive to squeeze more and more elements in a single system is coming with diminishing
returns mostly due to the challenges posed by energy efficiency and skyrocketing Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE)
costs. Therefore, a wide range of system components are now being offered as the building blocks of modern SoC
to balance the conflicting demands of flexibility (to avoid large NRE cost) and performance.
The range of the system components are huge, given the unique offering of each of them in terms of area effi-
ciency, energy efficiency and flexibility. The most flexible system components are usually the least energy efficient
ones e.g. general purpose processors, whereas with highest energy efficiency comes at the cost of minimum flexibil-
ity. Naturally, the focus of system designers are on those components, which can be engineered to strike a balance
between the conflicting requirements of performance and flexibility. ASIPs as well as FPGAs featured in this group
and thus received strong attention of designers over the past decade [33] [21] [192] [20].
Inevitably, designers toyed with the idea of merging two design styles namely, fixed and re-configurable logic,
together into one single application-specific processor. A wide range of processors, thus formed, are proposed over
the years. Clearly, the number of choices for different design decisions are staggering (refer figure 9.1). Therefore
novel design concepts, which limit these design choices, for partially re-configurable processors kept on appearing
in the research community [149] [52] [179]. Even after years of research focus, partially re-configurable systems
are yet to catch the fancy of commercial vendors. Few issues, until recently, remained challenging enough to hinder
a greater acceptability of these systems. These are as following.
• It was never easy to design a processor at first place. A processor design is basically to decide the partitioning
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Figure 9.1. rASIP Design Choices
of hardware and software, to design these two interrelated parts and then to design tools which enable easy
mapping from the software to the hardware. The overall process involves detailed understanding of the influ-
ence of each design point on the rest of the design. With the invention of ADLs [33] [191] [68], the processor
design complexity is much more manageable now.
• FPGAs are traditionally viewed as a prototyping platform. Its huge advantage as a re-configurable component
is put off by the disadvantages of designing an FPGA from scratch (specifically due to its highly optimized
physical design) and its poor performance compared to dedicated ASIC or even processor in case of control-
dominated circuits. Of late, designers have suggested a more application-specific model of re-configurable
architectures. These architectures feature dedicated functional blocks (instead of generic LUT) and less flex-
ibility in routing architecture [129] [57] compared to the that found in fine-grained FPGAs.
• The aforementioned two difficulties, when faced together, makes the task even more challenging. Most of the
partially re-configurable processor, therefore, shied away from attempting a generic design methodology and
restricted the problem within a specific template proposed of their own. Obviously, that prevented application-
specific design space exploration, which is much needed in view of today’s fast changing applications.
With the emergence of new design tools and new design points in both re-configurable architectures and processors,
the present times seemed ripe for a strong re-entry of partially re-configurable processor design. This time, equipped
with powerful and generic design tools.
9.2 Present
In view of emerging language-driven processor design concept, few attempts at modelling partially re-
configurable processors at high-level of abstraction are made [23] [124]. Though these models allow early design
space exploration, a generic processor design paradigm is lacking in both of these. While the ADRES architecture
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[23] advocates a VLIW-like structure, the Pleiades [124] has a pre-defined system template - both allowing limited
designer freedom.
The work presented in this book started with the identification of a broad range of possible design choices in the
field of partially re-configurable processor design. Thenceforth, the design flow is segmented into two subsequent
phases namely, pre-fabrication phase and post-fabrication phase. At this point, the exact requirements of design tools
are noted. To facilitate fast design space exploration and convenient modelling - a generic language-driven platform
for ASIP design [33] is chosen as the basis. The language is extended with new keywords and sections to enable
the modelling of the entire partially re-configurable processor. This necessitated a re-working of the existing tool
flow as well as developing new sets of tools. Furthermore, the state-of-the-art research tools from processor design
automation are integrated in the proposed partially re-configurable processor design framework. In the following,
the basic design principles and associated tools are summarized.
9.2.1 Pre-fabrication Design Flow
The figure 9.2 captures the pre-fabrication rASIP design flow graphically. The design starts from the application
profiling, which is done via static and dynamic profiling [163] of the application in an architecture-independent
manner. The profiling helps to narrow down the architectural design space. With the aid of the profiler, the decisions
concerning the memory hierarchy, number of registers, processor architecture (e.g. RISC, VLIW) can be taken.
These decisions are formally described using the language LISA 3.0, which is used as the modelling platform for
complete rASIP. An associated tool, termed Coding Leakage Explorer, analyzes the coding contribution of different
LISA operations and determines the free coding space a.k.a coding leakage. The higher the coding leakage in a
particular LISA operation, the more number of special instructions it can accommodate as its children. The rASIP
software tools e.g. simulator, assembler, linker, profiler are automatically derived from the LISA description. These
set of software tools allow the designer to do a target-specific application profiling. With the aid of the LISA
simulator and coding leakage explorer, the partitioning of data flow as well as control flow can be performed by
the designer. The partitioning needs to consider the future evolution of target application(s). Accordingly, room for
future instructions, storage space, interface bandwidth etc. must be reserved. The LISA-based RTL synthesis tool
automatically generates the RTL description of the base processor and the re-configurable block as per the designer-
directed partitioning. The partitioning generates the interface between the processor and the re-configurable block
automatically. The complete interface is stored in the XML format. The storage of the interface is necessary in
order to ensure that the interface restrictions are not violated during the post-fabrication rASIP enhancements. The
generated HDL description for the base processor can be further synthesized using commercial gate-level synthesis
flows [182]. For the re-configurable part to map, the detailed structural specification of the coarse-grained FPGA can
be formally described in LISA. The re-configurable part of the processor is internally taken from the RTL synthesis
tool and then mapped, placed and routed on to the coarse-grained FPGA as per the LISA specification. The output
of this is a configuration bitstream, which is passed on to the RTL description of the coarse-grained FPGA for
simulation.
The design decisions to be taken in the pre-fabrication phase are as following.
• rASIP data flow and partitioning.
• rASIP control flow and partitioning.
• rASIP ISA.
• Base processor micro-architecture.
• Re-configurable block micro-architecture.
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Figure 9.2. Pre-fabrication rASIP design flow
These decisions are key to play the trade-off between the flexibility and the performance of the rASIP. For example,
the availability of local decoding inside the re-configurable block allows flexibility in adding custom instructions.
On the other hand, the decoder structure, being irregular in nature, adds to the interconnect cost and power budget
of the re-configurable block. The decisions taken during the pre-fabrication design flow constrain the optimization
benefits (or in other words, the design space) achievable during the post-fabrication design. For example, the
interface between the fixed processor part and the re-configurable block is decided during the pre-fabrication flow.
This decision cannot be altered once the processor is fabricated.
9.2.2 Post-fabrication Design Flow
The post-fabrication rASIP design flow is shown in figure 9.3. In this phase, the rASIP is already fabricated.
Due to this, several parts of the design cannot be altered (labelled dark). The major design decision, which needs to
be taken, is the selection and synthesis of custom instructions to reduce the application runtime. Consequently, the
custom instructions need to be mapped, placed and routed on the coarse-grained FPGA.
In the proposed flow, the custom instruction synthesis tool (ISEGen), presented in [163], is used. This tool is
able to accept generic interface constraints and produce custom instructions in LISA description format. Apart from
that, manual custom instruction / datapath modelling is also possible via LISA description in the post-fabrication
phase. The only restriction is that the pre-fabrication design constraints must be adhered to by the designer. This
naturally indicates that several parts (base processor, coarse-grained FPGA structure) of the LISA description cannot
be altered. The post-fabrication design constraints can be summarized as following.
• The special-purpose or custom instructions must not violate the existing interface between re-configurable
block and the base processor. Actually, the custom instruction synthesis tool used in the presented flow
accepts this interface as an input constraint. Even after that, during the RTL synthesis phase, the fabricated
interface is matched with the new generated interface.
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Figure 9.3. Post-fabrication rASIP design flow
• The additional number of instructions must not exceed the number allowed by the free coding space available.
• The overall area of the custom data path should be within the area budget of the existing re-configurable block.
In the post-fabrication design flow, ISEGen generates the custom instructions with potentially high speed-up.
The calls to these custom instructions are embedded in the application. The behavior of the custom instructions are
generated in form of LISA operations, which can be directly plugged in to the existing LISA model. The software
tool suite for the modified rASIP description is generated automatically. The re-configurable block, as in pre-
fabrication flow, is subjected to the FPGA mapping, placement and routing flow, with a focus on area constraints.
Essentially, the same set of tools are used in both pre- and post-fabrication rASIP design.
9.3 Future
The design flow proposed in this book made an important step towards generic rASIP design space exploration
and implementation. Continued interest on this topic depends heavily on the emergence of more demanding ap-
plications as well as aggressive requirement of energy-efficiency - both of which seems highly probable at present.
Various major research endeavors can, thus, be undertaken around the current rASIP design framework. These are
presented categorically here.
Application Analysis Definitely, it is the application developer, who decides best among the design choices. How-
ever, it is difficult for the application developer to ascertain the design choice when the system is large and
complex - as in rASIP. On the other hand, from the perspective of system developers - it is imperative to
have useful tools to understand the static and dynamic behavior of the application. The current set of tools
for high-level application analysis includes target-independent profiling [104] and target-based simulation.
Target-independent profiling tools still lack the cognizance of an experienced hardware designer. For example,
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a poor software implementation of barrel shifter can hardly be tackled automatically by a profiling/synthesis
tool. This is more true in case of FPGA-based architectures as the target. The user of profiling tool expects to
have early design suggestions on how to group the basic blocks, what should be the granularity or what kind
of routing architecture is most suitable. These questions become more and more important with the idea of
having a application-specific FPGA in the system.
Accommodating Further FPGA Design Points The approach suggested in this book for generic modelling
coarse-grained FPGAs is a step towards the future of re-configurable architecture. Current world of re-
configurable architectures lack generic high-level modelling platform, generic synthesis tools and physically
optimized implementation route. While the first two problems are addressed in this book, the last one is yet
undone. Researchers in future will definitely have to find a mechanism to define an implementation method-
ology (library-based, perhaps) to open up the FPGA design to a greater community.
In the area of high-level FPGA modelling, the description style proposed in this book can be a starting point.
It can be enhanced to permit dedicated channels, switching network and such common fine-grained FPGA
features. Though there is a scope of lively argument over the necessity of detailed routing structures in coarse-
grained application-specific FPGA, yet a generic language should be able to accommodate more than what is
covered in this book. In tune with these extensions, the synthesis tools also need to be updated without losing
the genericity.
Accurate Cost Estimation Fast downscaling of technology has extended the horizon of EDA researchers tremen-
dously. Error-tolerant design, temperature-aware synthesis are increasingly common words in low-level syn-
thesis. With the cost of fabrication increasing, it will be impossible for future designers to ignore these effects
even during high-level design. To equip the proposed design flow considering such prospects, it is important
to accurately estimate the energy-area-timing of a rASIP in high-level itself. It is also interesting to estimate
the advantage/disadvantage of rASIP against FPGA and ASIP across scaling technology.
System-level Integration With the currently proposed rASIP design framework, it is possible to view the rASIP as
another system component and build a SoC with it. An interesting work in this direction can be to represent a
complete SoC - with ASIC, ASIP, micro-processor, re-configurable hardware blocks, communication network
- in high-level abstraction of LISA. Except the communication network, and for some highly optimized ASIC,
the rest can be modelled very well in LISA. It is conjectured that, such a representation will increase the design
productivity significantly.
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LISA Grammar for Coarse-grained FPGA
In the following, the modified LISA grammar for parsing the coarse-grained FPGA’s structural description is
presented. The detailed LISA grammar is available at [10].
fpga : fpga fpga component {}
| fpga component {};
fpga component
: t ELEMENT ’{’ element part list ’}’ {}
| t TOPOLOGY ’{’ cluster list ’}’ {}
| t CONNECTIVITY ’{’ rule list ’}’ {};
element part list
: element part list t ELEMENT t IDENTIFIER ’{’ port attributes behavior ’}’ {}
| t ELEMENT t IDENTIFIER ’{’ port attributes behavior ’}’ {};
port
: t PORT ’{’ port declaration list ’}’ {};
port declaration list
: port declaration list port declaration {}
| port declaration {};
port declaration
: t IN sign declaration ’<’ t NUMBER ’>’ identifier list ’;’ {}
| t OUT sign declaration ’<’ t NUMBER ’>’ identifier list ’;’ {};
sign declaration
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: t SIGNED {}
| t UNSIGNED {};
behavior
: t BEHAVIOR ’{’ fpga c code ’}’ {};
cluster list
: cluster list cluster {}
| cluster {};
cluster
: t CLUSTER t IDENTIFIER ’{’ cluster port layout attributes ’}’ {};
cluster port
: t PORT ’{’ cluster port declaration list ’}’ {};
cluster port declaration list
: cluster port declaration list cluster port declaration {}
| cluster port declaration {};
cluster port declaration
: t IN sign declaration ’<’ t NUMBER ’>’ cluster port identifier list ’;’ {}
| t IN sign declaration ’<’ t NUMBER ’>’ array declaration cluster port identifier list ’;’ {}
| t OUT sign declaration ’<’ t NUMBER ’>’ cluster port identifier list ’;’ {}
| t OUT sign declaration ’<’ t NUMBER ’>’ array declaration cluster port identifier list ’;’ {};
cluster port identifier list
: cluster port identifier list ’ ’ t IDENTIFIER {}
| t IDENTIFIER {};
layout
: t LAYOUT ’{’ layout list ’}’ {};
layout list
: layout list layout decl {}
| layout decl {};
layout decl
: t ROW t IDENTIFIER ’=’ ’{’ entity identifier list ’}’ ’;’ {};
entity identifier list
: entity identifier list ’,’ t IDENTIFIER {}
| t IDENTIFIER {};
rule list
: t RULE t IDENTIFIER ’{’ style list basic list ’}’ rule list {}
| t RULE t IDENTIFIER ’{’ style list basic list ’}’ {};
style list
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: style list style declaration {}
| style declaration {};
style declaration
: t STYLE ’(’ style type ’,’ t NUMBER ’)’ ’;’ {}
| t STYLE ’(’ style type ’)’ ’;’ {};
style type
: t POINT2POINT {}
| t MESH {}
| t NEARESTNEIGHBOUR {}
| t ROWWISE {}
| t COLUMNWISE {};
basic list
: basic declaration basic list {}
| basic declaration {};
basic declaration
: t BASIC ’(’ t IDENTIFIER ’,’ t IDENTIFIER ’)’ ’{’ basic body ’}’ {};
basic body
: basic statement basic body {}
| basic statement {};
basic statement
: src connector t TO dst connector list ’;’ {}
| src connector array access t TO dst connector list ’;’ {}
| src connector t TO dst connector array access ’;’ {}
| src connector t TO dst connector subscription ’;’ {};
subscription
: t OPEN SQ BRACKET t NUMBER t CLOSE SQ BRACKET {};
array access
: t OPEN SQ BRACKET t NUMBER t DOUB DOT t NUMBER t CLOSE SQ BRACKET {};
src connector
: t IDENTIFIER ’.’ t IDENTIFIER {};
dst connector list
: dst connector t OR dst connector list {}
| dst connector {};
dst connector
: t IDENTIFIER ’.’ t IDENTIFIER {};
attributes
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: t ATTRIBUTES ’{’ registered bypass ’}’ {}
| t ATTRIBUTES ’{’ bypass registered ’}’ {};
bypass
: t BYPASS ’(’ identifier list ’)’ ’;’ {}
| t BYPASS ’(’ t NONE ’)’ ’;’ {};
registered
: t REGISTER ’(’ identifier list ’)’ ’;’ {}
| t REGISTER ’(’ t NONE ’)’ ’;’ {};
array declaration
: t OPEN SQ BRACKET t NUMBER t DOUB DOT t NUMBER t CLOSE SQ BRACKET {};
identifier list
: identifier list ’,’ t IDENTIFIER {}
| t IDENTIFIER {};
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